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1. Introduction
A major development in business models in the past 20 years has been platforms. A study
about platform envelopment has shown that 60 of the 100 largest companies in the world in
market value earn at least half of their revenue from platform business models (Eisenmann,
Parker & Van Alstyne, 2011). In 2016, Evans & Gawer researched that digital platforms have
in total accounted for a market value of $4.3 trillion and an employment base of several
million direct and indirect employees (Stummer. Kundisch & Decker, 2018). This shows how
much platforms are being used and to what success. There is a lot of revenue to be earned by
using these types of models, but the term “platforms” is still a largely unknown concept,
because of the lack of research on the defining characteristics of these platforms (Täuscher &
Laudien, 2017). A fitting definition for platforms is from the industrial organization
perspective that claims: “Platforms can be conceptualized as interfaces – often embodied in
products, services or technologies – that can serve to mediate transaction between two or
more sides, such as networks of buyers and sellers or complementors and users” (McIntyre &
Srinivasan, 2017, p. 143).
The most successful companies, based on market share, utilize the concept of platforms very
well, in order to earn at least half of their revenue by being a facilitating platform. This means
that other companies should also be able to successfully utilize platforms in order to earn
more revenue, gain brand reputation or increase their market share. However, it can be
difficult to achieve these goals for companies that try to enter markets where platforms are
important. “In platform markets, strong network effects and high switching costs often shelter
incumbents from entry by standalone rivals” (Eisenmann et al., 2011, p. 1270). They also
mention that in order to overcome those barriers, they have to be revolutionary in their way of
being a platform (Eisenmann et al., 2011).
Platforms are mainly created by ‘leaders of leaders’ and “approved generally by the
consensus of the stakeholders of the organization, serve as the guiding force on broad areas
of behavior” (Rubenstein, 2005, p. 190). When it comes to platform creation, six different
patterns have been identified and are seen as the main strategies for platform creation: (1)
Single target group, (2) platform staging, (3) subsidizing, (4) platform envelopment, (5)
exclusivity agreements and (6) side watching (Stummer et al., 2018). These strategies have
proven to be successful, but they are not universal. Other situations might ask for other
strategies. Above all that, these strategies still fail to fix some of the issues of platform
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creation (Stummer et al., 2018). Therefore it is interesting to look for other perspectives to
look at platform creation.

1.1 Problem Statement
A major issue occurs with the creation of new platforms. The ecosystems in where digital
platforms exist are “the collaborative arrangements through which firms combine their
individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution” (Adner, 2006). For value
creation in these ecosystems the inputs of multiple stakeholders, that are loosely
interconnected, are important (Dattée, Alexy & Autio, 2017). However, there has been a lack
of research on how newly created platforms can use those stakeholders and complements to
create successful platforms (Dattée, et al., 2017). The problem situation that occurs is known
as the “chicken-and-egg” problem. This is defined as “If the platform or its complements are
of little value in isolation, how does one persuade someone to commit first, and evolve a
collective framework of participation” (Dattée, et al., 2017, p. 3). This means that there are
difficulties with convincing complements and users to join a new platform. But these
complements and stakeholders are important for value creation, so they are necessary to
ensure a successful platform creation. Solving the “chicken-and-egg” problem would help
new platforms to overcome those challenges, but how to solve this issue is the important
question. The standard solution is that the initiator(s) create a ‘blueprint’ that would show a
vision about the future ecosystem in where these stakeholders create value together. This
should reduce uncertainty, enable coordination and enable the initiator to envision a future
ecosystem where potential stakeholders want to join early for the fear of missing out (Dattée
et al., 2017). However, this solution assumes that it is possible to create one compelling future
ecosystem that would be tangible enough in order to reduce the uncertainty and get
stakeholders on board (Dattée et al., 2017). But this is not always possible (Dunne &
Dougherty, 2016), especially not in when build on generative technologies, where changes
could happen every day and the potential future is difficult to envision in only one ‘blueprint’
(Zittrain, 2006). Thus, the major issue occurs with the creation of new platforms to get all
complements and users in the ecosystem on board in order to create a successful platform,
that can be valuable for the customers, happen. Therefore the goal of my research is to find
factors that could overcome these challenges and uncertainties, which could lead to newly
created platforms to be more successful. Solving a “chicken-and-egg” issue is not easily done,
but by providing different perspectives and theories they can be made easier to comprehend.
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By finding ways or factors that can make platforms more successful, steps can be made to
deal with the “chicken-and-egg” issue.
Although I have talked about one problem for new platform creation, there are more. Looking
at the music platform industry, there is a clear standard on how the platform should look like
(Bonardi and Durand, 2003), which makes it hard and costly for new entrants to challenge the
dominant platforms (Kristiansen, 1998). For that reason, literature also talks about new
platforms adjusting to dominant platforms in order to be compatible (Sheremeta, 2004).
However, every new platform has to face the general challenges for platform creation, namely
that both complements and users are needed for participation, and being able to influence and
control the design and development of new platforms by making sure they fall in line with the
firms interests (Gawer and Cusumano, 2008). Being able to address these challenges requires
the ability to deal with three strategic dilemmas.
First of all, in order for a platform to be successful, they need to be distinctive enough from its
competitors (Cennammo and Santalo, 2013). This can be difficult in practice, since most
platforms and their ecosystems have a dominant value proposition (Afuah, 2013). Looking at
the music platform industry, the value proposition is clear: They provide a link between
musicians and artists and their fans. The platforms make sure that the users can legally listen
to music, by paying a subscription or listening to advertisements, and musicians are paid for
every time their music is streamed. Although there can exist small differences between
platforms, there is not much room in being distinctive from other platforms in the industry.
Trying a different model or being too distinctive can result in ecosystem players rejecting the
model because it counters certain expectations (Durand and Khaire, 2017; Suarez et al.,
2015). Distinctiveness is needed however, otherwise the new platform can be redundant and
unworthy (Kennedy, 2008). There is need to find a sweet spot for distinctiveness to not cross
both lines of being too much or too little distinctive.
Secondly, there is an dilemma between gaining more control in an ecosystem and
encouraging others to innovate the platform (Parker & Van Alstyne, 2017). On one hand, it is
important to gain control over the design and architecture of the platform (Lounsbury and
Glynn, 2001), but giving control to others in the ecosystem can be important to build up
momentum within the ecosystem (Schilling, 2009). Control is seen as the core of attracting
sponsors and accomplishing their interests, but it can scare others to join the platform. New
platforms have the choice to either grant access to the platform or devolving control on the
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development of the platform (Boudreau, 2010). In his research he found compelling evidence
for both approaches to have a positive impact on the innovativeness of the platform and its
products or services, although the impact of the granting access approach was bigger than the
impact of the devolving control approach (Boudreau, 2010). This means that new platforms
have to consider the tension between maintaining control or devolving control over the
platform.
Finally, the “chicken-and-egg” (Dattée et al., 2017) issue that I have talked previously in this
paragraph. It is important, but difficult, for new platforms to attract both complements and
users towards the platform. This is seen as the core objective for platform creation
(Armstrong, 2006). Platforms with a high userbase are more likely to attract complements
towards their platform (Schilling, 2002), but platforms that have supporting and
complementary products and services are important for users to join the platform (Clements
and Ohashi, 2005). What to focus on and what is more important is the main dilemma of the
“chicken-and-egg” issue, presented by Dattée and colleagues (2017).
This research will shed more light on the issues of new platform creation and looks for ways
that platforms can deal with challenges of platform creation. The previous paragraph has
shown that the standard solution does not always work, because there is too much uncertainty
for a ‘blueprint’ to work in reality, and therefore the main research objectives of this research
are to:
Contribute to the body of knowledge on theories on successful platform creation and find
factors that could lead to successful platform adoption and creation.
The research question therefore is: What are factors that lead to successful new platform
creation and adoption in the music platform industry? In this research we will take a look at
the five biggest and well-known music platforms and see how they handled the “chicken-andegg” problem when they created the platform, how they changed their strategy over time, how
they solved the problems that they came across and the results of these solutions. This would
show the do’s and do not’s when it comes to creating a new platform and getting stakeholders
on board, which could help new entrants join the industry. They would know what to do and
how to do it, in order to create a successful, sustainable new platform. From this information,
I will be able to extract factors that could explain this success. If these factors are found in
multiple cases and actually explain most of the success, they can be seen as the cause of the
success of new platform creation. However, it is important to note that these factors can be
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context specific and that these factors might not explain the success for platforms in every
industry or even for every platform within the same industry. This is the reason why I am
looking at multiple cases within the same industry. If in more than one of these cases the
factors lead to a successful platform creation and adoption, there is enough reason to believe
that within this specific industry, these factors can be the reason for success.
Being successful is a subjective concept. Success is not the same for everyone. In this case we
will measure success as attracting and having more users than the competitors. Spotify is a
good example of why this measurement fits the case. Spotify has the highest amount of users
with 160 million, but has not made any profits since they started (Van Dongen, 2018). The
year 2017 resulted in a 1.2 billion dollar loss for Spotify, but it still is the leading music
streaming application (Van Dongen, 2018). That is why it is important to measure success by
the amount of users and growth in attracting more users than the competitors. However, it is
important to note that profit has to be a goal for platforms in the future. Business cannot
sustain themselves if they keep losing money every year. Eventually, the high amount of users
has to be transformed into profits, otherwise the business will not survive without outside
investments. For the early stages of platform creation, gathering as many users as possible is a
valid goal. As long as they keep in mind that the platforms has to make money.

1.2 Relevance
This research will be relevant in multiple ways. First off all, it will contribute to the body of
knowledge for new platform creation. As has been stated before, the term “platforms” is still
an unknown concept, mostly because of the lack of research (Täuscher & Laudien, 2017). In
this research we will go deeper into new platform creation and focus on a specific industry,
namely the music platform industry. Secondly, it will contribute to solutions for the “chickenand-egg” problem (Dattée, et al., 2017). As has been shown in the problem statement, there
are major issues when it comes to creating a new platform (Dattée, et al., 2017). The
“blueprint” that should get stakeholders in the platform might not be able to comprehend all
the possible future outcomes (Zittrain, 2006) and thus is the blueprint solution (Dattée, et al.,
2017) not always possible (Dunne & Dougherty, 2016). This research will shed more light on
the factors that could explain the success of new platforms. By specifically looking at the
music distribution industry, I can look for the factors across multiple digital platforms that
compete in the same industry. I will look at Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory (2003)
and if his theory also applies to platform creation. Therefore this research will contribute to
understanding what factors lead to the success of new platform creation by looking at the
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industry life cycle and the importance of the timing for new platform creation and this
research will look for connections between Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory (2003)
and successful platform creation and adoption. This will help future research on platform
creation by knowing what factors can lead to the success of platforms and if these factors are
possibly context specific. By knowing these factors they can be used as a better grasps on the
theory and platform creation and adoption.
Not only will this research contribute to the literature, but it will also show practical uses. The
end result of this research will be useful for future researchers and businesses that are
interested in new platform creation and how it can be successful. My research should show
factors that are the cause of success, from the music platform industry, for new platform
creation.

1.3 Outline Thesis
In the following chapters of this research, I will first go deeper in the theory behind new
platform creation and at Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory in order to create a
relationship between the success of new platform creation and when they get created. Then
we will take a closer look at each individual platform and see at how and why they started,
how their strategy has changed over time and how the business looks now. After that, we will
compare these platforms in order to look at what strategy has worked the best and why that is
the case. This all should give us more insight in the thought-process and success-/ failure
stories behind the choices that were made by each individual music platform to be where they
are now. The following chapter would generate a model, based on the five biggest music
platforms, for new initiators in the industry in order to create sustainable and successful
platform.
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2. Theoretical background
We will start by taking a look at what previous literature says about how to deal with the
previously described challenges of platform creation. After that, I will look at Rogers’
diffusion of innovations theory (2003) and create propositions that can help in explaining the
success and adoption of platforms, based on Rogers’ theory and the connection with platform
creation literature.
I have previously talked about what platform creation is and what researchers say about new
platform creation and the dilemmas. In this chapter I will go more in depth in Rogers’
diffusion of innovations (2003), talk about why his theory is useful and applies to platform
creation and I will construct propositions to test the results to, in order to make claims about
platform creation, Rogers theory and certain strategies.

2.1 How to deal with the dilemmas of platform creation
Although researchers have tried to research the dilemmas, mentioned in the previous chapter,
there is still a lack of research on platforms and platform creation (Täuscher & Laudien,
2017), especially since there is a rise of literature on platform strategies (McIntyre and
Srinivasan, 2017). Therefore it is important to focus on new platform creation and how to deal
with the dilemmas. Being able to deal with the previously described three challenges is
important, because it will help platforms to be able to cope with these challenges and
overcome them, which can be a path towards more successful platform creation. In order to
deal with these challenges, I am using the theory of Rogers (2003). His research should give
pointers whether or not a newly created platform can be seen as an innovation and is therefore
likely to be adopted or not, given the five factors that he mentions in his research. Secondly I
will look at the strategies used by each individual platform and see how successful those
strategies are, compared to each other.

2.2 Roger’s diffusion of innovations
Rogers (2003) combines two different theories and goes a bit further. It has elements of both
the theories from Levitt (1965) and Lieberman & Montgomery (1988), but it is slightly
different and expands on both theories. A representation of his theory is shown in figure 1.
This theory can explain the success or failure of certain platform, based on when they entered
an industry and other factors. My goal is to first explain the theory, then create propositions
based on the theory that include certain factors and in the results show that these factors are
indeed a base of success for new platform creation.
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Figure 1. Diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003)

Rogers’ diffusion of innovations is about three major insights: First, the attributes that make
an innovation spread. Second, the importance of communication and communication
networks. And third, understanding the needs of different types of users (Rogers, 2003). He
describes the diffusion process as: the process of which an innovation is communicated
through certain channels, over time, among the members of a social system (Rogers, 2003).
Let me start by explaining what an innovation is. An innovation is an idea, object or behavior
that is seen as new by a certain population (Rogers, 2003). Rogers claims in his book that
there are five attributes that influence the adoption rate of innovations. These are:
1. Relative advantage: The degree in which an innovation is better than the previous
idea, as perceived by a particular group of users. There are no absolute rules, the
relative advantages depend heavily on the perceptions of the group. A high perceived
relative advantage results most likely in a rapid rate of adoption (Rogers, 2003). For
example: with the uprise of Spotify, music distribution services like iTunes and radio
fell down in usefulness and the relative advantages that Spotify offers are perceived as
high for the group of users.
2. Compatibility: The degree in which an innovation is perceived as valuable, call to the
needs of users and is consistent with past experiences. When an innovation is
compatible, adoption is likely to be more rapid than when it is not compatible (Rogers,
2003).
3. Complexity: The degree of difficulty that an innovation has. When an idea is easier to
understand and the product or service is easier to use, the adoption is likely to be more
rapidly than an idea that is difficult to understand and use (Rogers, 2003).
4. Trialability: The degree in which an innovation has a trial bases. Most music
streaming platforms offer a limited time trial for potential users to test their service
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and products. When there is a trial for users, they are less impacted by the risks. This
gives them a better view of the product or service and can therefore make a better
decision (Rogers, 2003).
5. Observability: The degree in which results of innovations are observable for
individuals. When results are visible, the uncertainty drops and stimulates discussions
between adopters and potential adopters. The easier it is to observe results, the more
likely users are to adopt the innovation (Rogers, 2003).
Rogers claims that these variables determine between 49 and 87 percent of the variation in the
adoption of innovations (2003, p. 211). Therefore these five attributes make for a valuable
checklist to evaluate innovations. They show the weaknesses or strengths of a certain
innovation. The success of an innovation is heavily depending how well it meets the needs of
the demanding population, who are increasingly more risk-averse (Rogers, 2003). To achieve
this, they can stimulate users into a partnership, where they can continuously give feedback
and help to redevelop the product or service to better fit the needs of the users (Rogers, 2003).
For example, in the computer gaming industry the developers often release alpha or beta
versions of the game, closed for a certain population, before they are released. This way the
users can give feedback on what they liked and more importantly did not like and what they
would like to see in the game instead. This participation in game design is important for both
the users and the developers, because the result will most likely be a better game that more
people like. The main takeaway is that reinvention is an important concept and that no
innovation is perfect from the get-go. Continuous improvement is necessary to help increase
the adoption of an innovation (Rogers, 2003). The same goes for new platforms. A newly
created platform will never be flawless from the start. Therefore it is important to strive for
continuous feedback and improvement. By having a limited amount of users test the platform,
or music streaming application in this research, the users are able to give their feedback, find
flaws and mention the things that they did like. This will result in a better release of the
platform for a greater audience, which can increase the overall success and adoption of the
platform. From this, I am able to create the following proposition:
Proposition 1. If the platform meets multiple criteria for the adoption rate of innovations,
namely relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability, the more
likely the platform will be adopted.
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For this proposition, I claim that when the platforms meet multiple of the five criteria for
adoption of innovations, they are more likely to be adopted. Rogers says these five variables
determine most of the variation in the adoption of innovations. Therefore, when looking at
new platforms as innovations, I make the assumption that these five variables should also
determine most of the variation for the adoption of platforms.
His second point explains that, although advertisement is important to spread information
about the innovation, communication and conversations between users and potential users are
what spreads adoption (Rogers, 2003). The reason for this is because new products bring risks
and uncertainties. People we personally know and have proven to successfully adopt the new
innovation, that is the reassurance that gives us trust in the innovation. That gives people
enough trust to try to the innovation themselves without thinking about potential
embarrassment and a waste of money and time. People they know that have adopted the
innovation gives them more trust and reason to try the innovation than a potential
advertisement (Rogers, 2003). There are some exceptions on this rule. Early adopters, who I
will talk about more later, are often more informed about the innovation or financially
capable. They perceive the risks as low and are thus more intrigued by new innovations
(Rogers, 2003). Other populations need more insurance. He therefore claims that face-to-face
communications becomes more important for the population to adopt to a new innovation
(Rogers, 2003). He shows that in figure 2: the Bass Forecasting Model (originally from
Mahajan, Muller and Bass, reproduced in Rogers, 2003)

Figure 2. Diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003)
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This figure shows that when an innovation starts, adoption due mass media and
advertisements are more important than adoption due interpersonal communications. Over
time, however, the effects are clearly stronger for interpersonal communications compared to
mass media. The increase in interest for interpersonal communications has resulted in
scholars being more intrigued peer networks. One of the most successful example is the
Popular Opinion Leader technique, where well-connected individuals are recruited in order to
spread new innovations in their network(s) (Rogers, 2003). The point Rogers makes is that
communications between individuals is very important for the adoption rate of innovations.
This is also the case for newly created platforms. Mouth-to-mouth advertisement and
individuals that are highly respected and popular are important for the overall adoption of the
platform. This will again increases the success of newly created platforms.
The final topic Rogers (2003) describes are the different user segments. He mentions five
different groups: the innovators, the early adopters, the early majorities, the late majorities
and the laggards. Each of these groups have their own attitude towards a particular innovation
(Rogers, 2003). Movement between these groups is unlikely. Innovators will stay innovators
and will not switch to early adopters for example. The different groups are shown in figure 1.
1. Innovators: this group very involved in the innovation process. They invest time,
creativity and energy in the process of developing new products and services. They
also love to talk about the innovations and spreading the news. However, they can
also be idealistic and very involved. This group can be reached by recruiting them
and providing support to help them with new ideas and look for partnerships to
help develop the innovation. (Rogers, 2003)
2. Early adopters: When the benefits of the innovation start to develop and spread,
the early adopters get involved. They are thirsty for opportunities to develop their
personal lives or businesses. Because they have the time and money to get
involved, they are eager to get an advantage over the other groups. They see the
innovation as a social prestige. If the innovation is successful, they love to show
that off by talking about it. This has a high stake in the future success of an
innovation. If the other groups see and hear about the success, they also want to
invest in the innovation. They are also important because they act as test subjects,
finding the flaws in the innovation and improving it before it reaches the
majorities. Getting early adopters to invest is easy, since they are actively looking
for opportunities and they grab one when they find it. They can be approached by
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offering face-to-face support and giving out trials, keep in close contact with them
during these trials (and afterwards) to look for improvements, rewarding and
promoting them (by stroking their ego for example) and train them to educate other
groups. (Rogers, 2003)
3. Early majority: If the innovation is proven to be successful, it can reach the
majorities. They are looking for innovations that would make their life or business
better, but they will not act without solid proof that the innovation provides
benefits. They are more followers than innovators and are highly susceptible to
mainstream fashion. They are also risk averse and cost sensitive, meaning that they
will not take risks that might lose them money. Therefore they only act on
guaranteed successes with minimal disruption, low time cost, low learning curves
and with a high turnover rate. They do not like complex innovations because they
are busy with other things in life and they do not have the time to learn new,
complex innovations. They can be approached by offering trials, use mainstream
advertisement with a similar person telling his or her stories about the successful
innovation, low cost with good performance, easy to use innovation and good
customer support. (Rogers, 2003)
4. Late majority: People that hate risks and new ideas belong in the late majority.
Their usage of a new innovation is mostly driven by the fear of not fitting in and
the opinions of laggards. They can be approached by focusing more on the social
aspects of the innovation instead of the usefulness of the innovation itself,
continuously making the innovation cheaper and better and emphasizing the risk of
being left out and not fitting in. (Rogers, 2003)
5. Laggards: The final group wait until the end of the innovation. They look for every
opportunity and argument not to use the innovation, because they see a high risk in
adopting to new products and services. In the beginning of the innovation,
focusing on laggards is not important, but they will have to be heard eventually to
make them use the innovation. Even if they seek as much struggle as possible
against the innovation, they can be approached by giving them much control over
innovation, to make them slowly adopt to the idea and new behavior and by
showing how other laggards have overcome their problems and successfully
adopted the innovation. (Rogers, 2003)
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As a few final notes it is important to mention that not every group can be approached at the
same time (Rogers, 2003). Innovations mature gradually over time and so does the focus
group. The exception for this is with customizable products or services, which means that
different segments can be approached simultaneously. Another insight is that no person is a
innovator or a laggard for every innovation. It is highly depending on what kind of innovation
it is and how they feel about it, but most people belong in the majorities (Rogers, 2003). This
is also the case for platforms. As I have stated before, newly created platforms can be seen as
an innovation, as long as the target group embraces the platform as such. Especially when
there are no rivals or the rivals have no platform, the platform can be seen as an innovation.
This means that they will also have to with the different groups and how they react and adopt
the platform.
Although this information is useful and interesting to know, it does not directly help with my
main research goals, which are: to test and check whether the platforms can be seen as
innovations, based on the five factors of Rogers (2003), and what strategies the newly created
platforms have used in other to grow their userbase and become more successful. These
strategies are interesting to compare and look for connections between what strategies were
implemented and how successful a platform has become.
For the second research goal, I have created the following proposition:
Proposition 2: The success of a platform is highly dependent on what strategies they have
used from before creation the platform until the present.
This proposition will compare the strategies used by each individual platform and look for
connections between the strategy and the overall success of the platform. Rogers (2003) will
help with determining whether or not the platforms can be seen as innovations, which will
influence if the platforms are likely to be adopted by the users. The adoption of a platform can
be a base of success. However, this is not the only way newly created platforms can be
successful. Most specifically, how they launched and what strategies they used are also
important factors on the success of the platform. That is why my research is two fold. On one
hand I will determine, based on Rogers (2003) if platforms can be seen as innovations and
therefor if their success is based on the five factors. On the other hand, I will look at the
strategies from launch till the present and conclude what strategies have lead to the success or
failure of platforms.
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2.3 First-, second- & late-movers
Another theory that could explain the success of one platform and the failures of others is the
theory of Lieberman & Montgomery (1988) called “first-mover advantages”. They define
first-mover advantages as: “the ability of pioneering firms to earn positive economic profits
(Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988, p. 41). In this research, I am more interested in the gain of
users instead of profits, since most music platforms are not profitable at this point. Firstmover advantages are technological leadership, preemption of scarce assets and switching
costs and buyer choice under uncertainty (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988). However, it
might be more interesting to look at the disadvantages. One of the disadvantages is the socalled free-rider effect. Late-movers are able to gain advantages from the research,
investments and strategies that the first-movers have done (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988).
Another disadvantage of first-movers is uncertainty. When entering a new market, the amount
of uncertainty is higher and more uncontrollable than late entry (Lieberman & Montgomery,
1988). Shifts in technology or customer needs are also disadvantages for first movers
(Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988). A final disadvantage for first-movers is incumbent inertia,
that can have three causes: firms being locked-in to specific assets, firms being reluctant to
cannibalize existing businesses and the firm being inflexible (Lieberman & Montgomery,
1988). From this theory I am able to make the following proposition:
Proposition 3: First-, but mostly second-movers, will be able to gain more users to their
platform when compared to late-movers.
This proposition captures the strengths of being a quick responder to the environment and
making sure to capitalize on opportunities which results in being more successful than a latemover. The earlier a platform is able to capitalize on opportunities, the more users it will be
able to attract. If platforms are very late to join the industry, most of the users will already
have an established platform that they are subscribed to or interested in and gaining users will
be increasingly more difficult.
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3. Methodology
In this chapter the methodology behind this research will be described. First, the research
context is explained by some context on the five major music platforms. Then the research
design will be elaborated, followed by the data collection and data sources.

3.1 Research Context.
Everyone comes into contact with music on a daily basis. Whether it is by listening to the
radio while walking through the store, or just in the car, we all listen to it. Nowadays, the best
way to listen to the music you want to hear is by using apps. These apps stream the music, so
that the music that the artists make is listened by their audience. Five of the most well-known
examples for these applications are Spotify, Apple Music, Tidal, Amazon Music Unlimited
and Google Play Music. Every single one of these music platforms have their own benefits
and flaws. Spotify, for example, has a comprehensive free version, you can easily build your
own playlist and allows you to follow artists to keep up to date with their music, but there are
many advertisements and on a free account, you can only shuffle songs. It is a struggle for
these platforms to gain new users because they all provide the same services and customers
are often loyal. For new entrants, it is even worse. First you will need brand recognition to
grow, but you will also need a reason for customers to choose you over the well-established
platforms that already exist. This means that the music platform industry is an interesting
market and a hot topic.
The reason to choose this industry is because it is a prime example of a highly competitive
digital platform industry with dominant players that are limited in how different they are.
They are similar in the service that they provide and there are not many major differences
between these platforms. Therefore it is interesting to take a closer look at why these five
platforms are successful and how this can be useful for new platform creation. Most of the
developments in this industry are also recent, since music streaming platforms became
popular with Spotify, that started in 2008 and got a lot of attention in the recent years.
Therefore this research context is also very relevant. Looking through multiple options of
cases to research, there seemed to be a lot of information available from these platforms,
because some of them are part of major companies like Apple and Google and also have
many users. Therefore there should be enough information available to construct a good
research. The reason to choose for these five platforms specifically is because they are the
most popular cases in the industry, both in a positive as in a negative way. It is also fitting that
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most of these platforms entered the industry at different stages of the industry, meaning that
the factors I am looking for based on the theory of diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003)
will be more visible than in an industry where all the major competitors entered the industry
at the same time. Differences in market entry will provide valuable insight in what their focus
group was and what strategies they used to help their platform grow, given the current
situation of the industry.
Spotify
Spotify was developed in 2006 in Sweden and launched 2 years later. In early 2015, Spotify
was valued over $5 billion (Chaffey, 2015). Although Spotify was not the first online music
platform - Napster in 1999 -, it was quickly the most successful. This was because of their
innovative nature in marketing, technology and the way of subscribing (Chaffey, 2015). At
first Spotify operated with a free version, where unlimited music time was available, but an
advertisement every five or six songs, and a premium version. But because too many people
enjoyed the free version, they launched a restriction in April 2011 to restrict the amount of
streaming time to ten hours each month, after the initial six months of free unlimited
streaming. In 2014 they removed this restriction (Chaffey, 2015). Spotify pays around 70% of
its revenue to the companies and artists that hold the rights of the music in their App
(Chaffey, 2015)
The growth for Spotify has been followed over a couple of years. In early 2011 they
announced to have over 1 million paying subscribers, while in the end of 2011 this had more
than doubled. In August 2012 there was reported over 15 million users and 4 million
subscribers. In March 2013 this increased to 24 and 6 million respectively. This grow kept
continuing to 40 and 10 million in May 2014, 75 and 20 in June 2015, 100 and 40 in the
second part of 2016 and since July 2017, Spotify reported to have over 140 million active
users and over 60 million subscribers (Number of paying Spotify Subscribers worldwide from
July 2010 to January 2018 (in millions), 2018)
With the launch of Spotify in October 2008, they kept the service as invite-only, in order to
create scarcity. They claim this was a vital part of the platforms rise (Chaffey, 2015). Another
important reason for success was the use of co-marketing and partnerships with publishers in
order to increase the reach of Spotify (Chaffey, 2015). To increase their audience beyond the
typical, younger and online listeners, they aired multiple campaigns in 2013 and 2014
(Chaffey, 2015).
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Apple Music
Apple Music was founded on 30 June, 2015 by Apple and has currently over 38 million
paying members (Heater, 2018). This means that there was an increase of 2 million
subscribers in just over a month. Although this is a major increase they are still far behind
Spotify, but there is a major discrepancy in when the platforms launched. Apple Music started
with Apple acquiring Beats Electronics and Beats Music for a grand total of $3 billion
(Mitchell, 2015). Apple Music can be split up into three different parts. First Apple Music,
where subscribers can choose over 45 million songs to create their own playlists. Secondly
Beats 1, a global, 24-hour music station. And finally Apple Connect, a platform for artists to
create and update their own pages, encouraging to share their own music and other content
(Mitchell, 2015).
Apple Music has made some major growths in the couple of years it exists. In the beginning
of 2016, they reached over 10 million paying subscribers. This means they accomplished in
six months the same results as Spotify did in six years, when only looking at the paying
subscribers. In June 2016, this had already increased to 15 million subscribers, 20 million
subscribers in December 2016, 27 million in June 2017 and now over 38 million in March
2018 (Number of Apple Music subscribers worldwide from October 2015 to April 2018 (in
millions)
An interesting development is that, although Apple Music is created by Apple, there is also an
Android version of the app. Android is a major competitor of Apple and this is in my opinion
a very interesting choice.
Tidal
The official launch of Tidal happened in 2010 in a couple of European countries, but in
October 2014 Tidal launched more worldwide. The most interesting situation happened in
January 2015, when popular rapper, and husband of Beyoncé, Jay-Z bought Aspiro, the
original creators of Tidal. Currently Tidal is available in over 50 countries. They claim to pay
the highest percentage of royalties towards their A-list artists. Tidal has an interesting
marketing strategy. They publish some songs and albums exclusively on their platform in
order to increase their popularity. A good example of this is Beyoncé’s’ album Lemonade.
Although it does not help Beyoncé that the album is exclusively available on Tidal, it did
increase the search for Tidal on google by 150% (G. Peoples, 2016). Because Tidal has a low
brand recognition of 6%, compared to Apple Music (67%), Spotify (52%) and Amazon Music
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(51%), these exclusive content of A-list artists might be the best strategy for Tidal to pursue.
Jay-Z bought Tidal for $56 million and has increased its value to $600 million in two years
(McAlone, 2017), so it clearly succeeded, but is still very behind other major music platforms,
such as Spotify and Apple Music.
Lately, Tidal has been having some problems. They are running out of money and have about
three months of capital left to run the business and the growth has been stalled (Plaugic,
2017). There have also been some complications toward the subscriber count. Although Tidal
has not given much information about the amount of subscribers, they estimated to have
around 3 million subscribers. Research has been done and they came to the conclusion that
the subscriber total is closer to 1 million. They received some flak about this inflated
subscriber count (Plaugic, 2017).
Amazon Music Unlimited
Amazon Music has been around for a while, but since October 2016 Amazon Music
Unlimited was released in the United States, and a month later also in the United Kingdom,
Germany and Austria. Amazon Music Unlimited is especially attractive for people who
already have subscriptions to Amazon, called Amazon Prime. This way a subscription for
Amazon Music Unlimited is one of the cheapest options (Blanco, 2016) , especially when
looking at the five major platforms that we investigate in this research. Steve Boom, the Vice
President of Amazon Music, stated the two core strategies for Amazon Music Unlimited are
letting users find and consume music (Broadbent, 2017). One of the biggest reasons of
success for Amazon Music Unlimited is that they merged with Echo and Alexa products,
which are main technologies sold and owned by Amazon. You do not just have to listen to
music on your smartphone, but can also use surround sound technology (Broadbent, 2017). So
Amazon makes it more attractive for users of Echo and Alexa to take a subscription for
Amazon Music Unlimited, by not only making the subscription itself cheaper, but by also
adding synergies between the products (Masanuga & Roberts, 2016). So Amazon Music
Unlimited is not just a platform trying to compete in the music platform industry, but also
tries to increase the sales for other, synergizing products.
Google Play Music
Google Play Music launched on November 2011 and has been one of the major competitors
in the music platform industry for years. In the free version there is access to over 50.000
songs from personal libraries. The “all access” subscription, gives full access to every song in
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all catalogues and allows for offline streaming of music. Unlike most of its competitors,
Google has never released a subscriber amount, so it is hard to pinpoint the success of Google
Play Music, based on its subscriber total (Lubin, 2016). An interesting strategic choice
Google made was combining Google Play Music with YouTube Red. They did this in order to
“deliver the best possible product” (Li, 2017). Google Play Music is the original music
platform, like Spotify and Apple Music, and allows for personalization of playlists. YouTube
Red offers ad-free access to YouTube’s music and videos and also allows for offline
streaming, which is a major downside for using the original and free YouTube app (Elder,
2017). But Google’s mindset showed that those two apps are better off as one. They think it
would benefit (1) Competition: by combining both apps into one it would have a better
position compared to the competitors. (2) Subscriptions: a more cohesive and clear app.
Google Play Music users get more motivated to pay for subscription with the addition of
YouTube Red. (3) Acquisitions: Simplifying the structure would benefit possible future
acquisitions (Elder, 2017).

3.2 Research design
The research will be a case study of five of the biggest music platforms world-wide. An indepth analysis of their creation, up until now will be constructed. Because of the lack of
research on the early stages of platform / ecosystem creation, a qualitative approach is fitting
(Edmondson & McManus, 2007). This research will be of deductive nature, because I am
using a theory and factors to look at a certain case (Langley, 1999). The aim of the analysis
will be to find underlying structures in the dynamics of new platform creation where the
future is relatively unknown based on the strategies used by the different platforms (Gioia,
Corley & Hamilton, 2013) and I will check if platform creation can be seen as an innovation,
according to factors of Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory. Furthermore, I will follow the
logic of literal replication (Yin, 2014), whereby the expectation exist that identification of
similarities across multiple cases would provide a strong, contextualized, explanation based
on theory (Tsang, 2013).
This design will help to address the research question in the following ways: A qualitative
approach will include in data gathering and coding of that data, that can help with finding
underlying themes across multiple cases. Since there is a lack of research on platform
creation, these underlying themes are valuable for finding answers to the research question on
how new platforms can be successful. Because of the deductive nature of the research, the
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goal is to test the propositions and form a conclusion based on those results instead of creation
new theories and propositions (inductive). Since there is a lack of research, the deductive
research will help with the further testing of what is currently known. This is one of the goals
of this research. Finding the same underlying structures between multiple platforms is
important for this research because it will strengthen and broaden the generalization of the
research. If multiple cases show the same strategies and reasonings for the platform to be
successful, it would strengthen the point of those strategies and reasonings to be a success for
other platforms in different industries. The more prove is found within the music platform
industry, the stronger the evidence will be. The other research goal is first of all to check
whether or not the newly created platforms can be seen as innovations. If this is the case,
Roger’s theory (2003) can explain why certain platforms are more adopted by the users than
others and thus give more insight on the differences and similarities between the platforms
and their success.

3.3 Data collection & data sources
The main sources of data used in this analysis will be secondary sources, but mainly
LexisNexis. This is a business information and research tool that looks at news articles from
1992 till the present. With this database, I will be able to follow the process that each
individual platform has made, from start to finish. It will be able to show their market shares,
profits, strategic choices and unexpected trends. The resources available on LexisNexis will
show the market developments that the music platforms have made and will give more insight
on how well each platform does, and compare them to the other music platforms. To
complement this data, I will use academic literature, theories and methodologies to support
those data, whenever application is suitable. The timeline for the data searched is from the
start of each platform, until the present. All the available data should be sufficient to
contribute to the body of knowledge on how platforms should be created in order to be
successful, sustainable and value creating and thus help answer the research question.
In order to control the quality of the data, it is important to look at the validity and reliability.
A complaint about case studies is that they are difficult to generalize. In surveys there is a
statistical generalization, which means that multiple random samples can be generalized to a
larger population. However, in case studies there is often no random cases, but specific ones.
Case studies rely on analytical generalization, which means that the researcher tries to
generalize specific results to a broader theory (Yin, 2014). In order to control the quality of
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data, I will use the criteria proposed by Hannes (2011) in Harris (2011). He mentions four
different criteria for qualitative research that could replace the four more often used
quantitative criteria. Instead of validity, generalizability, reliability and objectivity (Yin,
2014) he proposed credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability (Hannes,
2011). Credibility checks if the data is a justly representation of the cases, in other words: if
the findings hold true (Hannes, 2011). In order to ensure credibility, I have found an
independent researcher to look at the same data. This way the data is double checked. Also, if
any of the cases studied have questions or problems with the statements and the results, I will
discuss these with the cases in order to resolve issues. In my opinion, this means that the
research meets the criteria of credibility. Transferability checks if the findings are transferable
in other settings (Hannes, 2011). In order to ensure transferability, I have provided research
context (Chapter 3.1) and the reasons for choosing the music platform industry over other
industries. I have talked about the characteristics of the industry and why the industry is
fitting to my kind of research. Keeping these criteria and circumstances in mind, it should be
useful for future research in other settings. Those researchers can build upon my results. In
my opinion, this means that my research meets the criteria of transferability. Dependability
checks if the process of the research is logical, traceable and well documented, especially in
terms of methods and decisions (Hannes, 2011). To ensure dependability, I have checked
multiple times with my supervisor and debriefed him about the data gathering, the methods
and decisions I made. I also used multiple news sources in order to confirm the data. This
means that, in my opinion, this research meets the criteria of dependability.
Confirmability checks if the findings are qualitatively confirmable and grounded in the data
gathered (Hannes, 2011). In order to ensure confirmability, I have enclosed the data gathering
and coding in the appendix of the research. This means that readers will be able to check
whether the findings are grounded on the data gathering and coding. I also reflect on my
research in the final chapter and the readers have all the necessary background information of
me. This all means that, in my opinion, the research meets the criteria of confirmability.
Because the research checks the four criteria, it meets the standards of qualitative
methodological research, according to Hannes (2011).

3.4 Data Analysis
After collecting all the data, I ordered the useful information chronologically. I do this
chronologically because it is more clear and I will be able to create timelines more easily
following the information. The timelines are called figure 3. The way I determine if the
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information is useful or not is by asking the question: can this information explain a success
or failure for this platform?
After ordering all the information accordingly, I start coding the information from each
platform. Coding is “Classifying or categorizing individual pieces of data” (Babbie, 2013, p.
396). I first will use the initial coding, where I summarize the information into a single
sentence. Here I answer the question: what does this information mean. After that I will use a
second coding, where I bring categories to each information. This is mostly determined by
what strategies are used. For example: If the information is about adding new features to their
platform in order to hopefully gain more users, I used the second coding: incentivizing
through new features. After this, hopefully a theme exists and only a couple of strategies will
recur. If this is the case, these strategies could explain the of success for the music platform
industry. The information and the coding can be found in the Appendix.
By gathering information and coding, I can start to focus on the first research goal, namely
whether or not the platforms can be seen as innovations. Therefore I need to start with the five
factors mentioned by Rogers’ (2003) and see how they score on each factor. This results in
the following model (Model 1), where the factors are operationalized in measurable variables,
keywords and phrases. Determining how well each of the platform scores on all the factors is
done the following way: by looking at the frequencies at which the key words and variables
are mentioned in the data about the five platforms. When the keywords are mentioned
frequently, in a positive way, the factors should score higher. The more the keywords and
synonyms for those keywords and variables are mentioned in collected data, the higher the
factors score. It is a matter of frequency by going through the collected data.
After this, I will look for the factors earlier determined and possible relations with the success
of the platform. These factors could be the explanation of the success of the platforms, based
on the theory of Rogers (2003). By proving the propositions, the factors will contribute to the
success of a platform. By not being able to prove them, the factors will likely not contribute to
the success of the platform. This way I will be able to form a conclusion based on if the predetermined factors contribute to the success of the platform. This will also result in a model,
shown in figure 4.
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-Usefulness of the platform
How much more useful it is
Relative advantage

compared to previous
experiences

-Upgrades over the previous experience
-Advantages of the new platform
-Advantages of the previous experience
-Disadvantages of the new platform
-Disadvantages of the previous experience
-Value of the platform (not monetary wise)

Compatibility

How it fits in the perception of

-Call to needs of the users

the users

-Close to previous experiences
-General perception of the users
-Difficulty to use the platform
-Technologies used

Complexity

How difficult it is to use and

-New concepts used

understand

-Interface used
-Where and how it is accessible
-Accessibility of help
-Possibility

Trialability

How accessible it is to test and
use for free

-Free to use
-Freemium concept
-Discounts
-Limited time offerings
-Openness of the company

Observability

How accessible the results and
information is for the users

-Fair reviews of other users
-Access to information online
-Statements by the company
-Reputation of the company

Model 1. Operationalization of the five factors
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4. Results
After collecting and coding a little over 4500 pages of news articles about the five major
music platforms I will visualize the information, that is placed in the appendix of this
research, in the following way: first I will summarize the data by showing what dilemmas and
solutions each individual platform has faced, then I will look for the factors that I have
subtracted from the theory and check if they relate to platform success. By looking for the
relationships in the propositions determined in the theoretical chapter, I can form a conclusion
about the platforms and if they can be seen as an innovation. If this is the case, innovation
could be the reason of success for platforms. After that, I will look at what strategies each
individual platform has used in order to gain users thus be successful. But first the summary
of the data from each individual platform.

4.1 The five platforms
The major dilemma most of the platforms face is not being able to attract users, because there
is competition and most of the streaming services are roughly identical. The gross of the
music available is the same on each streaming platform and being able to differentiate from
the others is important. But also on the supply side there are some complaints. Artists rather
sell albums than get paid in royalties for each time their music is played on one of the
platforms. Generally speaking, their understanding is that they make more money from music
being sold, instead of being streamed. There is a difference between owning music and having
access to music, especially in price. This is the case for both the artists as the users. Streaming
music only gives the users access to music, while buying albums or songs not only gives users
access, but also ownership. What other dilemmas came across and what strategies did the
music platforms carry out in order to get more users than its competitors?
4.1.1. Spotify
As all music platforms, Spotify also tries to be as successful as possible. Success is measured
by having a high amount of users. Spotify was one of the first music streaming platforms.
Spotify’s major advantage from the start on has been their ad-supported free music service,
while also having a premium, paid tier that does not run ads. This is called a freemium model.
Spotify was also one of the earliest adapters to the music streaming platforms, which also
gave them an advantage. They started off launching in a couple countries just in Europe. In
the earlier years, an issue that Spotify has run into is not being well-known. Other music
streaming platforms, such as Apple Music or Amazon Music Unlimited, have massive and
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well-known companies behind the platform. Spotify did not have that advantage. To solve
that, Spotify looked into getting many music labels on their side and looking for partnerships
to extend their reach. Their early partnership with Facebook is a good example of that
strategy. Two years after the launch, Spotify did not see many users subscribing to their
platform, which made them limit the monthly uses of free music streaming to twenty hours.
This strategic move resulted in more users subscribing, because only twenty hours of music
streaming each month was not enough some of the users. In the following years, Spotify has
run multiple strategies continuously, with incentivizing users by updating their platform by
adding new features and attracting users through partnerships being the major strategies. They
also limited their free monthly music streaming even more to ten hours, in the hope to
persuade more free users to subscribe. After three years, Spotify began to expand overseas,
first in the United States. This was to attract more users. After this was proven successful,
Spotify kept expanding to new countries in the hope of attracting even more users. Although
Spotify is successful in attracting many users, they are a money losing business. The amount
of royalties they have to pay-out to their music labels and artists plus the costs of
advertisement is higher than the amount of money they make from investors and subscribers.
Also, artists are refusing to license their music to Spotify, because they feel like they do not
get payed enough by the freemium model. However, Spotify pays a higher royalty than U.K.
radio station does. From this point on, Spotify has officially become a platform business
model by not only bringing music from artists to fans, but also opening the application up to
third-party developer in the hope of attracting complements as well as bringing new features
to make the application better. They kept following the same strategies: expanding to new
countries to attract more users, incentivizing through new features and attracting users
through partnerships. After a while, they started leveraging existing platforms to attract new
users. For example, at first Spotify was only available on a PC. But after some time it became
available on smartphones, speaker systems, televisions and gaming consoles, all with the goal
of finding new users. The use of social media as a platform in general rapidly increased the
total amount of users for Spotify. Another strategy that they implemented is incentivizing
users to subscribe by offering discount for certain parts of the population. For example,
offering discounts for students to reach a younger audience and having a family plan, which is
a subscription that costs more monthly, but can have up to 6 accounts. Spotify kept making
deals with successful companies, like Über and Starbucks in order to attract more users. They
also made multiple acquisitions to increase the ability to use data and machine learning for
their platform. The acquisition of Niland to provide better search and recommendations is a
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good example. They also expanded their platform towards other services than just streaming
music, like video content, comedy, news and podcasts. These two fall in line with the
previously handled strategies of incentivizing through new features and attracting users
through partnerships. A little over one year ago, Spotify made new agreements with the label
companies that would allow them to go public. This is a solution to the fact that Spotify is
highly successful in terms of total users, but loses more money each year. However, they start
of by selling their existing stock instead of creating new one. This is in order to make due to
the promise that investors and other existing stockholders would be able to cash out their
investments. Spotify has grown to a data driven, machine learning and artificial intelligence
using platform that benefits both users as artists through their many collaborations and
constant new features.
4.1.2 Amazon Music Unlimited
Amazon has been in the music industry for a while, before launching the Music Unlimited
streaming service. They allowed for unlimited amount of online storage of music on a cloud
drive. The so-called Prime Music service was free for users that have Amazon Prime, a
subscription to Amazon as a whole, that offers several benefits for a few euros each month.
But after two years Amazon decided to launch a standalone streaming service called Amazon
Music Unlimited, after deals with many major music labels to attract complements, while
maintaining Prime Music. Amazon Music unlimited offers more music and other several
benefits compared to Prime Music. Amazon’s strength for Music Unlimited lies in the
leveraging of existing platforms to attract users. Amazon offers several benefits to people who
are loyal to Amazon’s products. For example: If you are subscribed to Amazon Prime, Music
Unlimited will only cost $7,99 instead of $9,99. Also, if customers are in the possession of
Amazon Echo, a voice- and speaker system, they are able to get Music Unlimited for $3,99.
Not only is Amazon Music Unlimited cheaper if you have an Echo device, it also works better
and has specific features for those devices. The ability to voice control Music Unlimited is
only available on Amazon Echo, and thus a major advantage for users of that device.
Leveraging existing platforms to offer discounts is one of their best strategies to attract more
users, since Amazon is a major company in many countries. They have the reach and
potential to attract many users and leveraging those existing products and platforms certainly
helps with that goal. But even without leveraging existing platforms, they later offered several
discounts or free trials for multiple months for people who are not yet connected to Amazon.
They also offered discounts for students and have a family plan. Another strategy they follow
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is having exclusives. The first example of this is Garth Brooks, a famous artist in the United
States. Amazon Music Unlimited partnered with him to only be available on Music
Unlimited. Attracting complements through partnership by having artists that other platforms
do not, is a way to differentiate from your competitors. Amazon is expanding to more
countries every year and with that Music Unlimited is expanding too to attract new users.
With that, they also offer new features that are attract users in certain countries. For example:
with Amazon expanding to Germany and Austria, they offered potential subscribers live
commenting from the German Bundesliga. This incentivizing through new features helps
them to attract more users than they would have without the features. Other strategies they
carried out are continuously updating and adding new features to their platform. By having
popular artist taking over certain aspects of the platform, like a ‘song of the day’ feature to
hope to attract more users. This shows both incentivizing through new features as attracting
complements through partnerships: on one hand, it is a way to attract more users by making
the streaming service better, but they also try to have more artists on their catalogue. Other
than that, they also looked for partnerships to attract more users. They partnered with Audi for
example, to make Audi drivers have Amazon Music Unlimited available in their cars. But as
stated before, Amazon’s absolute strength lies within the great reach and userbase that they
already have from their other platforms and businesses, and trying to leverage those platforms
in order to attract more users.
4.1.3 Apple Music
Since Apple was already a major player in the music industry with iTunes, where you can buy
songs and albums, it did not come as a surprise that they also went in the music streaming
business since it became successful for other companies. To kickstart their streaming service,
they acquired an already established music streaming service: Beats Music & Electronics.
This opened the door for them to compete with the other music streaming platforms. A year
later, they started their own streaming service, called Apple Music. The platform is not there
to just stream music, but also has multiple live radio stations, that are aired 24/7 and are a
standout feature, and acts as a social network for both artists and users. All these features are
continuously updated to incentivize users. They also use the freemium model, with full access
for paid users, and limited radio access for free users. With that, they also offer a three month
trial. In this trial, Apple first chose not to pay royalties to the artists. But after backlash on that
statement, Apple eventually turned around and decided to pay royalties. This is because they
want to keep the artists happy and loyal to their platform. Apple Music also has exclusives in
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order to attract users and complements to their platform. The first example of this was
musician Pharrell Williams, who’s new single exclusively launched on Apple Music. Because
Apple is one of the biggest companies in the world and many people own at least one Apple
device, leveraging those existing platforms to attract new users is a strong strategic move.
That resulted in Apple Music being available not just on mobile phones, but also on pc,
television and certain speaker systems. Another feature that is only on Apple Music is that
they host an online concert each year with many popular artists in order to attract more users.
All this resulted in Apple Music being incredibly successful in the first three months after
launch with over 11 million users. Apple Music also made partnerships with other brands in
order to reach a new userbase. For example: Burberry, a high-end fashion retailer, started a
channel on Apple Music that featured performances, songs and films from Burberry’s work
with British artists. But also Sonos, a sound system that enables people to listen to music in
and around their house. These are both new features that incentivizes users and are ways of
attracting complements. Apple Music is not only available on Apple devices, but also on rival
platforms such as Android. They also removed Beats Music, pleating users to use Apple
Music instead. These are both ways to attract new users. After a year, Apple Music was also
available for discount to students, in order to attract new users. Most of the strategies above
are in order to attract users and make them happier, but they also changed certain aspects on
the supply side. They changed the way artists get payed in royalties, making the musicians
happier and more loyal to Apple Music. They also offered ways for new and young artists to
get featured on their platform, trying to help them prosper in the music industry. These both
fall under the strategy of attracting complements. Last year, Apple Music also decided to add
exclusive online television and music videos on their platform, all with hope of attracting
users by offering different, more and new content. Ever since Apple pre-installed Apple
Music on every new Apple device sold, they saw a major spike in users. This is another
example of Apple Music leveraging existing platforms to attract users. Apples strength lies in
the huge following Apple already has from its other platforms and leveraging those platforms
to gain users in an incredibly fast rate.
4.1.4 Google Play Music
As a major internet company Google also joined the streaming music services with their own
version called: Google Play Music. Google Play Music puts much emphasis on incentivizing
through new features. Constantly updating their platform and making the usage more
enjoyable and easier for the users is one of their strengths. A couple examples are: allowing
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for offline playlists, updating their interface and adding a radio feature and podcasts.
Although they started of in the United States, after attracting more complements through
partnerships with major record labels, they also had a green light to launch in Europe. This
was to reach a bigger audience and attract more users. Only a year after launch, Google Play
Music was already available in 35 countries with a catalogue of 5.5 million songs. They also
offered a special discount, making it available for $7.99 for a limited time, and a free 30-day
trial. This discount is to attract more users into using Google Play Music. Since Google has a
huge following from their other platforms, such as Android devices and Google web search,
being able to leverage those platforms will attract more users to Google Play Music. For
example: they made the music streaming service available on Google Glass, wearable glasses
that allows for music streaming through Google Play Music and other features. But it is also
available on Google Chromecast, a compact speaker system, that offered a 90-day trial of
Google Play Music for Chromecast users. However, Google Play Music is also available on
rival platforms, such as iOS, to target even more potential users. As most music streaming
platforms do, they partnered with Sonos. Google also partnered with LG electronics, to give a
free 90-day trial to all customers that bought new LG products These are partnerships to
attract users. They not only looked for partnerships with companies, but also with popular
artists. An example of this is Sam Smith, a British artists that would star in an advertisement
for Google Play Music on the U.K. television. Another example is with the band Take That,
which music is exclusively available on Google’s platform. Google also made acquisitions to
complement their platform. An example of a company that they acquired in order to further
develop Google Play Music was Songza, that creates free playlists tailored to various
activities and times. At first they ran both companies at the same time, but after a while to
integrated Songza in Google Play Music to focus just on one product. Another example
content for specific situations is from their partnership with Munchery, to combine taste and
sound by creating meals inspired by Google Play Music’s radio stations. But also their
partnership with TripAdvisor, which resulted in the creation of special playlists based on the
country or place that users will travel to. These partnerships are to attract more users by
having personalized and specific content. They also continuously update their platform to
incentivize users through new features, specifically focused on personalized content, such as
automatic playlist creation based on music preferences and radio features that released new
songs based on personal taste. This personalized content and content for specific situations
turned out to be one of Google Play Music’s biggest advantages. Google is a massive
company with many platforms and services and has multiple ways for users to listen to music.
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To make Google Play Music more successful, they combined some of these platforms with
Play Music. The first example is YouTube Music Key, where a subscription to one of these
platforms would give access to both. Later on, they also integrated YouTube Music in Google
Play Music in order to deliver the best possible product for both users and artists. Eventually,
they also merged Google Play Music with YouTube Red to simplify what Google has to offer
for new subscribers. After a couple of years, Google also integrated the freemium model,
making Google Play Music available for free, as long as you listen to ads in between songs.
Paying for a subscription removes the ads. Initiating this model lures potential users to the
platform, since having a free way to listen to music is attractive. But by only having a few
features unlocked, users might subscribe to gain full advantage of the platform. Google play
music also decided to start a family plan, but with personalized content and recommendations
for each account that is connected. The emphasis and advantages are on that personalized
content. A partnership with Milk in order to help emerging artists showed both advantages to
complement the platform with more and new songs and to attract users by having new songs
that could potentially become popular. Google Play Music’s strength lies in being able to
personalize content for each users specifically and having music available for each possible
situation and time of the day.
4.1.5 Tidal
Tidal officially launched in October 2014, but only got in the spotlights after musician Jay Z
bought it in 2015. From the start it was Tidal strategy to have a better quality than other
platforms, but for a higher price. For the price of $19.99 users have to pay at least twice as
much as for the other streaming services, but also four times better quality. This is because,
according to Tidal, that is the way the artists intended it. They have partnerships with 34
respected audio brands to make an excelling sound quality. This is both a strategy of
attracting complements through partnership and incentivizing through new features. Tidal was
first launched in the U.K. and the U.S. and later expanded to other countries to attract users.
Tidal is an artists owned platform and that way they try to attract complements through
partnership. By giving artists freedom, a way to connect with their fans and a more accessible
platform, they try to persuade more artists to their platform. This seemingly worked, because
many other major artists, such as Rihanna and Madonna also joined the platform and are coowners. They also support emerging artists on their platform, which could both attract more
artists and users. They do not only offer music, but also music videos and, after their success
was not what they hoped it would be, original series. These are all incentives for users to
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subscribe to their platform. One of Tidal’s strengths is having exclusive content. It is a special
way of attracting complements that no other platforms have. The best example for this is
Beyoncé, one of the most popular artists, has one of her albums exclusively available on
Tidal. This strategy also helps Tidal more than it helps Beyoncé. She can reach bigger
audiences through different channels. Since there are many fans of Beyoncé and if they want
to support her and listen to her music, Tidal is one of the only legal options. However,
YouTube is a major source of music and gets in the way of the exclusiveness. Within a couple
hours Beyoncé’s new album was available on YouTube. This all inhibited the success of
Tidal, which made Jay Z host a special live show in the hope of gaining more users through
this incentive. However, success is still relative for Tidal. With almost three million
subscribers after a year, they did not have the success they hoped for. Tidal is continuously
trying to gain support from investors to keep their platform running, but it is struggling.
Focusing on fan exclusive content is Tidal’s main strength, with high sound quality being a
close second.
4.1.6 Model
All the information that is gathered in the coding is visualized in the next model (model 3).
These timelines represent the strategies that each individual platform has used in order to
grow their business until April 2018. The entirety of the information is placed in the appendix
at the end of this research. The timelines are constructed from the first moment the platform
was mentioned in the news or through statements made by the company, even before the
launch of the platform, followed by every major strategic move they have done. There is
some overlap between the strategies used and some differences, but that is something I will
talk about more in the following paragraphs. These timelines will help to visualize and more
easily understand when these platforms we launched, with what strategies they launched, their
variety in strategies used and give a summary about the information.
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4.2 Factors
To go more in-depth in the data, we start looking at the propositions earlier made in the
theoretical chapter. There I stated that: If the platform meets multiple criteria for the adoption
rate of innovations, namely relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and
observability, the more likely the platform will be adopted. To find out how well each
individual platform scores on these five factors, I have operationalized the five factors in key
words and variables. With these variables and keywords I can conclude if the factors apply to
each individual platform by looking at all the information I have gathered. If the factors do
apply to the platform, the platforms can be seen as an innovation. In the case that these
platforms score high on these five factors, the adoption rate of the platform should be high,
according to the theory of Rogers (2003). A rapid or high adoption rate explains the success
of a platform, since a rapid or high adoption rate also explains the success and growth of an
innovation, because most of the variability in the adoption rate is explained by the five
factors, according to Rogers (2003). The more people adopt and use the platform, the more
successful it is.
Lets start with looking at Spotify. The relative advantage is how much more useful it is
compared to previous experiences. This factor is broken down in different key words and
variables, seen in chapter 3 (Model 1). As said before, when the keywords or synonyms for
these keywords are mentioned frequently in the collected data, the higher the factors score. By
going through all the data again and making mental notes about these factors and how
frequently and positively or negatively it was mentioned, I come to the following conclusions
for each music streaming platform: First of all, the platform is very useful. It is an easy way to
access many songs from all over the world with just a single application, that can save music
to listen without internet access. For free or with buying premium, the users can always
choose what music to listen to, because there is such a wide variety and users pay for access,
not for songs. This means they can listen to every song available on the application, not just
the one they have bought. This is a major upgrade over previous experiences like iTunes. This
is where you pay for ownership of the song or album, not just the accessibility. It is also an
major upgrade over radio. Radio follows a specific playlist that users/listeners do not
influence directly. Therefore they cannot just choose what song they can listen to. These are
some of the major advantages, but these are indirectly also disadvantages. With the access to
music with Spotify, there is a lost in ownership of music. Buying music on iTunes gives the
buyer ownership of the music. That ownership is lost with Spotify, which just gives
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accessibility. Radio is also easily accessible and mostly free, some exceptions are made for
premium radio stations, that gives a sense of interaction between the radio makers and the
listeners. The users also does not have to do anything but turn on the radio to listen to their
music. With Spotify, downloading music and creating playlists can cost time. These are some
small disadvantages that are majorly outweighed by the advantages Spotify has over previous
experiences. Spotify also gives the users a choice to be completely free, supported with
advertisements. If the users want to enjoy the application without interruption and unlimited
access, they can also pay a premium for it. This is called the freemium model. Overall, these
advantages are well perceived and are upgrades over previous experiences, which concludes
to Spotify having a relative advantage. This also increased the adoption rate of Spotify for the
users. Secondly is the compatibility. This is how well the platform fits in the perception of the
users. Spotify still offers the same music as previous methods have offered. Therefore there is
not much difference in what the users are used to. The users and potential users are people
who want to listen to music and therefore Spotify is not much different from radio for
example. It comes close to what they are used to from past experiences. However, the
accessibility is greatly improved. People often have their phones with them, but there is not
always a radio (or a radio application) available. Users and potential users want to listen to the
music they like, whenever they like. This means Spotify calls to the need of the users, since it
is always available, once playlists are created and downloaded. The only thing the users need
is a mobile phone, tablet, television or laptop. Therefore Spotify is highly compatible and
therefore should also increase the adoption rate of Spotify. The third factor is complexity.
Although Spotify is not as easy to use as a radio, where you just have to press a button,
increase the volume or scroll through the right radio stations, it still is fairly easy to use and
does not take much time to master. The easy interface and interior of the application can be
mastered within minutes. Applications are something most smartphone users are used to be
working with and is therefore not a new concept. It is also accessible on more than just
smartphones, like smart-television, tablet or internet browsers on desktops. If users need help,
they can easily access this by looking on the internet. Since there are so many users, help is
also easily accessible. Although it is not complex, it still is harder to use than a radio. This
means that based on complexity, the adoption rate of Spotify should not be as rapid as it could
be, but is still high. On the fourth factor, trialability, Spotify also scores well. This is how
accessible the application is to test and use for free. Spotify started of with a free, limited trial
to few people and countries. These users were able to test the service and give feedback on
what was good and what was not. This way they were able to test everything and were the
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risks not as high. Not only that, but Spotify is both free and premium, which means that
people can test the free version of the application for a limited amount of streaming hours
each month, before deciding that they like the service and are willing to pay for the premium
version, which has unlimited streaming services. Based on Rogers’ trialability, the adoption
rate of Spotify should be rapid. As a final factor, observability is mentioned. This means how
accessible the results and information about the application are to and for the users. Although
results not be the most important factor for music streaming services, being able to see how
many other users are enjoying Spotify for free and Spotify premium can be seen as prove that
Spotify is a good service, which can increase the adoption rate of users and potential users.
Spotify is fairly open about their userbase and their success, which should increase the overall
adoption rate. Based on these five factors, Spotify’s adoption rate should be high. This is
because four of the five factors score very high. This means that, first of all, Spotify can be
seen as an innovation, since it checks most of the boxes by having a high to very high
adoption rate on all factors. Secondly by scoring high on these factors, they explain a part of
the success of the platform. If the platform is highly adopted by the users, they are highly
successful in gaining many users to their platform.
Secondly, I will look at Amazon Music Unlimited the same way as I did to Spotify. First it is
important to mention that Amazon has a different focus than Spotify. Spotify is mainly
focusing on acquiring new users, while Amazon leverages their other products to gain more
users. So their main target group is the people who are already subscribed to Amazon services
or buy things regularly from their web shop. They have already gained a massive following
from their other products and services and leveraging those could result in many users
subscribing. The relative advantages, as perceived by the users, for Amazon Music Unlimited
is still there, especially for users subscribed to Amazon Prime and thereby have access to
Prime Music, but the concept is not new anymore. Spotify and others have launched years
before Amazon Music Unlimited (2016) and thereby it is not a major upgrade. However for
Prime Music users it was a major upgrade. The Amazon music streaming service became
more than just an online storage space for music. In that sense, the platform was an upgrade
and therefore there is a relative advantage, it is just not as revolutionary as it was since others
have done it before. For their target group, the relative advantage is high, for the other users
of online music streaming platforms, it is not that high. All in all, the relative advantage is
high, which lead to a high adoption rate. The factor compatibility is similar to the other
streaming platforms. The platform calls to the needs of the users. The users want accessible
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music, for free or a low price, without interruptions, where and when ever they are. These
platforms do exactly that. Since it is also similar to what the users were used too, it fits the
users. Therefore compatibility is high and the adoption rate, based on this factor, is also high.
Complexity also follows the same logic. The applications are easy to use and fast to learn, but
not necessarily as easy as turning on a radio. Basic knowledge of technology is needed, like
how to use a smartphone or a laptop. The target group, however, are mostly younger people
with access to smartphones and already have this basic knowledge to start using the platform.
For the ones that do not, it is fairly easy to learn and accessible on multiple platforms, such as
Google Play Store, App Store and online on the browser. This means that the complexity
should not be an issue for the users and the adoption rate is high. As most online music
streaming platforms do, Amazon Music Unlimited also offers free trials to increase its
trialability. The trials are not just available to users of Amazon, but also accessible for new
users. However, the users of Amazons’ other services do get major discounts, which links
back to their general strategy: the leveraging of existing products and services to gain more
users for their music streaming platform. These trials and discounts give the users and
potential users trust and the ability to test the product, before making a commitment to the
platform. This increases the trust, trialability and therefore also the adoption of the platform.
As the final factor, observability, Amazon is fairly open about what is going on at their
platform. They are open about their userbase, upcoming updates and changes to the platform.
This all can increase the quality of the platform, because a high userbase and a open relation
with their users can be seen as an indication of a good price/quality equation. If many people
enjoy and use the platform, Amazon must be doing something right. The observability and
openness of Amazon Music Unlimited is high and therefore the adoption rate of the platform
is also high. Based on the five factors, Amazon Music Unlimited scores high on all of them,
with complexity being a small question mark. This means that Amazon Music Unlimited can
be seen as an innovation and the more adopted they are, the more successful they are in
attracting users to their platform.
Apple Music and Google Play Music follow very similar stories to Amazon Music Unlimited,
that’s why I will talk about them more briefly. First of all, Apple music follows the same type
of strategy as Amazon Music Unlimited does. They already had a major company and large
platforms to leverage. They even already had a popular music service called iTunes, where
users bought and owned the music. Their relative advantage is high. The platform is useful
because it was an upgrade over previous experiences. iTunes had a lot of music accessible,
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but they had to be bought individually. With Apple Music, users pay for the service and not
the music itself, which means they could access all the music instead of just the ones they
have bought. This is a major advantage over iTunes, but iTunes gives actual ownership of the
music, which is something that Apple Music lacks. All in all, Apple Music is a improvement
over iTunes and has a high relative advantage, which means that it has a high adoption rate.
Compatibility is also high. The platform brings a lot of value by being able to listen to more
types of music for a lower price than what the users are used to. The users want music for a
low price, easily accessible and diversity. Apple Music has all these factors and that is why it
calls to the need of the users. The music is also still the same, so the platform and its service
comes close to previous experiences. Given these facts, Apple Music has a high compatibility
and therefore also a high adoption rate. The acceptance of the platform will therefore be high.
For complexity, the same goes as for the other platforms. Yes, it is more complex than turning
on a radio, but no, it is not hard to use or get used to. It is accessible on multiple platforms,
such as the internet and smartphones (both iPhones and Androids). Most people that have
access to these platforms are also quick in learning the interface and how to use the
application to its full potential. Therefore I conclude that the complexity is not high, which
means that the adoption rate of the platform is high. For trialability, I again look at the same
keywords. Apple Music is available for free, with advertisements and other disadvantages
compared to paid users, and they have been giving out discounts. This means that the
trialability for Apple Music is high and therefore the adoption rate also high. Lastly
observability. As most music streaming platforms, information about the platform, amount of
users, updates and other general information is available. Apple itself also has a decent
reputation and they are fairly open about the company and the platform, which all leads to a
high observability and thus a high adoption rate. Based on these five factors, Apple Music
scores high on all of them, which means that they all increase the adoption rate of the
platform. All of that increases Apple Music’s ability to attract users to their platform, which is
my basis of success.
Google Play Music is again very similar to Apple Music and Amazon Music Unlimited,
which means that repetition is occurring in this chapter. Their strategy is also leveraging their
major company to kickstart their own music streaming platform. The relative advantage is
again high. The platform is similar to the other music streaming platforms but has some small
differences to offer. Their strength lays in the personalized content that the platform offers
and the millions of android users. However, they were not the first streaming platform which
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means that their concept was not new. But the platform is still useful, has different things to
offer, although they are small, and is an overall upgrade over radio and cd’s. Therefore the
relative advantage is fairly high and the adoption rate as well. For compatibility the same
arguments go as for the other platforms. Google Play Music has a value for the users, because
it is cheap with easily accessible music and a lot of diversity. With their personalized content
users have access to music that suits their mood. If they are happy, they can listen to a happy
music playlist, if they are feeling down, sad song playlists are the go to. This means that it
calls to the need of the users and the compatibility is high, which means that the adoption rate
is high. Complexity is again the discussion point. Google Play Music is more difficult than
simply turning on a radio, but with basic technology knowledge, which is available in most of
the users of their other platforms, such as the android smartphone series and the google web
search users, the platform is easy and fast to learn. Since these users are their major target
group, the complexity is fairly low and the adoption rate is high. Google Play Music has many
ways of testing. They gave out many free trials, they give major discounts to users of other
platforms (Chromecast for example) and family plans, which means more accounts for a
discounted price. They eventually also used a freemium model, which means that the platform
became completely free, with some disadvantages such as advertisements and no offline
streaming. All in all, the trialability of Google Play Music is high and therefore the adoption
rate also high. Google is also fairly open about their business and the numbers, specifically
the amount of users of Google Play Music. Ironically, the search engine used to look up all
the information is probably Google’s web search. With their decent reputation and openness
about the platform and their company in general, the observability is high and therefore the
adoption rate also. Conclusion is that Google Play Music scores fairly high on all of the
factors, which means that they all increase the adoption rate of the platform. A high adoption
means that many users and potential users will accept the platform, which leads to more users.
This increases the success of Google Play Music.
For Tidal, things are a little bit different. There relative advantage can be seen in two different
ways. First of all, Tidal was late to join the hype. Most companies were already invested in
the music industry or had other major platforms to leverage. Tidal, however, did not and
launched the platform late and without a huge following. That means that the usefulness of
the platform was not very high, they were not upgrading over previous experiences and the
advantages were pretty low. However, because they followed a completely different strategy
they were able to compete with the other major music streaming platforms. Their strategy is a
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differentiation strategy, where they offered a better quality product for a higher price. The
quality of the audio was way higher than the other streaming platforms, which is a major
advantage and upgrade over previous experiences. In that sense, Tidal’s relative advantage is
fairly high. But because of not capitalizing on the opportunity quicker, they also had to climb
mountains in order to catch up to their competitors. All in all, the relative advantage is fairly
high, because they offer something that previous experiences did not offer, and thus the
adoption rate is also high. Compatibility is also questionable. It is high in the ways as is the
case for the other platforms. Although there are some small and bigger differences between
the platforms, the core of the service is still the same and calls to the needs of the users: being
able to listen to all kinds of music whenever they want, for a affordable price. Although
Tidal’s price is higher than the other platforms, the quality makes up for it. However, since
Tidal has been far less successful than the other music streaming platforms, the higher price
can be seen as one of the reasons for their lack in success. The value and strategy of Tidal,
higher quality music for a higher price, has been proven to be partly successful. Therefore I
conclude that the compatibility is high on one hand, low on the other. The adoption rate is
average and does not increase the success of the platform in marginal ways. Complexity is a
discussion point, but still low, as is for the other platforms. The interface is different than
other music streaming platforms, but still easy to learn and use. New technologies help to
increase the audio quality, but it does not make the application more complex. It is harder
than turning on a radio, but the target group has the basic knowledge of technologies to use
the application to its potential. The complexity is low and therefore the adoption rate high.
The trialability is also high. Free trials and discounts increase the trialability and the
familiarity of the users with the platform. This all helps to increase the adoption rate of the
platform. Observability, however, is different. Because their lack of success in gaining users
to their platform, they have been quiet about the amount of users the platform has. The
reputation is also bad, since Tidal has been involved in conflicts between their owners, who
are mostly popular artists. All these conflicts and their lack of openness about their platform
and its business, leads to a low observability for the users. This also leads to a low adoption
rate, which should negatively impact the success of the platform. This has also been proven to
be the case, when comparing Tidal to the other four major music streaming platforms. All in
all, Tidal has been relatively successful. They are one of the bigger music streaming
platforms, but their success is nowhere as close to the other four cases I looked at. Where
other music streaming platforms have had over tens of millions of users and are in a relatively
healthy state, Tidal is struggling to gain more than two million users and are on the break of
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bankruptcy. Some of the factors do help Tidal’s success, like relative advantage, complexity
and trialability, but compatibility and observability negatively impacts Tidal’s success.
Therefore Tidal’s success should be lower than the other platforms, based on the five factors
and its adoption rates. It is also more of a question if they can be seen as an innovation,
because they do not score high on all of the five factors.
The overall conclusion is that, first of all, music streaming platforms in general can be seen as
innovations, because most of them score positively on the five factors of Rogers’ diffusion of
innovations (2003). This is the case of Spotify, Amazon Music Unlimited, Apple Music and
Google Play Music. Tidal, who used a different strategy does not score as well as the others
and this is reflected in their success. As said in the introduction of this research, success is
measured by the amount of users and the ability to gain users. Since Tidal is lacking the
amount of users and the ability to gain more users in the future, Tidal is far less successful
than the other cases. Being successful and scoring well on the five factors therefore seems to
be connected with each other. Scoring high on the factors means a high adoption rate, which
increases the amount of users the platform has and will gain in the future. This is the case of
the four major streaming platforms. Tidal, who does not score well on all five factors, has a
lower adoption rate and has therefore a lower amount of users. They are also less likely to
gain more users. Therefore the second part of the conclusion is that platforms that score high
on the five factors are more successful than the platforms that do not score high.

4.3 Strategies
For the second research goal it is again important to look at the strategies used by each
individual music streaming platform, by looking at model 3. The second proposition claims
that: The success of a platform is highly dependent on what strategies they have used from
before creation the platform until the present. I have already given a definition of success,
namely the amount of users the platform has and is able to gain. Or in other words, by having
and attracting more users than its competitors. We have also found useful insights about the
amount of users each of these music streaming platforms has. Above that, the previous section
also gives useful insights on the success of the platforms and the ability to attract users in the
future or that it had to attract users. A high adoption rate means that it is more likely that users
and potential users are buying the service that the platform provides. However, if there is a
connection between what strategies the platforms have used or are currently using and how
successful the platform is, was or will become, has not been determined yet. But with all the
information I have, relationships between the strategies and the success of the platform can be
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made. In order to prove the second proposition, I will look at every strategy that is coded from
the information gathered and visualized in model 3. Then we will look at how successful each
individual platform is and link this back to the previous section, the five factors. Then I can
make conclusion about the statement that the success of each music streaming platform is
depending on the strategies that they have used. Since there is a distinction between how
successful the platforms are, I can check whether these differences are due to their strategy
4.3.1 From nothing to success
Looking at model 3, the most common strategy, used by each platform, is incentivizing
through new features. This is a very broad strategy that can range from simply updating small
parts of the application to make it more accessible, better looking or easier to use, to major
overhauls of the interface, completely adding new features or adding millions of new songs to
the platform. All these updates and additions, small or major, are incentivizing users to use
their platform. It is most likely that this is the most common used strategy because it is one of
the easiest to implement. Changes to the platform can be easily tested and are mostly not
dependent on other companies. Even if the change is not received well by the users, the
update can be removed to the original state, before it launched. By listening to the users,
looking at the competition and by being original, the music streaming platforms can
incentivize users to use their platforms by making changes that call to the needs of the players
and by being unique. It is important to have something to offer that others do not have.
Overall, there is a reason why this is the most used strategy. It was the most frequently used
strategy, when looking the collected data. Every platform has implemented this strategy and
for all the platform it is the most dominate one. For example, Spotify has used this strategy 32
times from what I have coded from the data collection, when the total strategies used was 102
from the coding. This means that almost 33% of the strategy for Spotify was to incentivize
through new features. Not just because it is likely easier to implement, but also because it can
be done a lot and with success. By constantly updating the platform and adding new features,
the users feel connected to the platform and listened to. They feel like their voice and opinion
matters, which increases the commitment of the users to the platform. To visualize the
frequency of the strategies, I made table 2. However, it is important to note that not every
strategy that is used, is in the table. Only the important and major strategies.
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Incentivizing

Attracting

Attracting

Freemium

Offering

Accessibility

Expanding Leveraging Total

through new

users

complements

model

discounts

(on rival

to new

existing

strategies

features

through

through

platforms)

countries

platforms

used

partnerships

partnerships

Spotify

32

21

13

6

5

6

6

5

101

Amazon

6

2

5

0

9

1

1

11

40

Apple Music

15

2

8

1

3

3

3

2

40

Google Play

24

8

5

1

5

2

2

7

61

7

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

18

Music
Unlimited

music
Tidal

Table 2. Frequency of strategies
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Secondly, one of the more common strategies is partnerships. I have distinguish two different
types of partnerships. The first one is attract users through partnership. This is a strategy
where the music streaming platform seeks a contract, connection or simply a partnership with
another company or platform, to increase the range that the music streaming platform has in
order to attract new users. With a partnership, the music streaming platform is able to reach
new users for their platform, that it would otherwise not have reached. A perfect example of
this is Amazon Music Unlimited and their partnership with Audi, the car manufacturer. Audi
has agreed to have Amazon Music Unlimited as their standard music streaming platform
integrated in many models of Audi cars that they sold from 2017 and 2018. This way Amazon
Music Unlimited got more users because of their partnership with Audi. This is an example of
attracting users through partnerships. This is a strategy used by all of the music streaming
platforms, except for Tidal. The second type of partnership strategy is attracting complements
through partnerships. This is a strategy where the music streaming platform seeks a
partnership with companies that can upgrade their platform in some shape of form. They look
for partnerships that can help their platform grow by upgrading the overall quality or quantity
of the platform. Some examples are: deals with major music record labels, which gives the
platform access to more and diverse music. Spotify’s partnerships with TuneWiki and Rolling
Stones, that respectively add lyrics and articles to the songs that users are listening to and
Google Play Music’s partnership with Songza, that creates free tailored playlist to every
activity during the day. These are all partnerships that eventually will lead to more users for
the platform, but they initially upgrade the platform by adding quality or quantity. Since most
of these partnerships are unique, they help to attract users that are interested in these kind of
upgrades and partnerships. Users that want to listen to music while also learning the lyrics of
the songs are interested in Spotify’s partnership with TuneWiki, while users that want to
listen to music based on their mood or activity benefit the most from Google Play Music’s
partnership Songza. Partnerships in general are a very common strategy and most importantly
essential, because without partnerships with major record labels, there is no music to access
on the platform, which is still their main service: playing music. An extension to this strategy
is to completely acquire on integrate other platforms into the music streaming platform.
Spotify and Apple Music Unlimited have used this strategy to a certain extent. Apple took
over Beats Music in order to get access to their resources and userbase, to successfully launch
their own platform, Apple Music Unlimited. Integrating other platforms to gain complements
and users is an extension of partnerships.
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Third, a combination of two strategies: the freemium model and offering discounts and trials.
Since these two strategies both have to do with the price of the platform, I will talk about
them in the same paragraph, although they are not the same. First of all, the freemium model.
With this model, the music streaming platform is available for free, for a limited amount of
time and with advertisements between each song. However, upgrades to premium
subscriptions are available, that cost roughly 10,- euro or dollar. This gives unlimited access
to music, completely advertisement free. This means that the streaming platform is available
both free and for a subscription. If users barely listen to music, they can enjoy the free version
of the platform. If they listen to music on a daily basis, they can test the free version and
upgrade to premium in order to get unlimited access to music and advertisement free. This
gives the ability to test the platform before making a commitment. The freemium model was
first introduced by Spotify for these music streaming platforms, although in the beginning the
access to music was less limited than it is now for the free version. The strength of this model
is that it gives the users the ability to try the platform before making a commitment, just like
trials, which increases the amount of users and the adoption rate of the platform, as seen in the
previous chapter. The free model gets funded by advertisements, the premium model by its
subscription. For discounts the strategy is very simple: offer discounts in order to attract more
users. Discounts can be limited, for example: the first three months pay only 50% of the price.
But they can also be permanent, for example: a family plan or student discounts, where a
family plan has multiple users for a discounted price such as four users for the price of two
and student discounts that only have to pay 50% of the total fee each month if you can prove
that you are a student. These discounts attract certain groups of users and are therefore
limitedly successful, while limited discounts are accessible to all users. Discounts are an
effective way of attracting users, but in the short-term. After the limited discount ends, users
get the choice to either stick with their current platform or look for other opportunities and
platforms. The goal in offering discounts is that the users likes and attaches to the platform so
much, that when the discounts ends they are still committed to the platform. Therefore
discounts are a risky and expensive way to successfully attract more users to the platform.
The fourth strategy, accessibility (on rival platforms). This strategy is very straight-forward.
By being accessible on multiple platforms, the platform is available for more users. On
platforms or devices, like Sonos, a multiple-room music system for home, most music
streaming platforms are available. This means that no matter what type of speaker system,
television, computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet, music streaming platforms are most of the
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times available. Even for the major companies like Apple, Google and Amazon, who have
their own type of systems and smartphones, most streaming platforms are available. For
example: Spotify is available on iPhones (Apple), Androids (Google) and Amazon Echo, and
multiple other services like Sonos and laptops. Being accessible on multiple platforms
strengthens the reach of the music streaming platform and increase the amount of users it can
potentially reach.
The fifth strategy is expanding to new countries to attract users. This strategy is also straight
forward. Expending to new countries give the inhabitants of that country access to the
platform, which means that there are more potential users. However, launching the platform
from the start in every country available can be difficult and backfire immediately. If the
launch fails and there are many flaws in the service, the reputation can be harmed. Therefore
is a controlled, small launch or a restricted beta can be better. This way the flaws can be
handled and the feedback is controllable. Starting with small launches and expending to other
countries overtime can be highly successful in attracting users. The more countries the
platform is available in, the more potential users the platform is able to attract.
The sixth strategy might be the most important one for some of the platforms: leveraging
existing platforms to attract users. Major companies like Google, Apple and Amazon have
multiple successful platforms and devices that they are able to leverage, in order to gain more
users. For example: Google and Android are able to be leveraged, with discounts or other
types of connectivity in order to get more users to listen to Google Play Music. This way, the
millions of people from all over the world that have an Android device or use other services
from Google, are incentivized to use Google Play Music over other streaming platforms. The
same story goes for Apple with all of their devices and service and Amazon with all their
devices and online store and services, like Amazon Prime. This is a smart way to get all the
millions of users that are already connected to the company, in some shape of form, to use
their music streaming platforms. Most of the time the leverage is discounts or being
completely free, but extra services or special connection between devices can also be used as
a leverage. For Google, Apple and Amazon, leveraging existing platforms is their major way
of attracting users to their music streaming platform. For Spotify and Tidal the strategies are
slightly different. Spotify’s strategy is mostly focused on attracting new users. Since Spotify
was the first to successfully capitalize on the opportunity that is music streaming platforms,
they had a large market all over the world, ready to be captured. This made them grow into
the most well-known and successful company, because they have the highest amount of users.
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Tidal, who was late on capitalizing on the opportunity followed a completely different
approach. Their strategy is offering a high quality product, with a better sound quality than all
the other services, at the cost of a higher price. This is also called a differentiation strategy.
Their mindset was to offer the music like the artist meant to deliver music, at a high quality.
Because of their strategy, they were relatively successful. However, compared to the other
four music streaming platforms, they are completely lacking behind. Their strategy was
different, which is needed in order to compete. Tidal could not just bring the same strategies
because first of all, they were late to capitalize on the music streaming services and most of
the market was already gone to its competitors and secondly, by offering the same you are not
able to stand out and steal users from the competition. Tidal tried this, with again some
relative success, but is still only a small player that is struggling to survive in the highly
competitive market of music streaming services.
An honorable mention in terms of strategy is to go public in order to raise capital. Spotify has
done this in 2018 in the hope of making some money back for its early investors and to start
becoming a profitable business instead of a money-losing business. This is a strategy that is
not necessarily affecting the amount of users Spotify has, but it is one to answer a completely
different type of success, profits. Most of the music streaming services are money-losing
businesses because they are not profitable enough for all of their high expenses, like
advertisements and royalties. In the future, music streaming services might become successful
monetary wise, but for now they are still losing money. But going public in order to raise
capital might be one of the first steps in order to start making profits, therefore it felt right to
mention this.
Another honorable mention is by having exclusivity. This is where certain artists are only
available on certain platforms. Tidal has attempted this with a new Beyoncé album only being
available on Tidal. The idea of this strategy is that fans of Beyoncé will subscribe to Tidal in
order to listen to her new music. However, most of the platforms have some small exclusive
artists and looking at the success of Tidal, this strategy is not being impactful. There might be
multiple reasons for this, but what I take from this is that the users are not interested enough
to subscribe to a music streaming platforms with millions of different songs, just for one or
two artists that they cannot find on other music streaming platforms. For those artists, they are
more likely to use YouTube instead.
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4.3.2 What strategies lead to success
As the previous paragraphs and model 3 have shown, there are multiple strategies that were
used by all the music streaming services at different times of their life, but what strategies
have lead to the success of these platforms, based on everything I have talked about? I will
talk about that for each platform individually.
For Spotify, being the first music streaming platform to launch has been a great part of their
success. By having a limited beta launch in only a couple of countries gave them the time and
ability to fix mistakes and create a great platform before launching it in more countries.
Having the advertisement-supported free version was a great move for Spotify, since this
propelled the amount of users Spotify had to a large amount. However, many users were
enjoying the free version too much, since it had mostly unlimited access to all available
music. Limiting this access to twenty hours each month increased the amount of subscribers
substantially. Since Spotify did not have the major company behind the platform that
Amazon, Google and Apple have, they were struggling to gain more users. By looking for
partnerships with major record labels, they were able to get access to more diverse and wellknown music, which also increased the amount of users Spotify has. By continuously
incentivizing users through new features, looking for partnerships to attract users and
upgrading their platform in quality and quantity and expanding to new countries, Spotify has
grown to a data driven, machine learning and artificial intelligence using platform that
benefits both users as artists through their many collaborations and constant new features.
Their success is therefore mostly because of them being early to capitalize on the opportunity,
constantly adding new features, partnerships and having a high adoption rate. Spotify has a
good reputation, is open to their users, is easy to try-out, has many advantages over previous
experiences, calls to the needs of the users and is easy to use. There is not just one strategy
that could explain the success of Spotify, but all these reason combined have lead to Spotify
being the largest music streaming platform in the world.
For Amazon Music Unlimited, there is one main strategy that stands out from the rest:
leveraging existing platforms to attract users. With one of the largest companies in the world,
Amazon has a lot of users and potential users by using their other platforms to gain users for
Amazon Music Unlimited. Amazon and their subscription called Amazon Prime can be used
by offering discounts to Amazon Music Unlimited if users also have Amazon Prime, making
it a two for one deal or by making it completely accessible with Amazon Echo, a smart
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speaker for users at home. Amazon Echo users are therefore highly inclined to use Amazon
Music Unlimited as their music streaming platform. These discounts and unique features are
ways to leverage their other platforms and services in order to gain more users for their music
streaming platform and are therefore a large part of their success. Millions of users from their
other platforms have used this opportunity, since price is an important factor for many users.
However, as can be seen in model 3 and with the five factors, leveraging existing platforms to
attract users is not the only strategy used by Amazon Music Unlimited, although it is highly
likely the most successful one. Amazon was already invested in music, with Prime Music,
which means that they already had some partnerships with record labels and some users. They
also keep updating their platform, keep looking for partnerships with users and to make
updates and expended to a large amount of different countries. All in all, the strategies used
and the high adoption rate is very similar to Spotify, with two major differences. Spotify
launched their platform very early, while Amazon Music Unlimited has only been around a
couple of years, and Amazon Music Unlimited has its major focus on leveraging existing
platforms to attract users, while Spotify was looking for new and potential users. There main
strategy and a mix of the other strategies has lead to Amazon Music Unlimited being one of
the major platforms following in Spotify’s footsteps. Amazon’s absolute strength lies within
the great reach and userbase that they already have from their other platforms and businesses,
and trying to leverage those platforms in order to attract more users.
Apple Music is the second most used music streaming platform, behind Spotify but ahead of
Google Play Music and Amazon Music unlimited. Their main strategy is the same as
Amazon, using the large amount of following that they already have on iPhones, iMac’s and
MacBook’s in order to gain more users on Apple Music. By having Apple Music pre-installed
on all new Apple devices, they have spiked incredibly high in the amount of users, meaning
that for Apple Music the leveraging strategy has also been their biggest success. However,
they have also used the other strategies. Offering discounts, having a freemium model,
attracting through partnerships and integrating through partnership, incentivizing through new
features and expending to different countries to attract users. Apple has done a lot to grow
Apple Music to become the second largest music streaming platform in the world. As seen
with the five factors, Apple Music also scored high on all of these making their adoption rate
high and therefore likely to be successful. Apple also has been invested in music for a long
time, with iTunes, that is unfortunately disappearing soon. There are again some small
differences between these platforms but nothing major. The biggest one being the leveraging
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of existing platforms to attract users, compared to Spotify’s acquiring of new users. Apples
strength lies in the huge following Apple already has from its other platforms and leveraging
those platforms to gain users in an incredibly fast rate.
Google Play Music’s strategies are almost identical to Apple Music’s strategies. They used
the large following of Android users and other Google devices to leverage them into using
Google Play Music, used the freemium concept, constantly updated their platform to attract
more users, looked for partnerships and expended to most countries. These strategies brought
Google Play Music to where it is at today. The difference between Google Play Music and
Apple Music are more content related. Google Play Music’s strength lies in being able to
personalize content for each users specifically and having music available for each possible
situation and time of the day. Strategy wise, Google Play Music is almost identical to Apple
Music. The reason why they both have millions of users is because the platforms used to
leverage are different. Where Apple used iPhones and other Apple devices, Google used their
own smartphones and tablets to leverage. Apple and Google are not just each other major
competitors in the smartphone industry, but also in the music streaming industry. Google Play
Music also scored high on the five factors of Rogers (2003), which means that they were
predicted to get a high amount of users, which is clearly the case.
As the final platform, Tidal. This is where it gets interesting. With barely being able to hold
on to two million users, Tidal is struggling and the least successful of these music streaming
platforms. Apart from looking at the five factors and seeing that it is mostly the reputation of
Tidal that is holding them back by having intern conflicts with artists, there are also a major
difference in strategy. Because Tidal had a low experience in the music streaming industry
and did not have any major platforms to leverage, they had to try something different in order
to gain users. But in a market where the competition is very close to each other and platforms
are very similar in what they deliver, this is a though task. They did this with implementing a
differentiation strategy, where they offered a higher quality product at the cost of a higher
price. Their mindset is to bring the music to the users like it was supposed to, in a high
quality. It stands for both the users and the artists and is lead by mostly artists. In general the
undiscounted price for the other streaming platforms is 10,- euro or dollar, while Tidal costs
20,- euro or dollar each month. They deliver over three times the quality, but also ask two
times the price. They also had exclusivity on some major artists like Beyoncé, by her new
album being only available on Tidal. Both of these strategies did not pay off, as they are only
relatively successful. They do have two million users, but compared to the amount of users
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that the other streaming platforms have, this is nothing. They have also tried some of the other
strategies such as attracting complements through partnerships and incentivizing through new
features, but they still seemed to be lacking behind. The general conclusion I draw for this is
that the users perceive the price of 20,- euro or dollar is too much to ask for an increase in
quality, which means that Tidal only had some relative success.
The overall conclusion and the answer to the second research goal is that the strategies that
seemed most successful are incentivizing through new features, expanding to new countries to
attract users, attracting users and complements through partnerships, the freemium model and
offering discounts. For major companies that are have other services, products and platforms,
leveraging those in order to attract users seems to be the best strategy to implement.
Otherwise, being the first to capitalize on opportunities has worked wonders for Spotify too.
Strategies that have been failing to work are asking a higher price for a better quality and
having exclusivity. Price seems to be a very important factor and Tidal has crossed the line
with being to expensive. This is very close to the conclusions drawn with the five factors,
where the four platforms that score high on the five factors, namely Spotify, Apple Music,
Amazon Music Unlimited and Google Play Music, are more successful than the one that
scored worse, being Tidal.
Since the second part of the research goals is answered, being what strategies the music
streaming platforms have used in order to be successful, it is important to look at the second
proposition: The success of a platform is highly dependent on what strategies they have used
from before creation the platform until the present. To answer this is short: yes, the strategies
used by the platforms do influence the success of the platform. But what strategies they are
able to use is also depending on the company. Apple, Google and Amazon were able to use a
major different strategy than Spotify and Tidal. However, since many strategies are similar
between the four successful platforms compared to the one unsuccessful, I can conclude that
the success of a platform is highly dependent on what strategies they have used from before
creating the platform until the present, which means that the proposition is proven to be right
by all the information in this entire chapter. But it is important to note that strategy is not the
only reason why these music streaming platforms are successful or unsuccessful.
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4.3.3. First- Early or late-mover
I have briefly discussed this topic in the previous paragraphs, but I will go more in depth now.
As Lieberman & Montgomery (1988) stated, being an early-mover is very important to be
able to gain more advantages compared to late-movers. Therefore I have created the following
proposition: First-, but mostly second-movers, will be able to gain more users to their
platform when compared to late-movers.
Looking at the five music streaming platforms, something is important to note. Spotify was
the first of these five platforms to capitalize on the opportunity of a music streaming platform,
but it was not the first. Streaming platforms like Pandora launched before Spotify did, but
with less success. This is what Lieberman & Montgomery (1988) talked about. Pandora had
to take more risks and uncertainties that Spotify did not have to take. They were able to look
at what went well and what went wrong and capitalize on that information. Although Spotify
is not a first-mover, it is definitely a early-mover. With technology advancing and
applications becoming popular and smartphones taking over desktops and laptops, Spotify
was able to grab an absurd amount of users by having the right strategies, but also by having a
large market to take over. With launching their platform years before the other four did, they
were able to grab a solid amount of users and slowly increase the quality of their platform as
well as the quantity of music available. This means that the strategy of Spotify was only part
of the reason why they became so successful, since being an early-mover has also given
Spotify a major advantage over the other streaming platforms. Amazon Music Unlimited,
Apple Music and Google Play Music were years behind Spotify with the launch of a music
streaming platform and therefore they had to do something different. The large market that
Spotify had available to them, was not as large anymore for the other platforms. As I talked
about in the previous paragraphs, they mostly focused on using their other major platforms to
gain users, very successfully. Spotify was able to gain many new users, while Amazon, Apple
and Google leveraged existing users of their other platforms to gain users. Tidal however is a
different story. Being a late-mover with almost no leverage or reach, had to try something
even more different. As shown in the previous paragraphs, they went for a differentiation
strategy. This was largely unsuccessful and the combination of being a late-mover and thus
not having a large market and pool of new users to persuade and by having their strategy not
working out as well as they had hoped, they have been the least successful music streaming
platform out of the five I have researched.
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Overall it is clear to me that being a early-mover was very important for the music streaming
platforms and can explain a lot of the success, but not all of it. It is a combination between
strategy, leveraging other platforms and being early enough to capitalize on opportunities
without having to take to many risks as first-movers that explains the success of a platform.
Therefore I conclude that first- and second movers, like Spotify, will be able to gain more
users to their platform when compared to late movers, like Tidal. There is a large market to be
conquered when you are an early-mover, but the longer it takes for a platform to launch, the
more potential users are already gone to the other platforms.
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5. Conclusion, Limitations and Discussion
5.1 Conclusion
I have researched five of the top music streaming platforms in order to look for an answer to
the following question: What are factors that lead to successful new platform creation and
adoption in the music platform industry? The goals of this research are twofold: First I looked
at the five factors to determine two matters, namely: Whether the platforms can be seen as
innovations and, because they can be seen as innovations, if they have a high adoption rate,
which can be the reason of success. And secondly, whether the strategies used by each
individual platform influence the success of the platform. To gather information, I checked
news articles from when the platforms were created or when plans for the platforms were
made, until April 2018. The results that came from these articles are interesting. To represent
the results in a structured fashion, I have created different timelines for each platform (figure
3). They show what strategy they have implemented based on the coding. Also, I created key
words and variables from the factors and checked these with each individual platform to
determine the rate of adoption, based on the five factors. Starting with the first research goal, I
came to the conclusion that all the platforms can be seen as innovations, because they score
high on most of the factors. The relative advantage is high, because the platforms are
upgrades over previous experiences, have many advantages and are useful to the users. They
are also compatible, because they have value for the users, call to their needs and are close to
previous experiences. They are not complex, although more difficult to use than a radio. For
their target group, people who have a basic understanding of technology and use smartphones
and laptops for example, they are not complex. Their trialability is high, because they are
often limitly free to use, offered at discounts or have trial periods. Lastly they are very
observable. The platforms are open, there is access to information and they have a decent
reputation. This means that first of all, the platforms can be seen as innovations and secondly
by scoring high on the factors, they have a high adoption rate, meaning that more people will
start using the platform based on these factors. This was the case for Spotify, Apple Music,
Amazon Music Unlimited and Google Play Music. For Tidal, however, some factors scored
worse. They were not as compatible as the other platforms. They followed a strategy that
offers a higher quality for a higher price, but a high price seemed to be obstructing their
success. Also by having a bad reputation and conflicts with artists, owners and users, they
also scored worse on observability. Overall they can still be seen as an innovation with a
decent adoption rate, but clearly lower to the other music streaming platforms in this research.
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For the second research goal, looking at the strategies there are many similarities in strategies
used. Incentivizing through new features, partnerships to attract users and complements,
leveraging existing platforms and offering discounts are used multiple times by all the
streaming platforms. But there are some differences in the strategy where they most focus on.
For Spotify, incentivizing through new features seems to be their stand-out strategy. Apple
focused much on partnerships and leveraging existing platforms. Amazon and Google
leveraged their platforms even more, with Google even integrating some of their platforms in
Google Play Music. Tidal followed a different strategy. Although they also incentivized
through new features and looked for partnerships, their stand-out strategy was that they
differentiated. They offered a better quality streaming service, for a higher price. Part of their
success was also linked to being an artist-owned platform and having exclusiveness from
certain artists. However, all of these platforms have success. Spotify was able to gain a lot of
new users with their freemium model: a free, add supported version of their streaming service.
Apple, Google and Amazon were able to leverage their other major businesses to gain many
users and Tidal was even able to gather over two million users by differentiating themselves
from the others in the industry. However, Spotify is the most successful. This was due to them
being the first to capitalize on the opportunity and having large markets with barely any
competition to conquer. Apple Music, Amazon Music Unlimited and Google Play Music
mostly used their other majorly successful platforms to gain users. By offering discounts,
making the platform free or giving certain other benefits, they were able to get many new
users. Tidal has been the least successful, mostly because of their reputation and higher price.
In a market where the service is so close to its competitors, because every platform offers the
same service: access to music, being different from the competition is important. Tidal did
this, relatively successful, but is still behind to its competitors. This is mostly because of their
higher price, reputation and not having other major platforms to leverage. Some strategies are
essential, all coming down to making the platform better by listening to the wishes of the
users and making it more accessible for everyone, everywhere at any time. This means that
strategy is important to the success of each platforms, but not every strategy can be used by
each platform. Having other services or products can give a massive boost to the amount of
users a platform has and being first to be able to capitalize on chances and opportunities can
give a major boost to the success of a platform. Another important factor is early- vs latemovers. By being an early-mover there is a large market to conquer, a market that late-movers
will have a more difficult time to conquer because most of the potential users are already
gone. I conclude that being a early-mover was very important for the music streaming
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platforms and can explain a lot of the success, but not all of it. It is a combination between
strategy, leveraging other platforms and being early enough to capitalize on opportunities
without having to take to many risks as first-movers that explains the success of a platform.

5.2 Discussion
In this section we will look at the results and compare them to the theory and propositions
earlier discussed. In this research I have created three propositions. I will discus them in
order.
The first proposition is: If the platform meets multiple criteria for the adoption rate of
innovations, namely relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and
observability, the more likely the platform will be adopted. This is answered by looking at two
things: first of all, can platforms be seen as innovations? Secondly, does scoring high on these
platform lead to a higher adoption rate and thus more success. Because the more likely the
platform is to be adopted, the more users it can (potentially) have. A simple definition of a
high adoption rate is how likely people accept the platform and its service and are going to
use it. If it has a high adoption rate, the platform should be better and overall give more
benefits than previous experiences, which means that the platform should gain users based on
a high adoption rate. When looking back at the theory of Rogers (2003) he claims that if the
innovation scores high on the factors it is more likely the be adopted. Looking at the results,
this seems to be true. Spotify, Amazon Music Unlimited, Apple Music and Google Play
Music all score high on these factors and thus have a high adoption rate, which means that
they should be more successful than music streaming platforms who do not score high on
these factors, which is Tidal in this case. Tidal scored substantially lower on the factors and
therefore has a lower adoption rate, meaning Tidal should be less successful. This is indeed
the case, proving that the proposition is right. Because the factors and the adoption rate
applies to the platforms the same way as it does to innovations, and because the platforms are
new experiences for the users, which is the definition of innovations according to Rogers
(2003), the platforms can be seen as innovations. This research continues on the research of
Rogers (2003) by showing that platforms can also be innovations. These innovations also
show that the more adopted they are, the more likely to be successful.
The second proposition is: The success of a platform is highly dependent on what strategies
they have used from before creation the platform until the present. This question is answered
by looking at the strategies constructed from the coding of the data gathered from news
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websites. The success is measured by the amount of users that each platform has. Although
there are some quantative indicators, they might not be completely accurate. Therefore the
best thing to do is to rank each platform by an indication of what their total users amount is,
instead of looking at their numbers strictly. Doing this gives the following results, from most
to least: Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon, Google and Tidal. It is important to note that these
are globally, the most well-known music streaming services. There are other streaming
services with many users, that are not covered in this research. There are many strategies that
are universal and thus used by each of these platforms, some examples are partnerships to
gain users and complements, incentivizing users by adding new features and offering some
sort of discount. However, two strategies really stood out. For major companies, like Apple,
Google and Amazon, leveraging their other platforms seems to be really successful. For Tidal,
offering a higher quality service for a higher price was seemingly unsuccessful. Given these
facts, the success of a platform is dependent on what strategies they used. But there are more
factors that can explain the success of the platform. The ability to leverage major platforms
and services, like Apple and Google are doing, is not available to every music streaming
platform. Spotify and Tidal did not have that same luxury to gain users for their platform.
Also, being able to capitalize early on the “innovation” that we know as a music streaming
platform is also very beneficial. Spotify was the quickest of the platforms that I covered in
this research, and they are the most successful. This means that Spotify is not necessarily the
most successful music streaming platform because of their strategy, but a large part of their
success certainly is. Same goes for Apple Music, Amazon Music Unlimited, Google Play
Music and Tidal, to a lesser extent. This means that: yes, the success of the platform is
dependent on what strategies the platform has used but it is important to look at what other
variables might have a big factor on their success. The important thing that these strategies
show is that it is important to constantly better the quality and quantity of the platform.
Incentivizing through new features is the most used strategy and for a reason. The users give
feedback to the platforms about what they do and do not like and tackling what they do not
like makes the quality of the platform for most people better. This is also what Roger (2003)
talks about in his innovation theory. By having a certain amount of users give feedback, for
example in a closed beta launch, they are able to “fix” what the users did not like, in order to
have a more successful and widely accepted public launch of the platform. This is again a
continuation of his research, by looking further than innovations and seeking for a modern,
high technology market. His theory still applies in modern markets.
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The third proposition is: First-, but mostly second-movers, will be able to gain more users to
their platform when compared to late-movers. To answer this, I looked at the year when the
platform were launched, followed by looking at their success and finally draw conclusion
based on those two factors and the information from the other paragraphs. Spotify, although
not being the first to launch a music streaming platform, was the earliest to launch in this
research and this had a huge impact on their success. By launching years before the other
music streaming platforms did, they were slowly able to conquer a large portion of the market
and grow into the largest music streaming platform in the present. Amazon Music Unlimited,
Apple Music and Google Play Music followed a couple years after Spotify and thus are not
considered to be early movers, but as we have seen in this research they had other major
advantages, such as a large company and other major platforms to leverage and gain many
users. For Tidal the story was different. They are a late-mover and did not have the same
advantages as Amazon, Apple and Google. They also tried a different strategy which turned
out to be largely unsuccessful. The conclusion is that being a early-mover was very important
for the music streaming platforms and can explain a lot of the success, but not all of it. It is a
combination between strategy, leveraging other platforms and being early enough to
capitalize on opportunities without having to take to many risks as first-movers that explains
the success of a platform. This means that, although the proposition is proven to be right,
because there is a positive relation between early-movers being more successful than latemovers, it is not the only factor that has this effect. It is a combination between strategy,
timing and the size of the company that launches the platform. Lieberman & Montgomery
(1988) mostly about first- and second-movers and the advantages and disadvantages. Earlymovers are clearly able to “pioneer firms to earn positive economic profits” (Lieberman &
Montgomery, 1988, p. 41). That is a large reason why Spotify became so successful. They
were able to gain a large amount of users by being one of the first to capitalize on the
opportunities that arose. The disadvantages that they talk about do not necessarily apply to
this research. This is because the music streaming platforms researched in this thesis are not
the first-movers and therefore do probably succeed from other platforms, like Pandora, taking
the risks and uncertainties. Spotify is able to enjoy the “free-rider” effect and have less
uncertainty. This means that within this research Spotify was able to gain an advantages by
capitalizing on mistakes and risks other music streaming services took before them, followed
by Amazon, Apple and Google doing the same to Pandora and Spotify. Tidal was also a latemover and thus had these advantages too, but also disadvantages by having a lower pool of
potential new users. They went for a niche, by having a higher price for higher quality, with
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relative success. Amazon, Apple and Google had other advantages, such as a large following
and other major platforms, to counter that specific disadvantage that Tidal was unable to deal
with. Therefore this research continues on the research of Lieberman & Montgomery (1988)
by looking at the disadvantages that late-movers have to deal with in a market where being
different than competitors and gaining new users is very difficult. My research shows that
being an early-mover has more advantages than being a late-mover, unless other factors are
accounted for. One of these factors is having multiple large platforms to leverage, such as
Amazon, Apple and Google for example.
The take-away from my research, and my addition to the platform creation theory, is that in
order to have a successful launch for a platform, you need to be quick to capitalize on
opportunities, listen closely to the users and never stop to increase the quality of the platform.
It is better to start small and have a more controlled launch to increase the quality of the
platform overtime, in order to have a better and large public launch, than to launch quickly all
over the world and have too many problems, that scares away the users to other platforms.
Certain strategies can increase the changes of being a successful platform, but it is mostly a
combination of strategy, timing of the launch and the ability to leverage other parts of the
company.

5.3 Limitations and future research
Although this research will contribute to the body of knowledge on successful platform
creation, there are still many steps needed to find solutions for the issues that platform
creation undergoes. For future research, it might help to look into different types of industry
in the same study. In this research I have only looked at one industry, the music streaming
industry, and the strategies chosen were very similar. Therefore the results might only be
applicable to similar cases (Swanborn, 2010). This resulted in finding not many desirable
differences and too many similarities between the platforms, especially when looking at what
strategies were used. This is not a bad result, but more differences can raise new and
interesting questions, such as: why are there so many differences? There also were not many
patterns to be recognized. The strategies can be very specific to just one industry and might
not work in others. Therefore I suggest that future research focuses on different industries and
compare platforms from those industries. The results might have more power if there are
more similarities, because it apparently works in different types of industries. It can also be
the case that there are more differences and researching why that is the case is also very
interesting and helpful for platform creation. In this research, I conducted a case study which
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resulted in an analytical generalization, which only generalizes specific results to a broader
theory (Yin, 2014). This is the digital platform creation theory in this research. However, with
a statistical generalization, much more power to generalization can be made because random
samples are stronger for generalization than specific samples (Yin, 2014). For future research
it might therefore be interesting to conduct different types of researchers, such as surveys that
could improve the generalizability of the research.
Another interesting point for future research is to look at how to make music streaming
platforms successful monetary wise. In this research we have defined success as having or
being able to gain many users, compared to the competitors. However, almost none of these
platforms are making money. Even more so, Spotify as the biggest music streaming platform,
is losing money rapidly. To counter this, they have decided to go public and raise money
through shares. Is still a valuable and viable option or are there any other ways to become a
profitable organization? Future research might therefore focus more on the total success of a
platform, where the platform has both users and profits.
A major limitation of this research is that it is mostly based on secondary resources, namely
news articles. To go more in depth, other ways of research can be necessary to result in better
conclusions and overall more information. Getting interviews with insiders in these major
companies can be difficult, but if done right, result in more information than is available
online. Therefore it might also be better to look for companies where the availability of
information is easier accessible. Smaller and local companies/platforms are usually easier to
approach and get in contact with. And as seen with Tidal, they can all have relative success, if
you do not compare them to giants like Spotify.
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Appendix
Amazon Music Unlimited data collection
Source
PC Magazine.com
6 July, 2011

Data
Amazon said late Wednesday that it will allow customers to store an
unlimited amount of music on its Cloud Drive and Cloud Player, provided
customers purchase a storage plan.

Initial Coding
Second Coding
Unlimited storage space Incentivizing through
for music in Cloud
new features
Drive

Amazon launched its Cloud Player in March, a companion to the Amazon
Cloud Drive. At the time, the service came with up to 5GB of free, online
music storage, expandable to 20 GB with the purchase of an MP3 album at
the Amazon Music Store.
PC Magazine.com
12 June, 2012

Amazon on Tuesday released a version of its Cloud Player for the iPhone and
iPod touch.

Cloud Player available
in App store

(Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users)

The free app is available now via the App Store. It will let Cloud Player users
stream, download, and manage their music in the cloud; no downloads
necessary. Users can also import MP3s that were purchased from Amazon
and add playlists already on their iOS devices.
CNNMoney.com
12 June, 2014

On Thursday, Amazon added a music streaming service to its list of benefits
for Prime subscribers. Prime Music features more than one million songs,
with unlimited, ad-free listening at no extra cost to members.

Accessibility on rival
platforms

Combining Prime
Music, the new music
streaming service, with
Prime subscription.

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Amazon enters the fray with a crowd of already established competitors like
Spotify, Rdio, Pandora, Google Play Music All Access, Apple iTunes Radio
and Beats, SoundCloud -- the list goes on. Pandora has 76 million listeners,
but rival Spotify has the largest number of paid subscribers, clocking in at 10
million. (Amazon does not reveal its customer numbers, but it has said it has
"tens of millions" of Prime subscribers).
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PCMag.com
23 July, 2014

Express Online
28 July, 2015

Adding new playlists to
"Prime Music was introduced just over a month ago and we've already
Prime Music
significantly expanded the Prime Music catalog," he added. "Prime members
have been telling us how much they love Prime Playlists, so we're also pleased
to offer hundreds of great new playlists to make it easier to enjoy the best of
Prime Music."
Amazon has launched its Spotify-like music streaming service in the UK - the Expanding Prime Music
to the UK
first country to get the service outside of the United States.

Incentivizing through
new features

Expanding to new
countries to attract
new users

Prime Music allows Amazon Prime subscribers to access, stream and
download more than a million tracks at no extra cost.
Business Wire
29 September, 2015

Starting today, Prime Music will now include select albums from Universal
Music artists such as Katy Perry, Luke Bryan, Lana Del Rey,Maroon 5,Of
Monsters and Men, Ariana Grande, The Weeknd, Ellie Goulding, Drake,
Lorde, Jessie J and Eminem, among others. In addition, a wide selection of
popular Jazz and Classical albums from Universal Music artists will now be
available for Prime members to enjoy.

Partnership with
Universal Music to add
big artists to their
streaming service

Attracting
complements through
partnerships

Preparing launch for a
standalone music
streaming service for
$9.99

Launch of new
platform

"Prime Music has already become a top destination for streaming music in the
U.S. and U.K., and we are thrilled today to make it even better by growing our
selection with Universal Music artists," stated Steve Boom, VP of Digital
Music for Amazon. "From chart topping artists like Lady Gaga to legendary
musicians such as Tom Petty and Nirvana, we know our Prime members will
love listening to all the additional music that's now available as part of their
membership."
MailOnline
10 June, 2016

Amazon is preparing to launch a standalone music streaming subscription
service, placing it squarely in competition with rival offerings from Apple and
Spotify, according to two people with knowledge of the matter.
The service will be offered at $9.99 per month, in line with major rivals, and it
will offer a competitive catalog of songs, the sources said.
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Amazon, which offers a free streaming music service with a limited catalog
to subscribers of its Prime shipping and video service, did not respond to a
request for comment about the new, full-fledged music plan.
The Mercury News
23 August, 2016

Which is why it should come as no surprise that the company is looking at
getting into the streaming-music service game. And because this is Amazon,
what is has planned is something unique in Amazoncs style.
Recode reports that as early as next month, Amazon might launch two
different streaming options. The first sounds like something similar to what
you can get from the likes of Apple, Spotify and other streaming-music
providers: $10 a month to stream unlimited music wherever you want, and on
whatever device you have. (Amazon currently offers a streaming service to its
Prime subscribers, but that is said to only have a limited catalog of songs.)

People who have
Amazon Echo will have
to pay half for the
subscription to new
streaming service

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Amazon Music
Unlimited is launched
for $9.99 and if you
have prime subscription
$7.99. Works with a
voice system too, for a
big discount of $3.99

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

The second is where things come in a bit different.
Supposedly, Amazon wants to give you the chance to pay just $5 a month for
unlimited, ad-free music streaming. And why wouldnct you pay $5 for
something instead of paying $10 for it? Well, thatcs where the trick comes in.
Because for the $5 device to work, you would need to have one of Amazoncs
Echo players set up in your house . The service would only work with Echo
and you wouldnct be able to stream music from the $5 option over your
mobile phone or any other gadget.
CNNMoney.com
12 October, 2016

Amazon launched its answer to Spotify and Apple Music on Wednesday, at
price points designed to attract its loyal customers.
The on-demand music service is being offered to the general public for $9.99
a month -- the same price as Spotify Premium and Apple Music. But Amazon
Prime members will pay a discounted $7.99.
"Amazon Music Unlimited" boasts a music catalog with tens of millions of
songs. Users will also have access to curated playlists.

Offering discounts
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Amazon's streaming service also works with a voice system -- its version is
called Alexa. Amazon customers who already own the company's smart
speaker -- called Echo -- will pay just $3.99 a month for Amazon Music
Unlimited.
Billboard.com
12 October, 2016

Amazon already had a music streaming service, Prime Music, which
launched two years ago with a relatively small catalog -- around two million
songs compared to the 35-million-plus available on Spotify, for example.
Unlimited, however, will expand that catalog to the level of Spotify and its
other competitors -- and presents a significant uphill battle for "Big Green"
and the others when trying to woo Echo owners.

Amazon Music
Unlimited adds more
songs to their
catalogues. Works
extremely well with
Amazon Echo

Attracting
complements through
partnership
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

If you already say "Hey, Alexa" on a regular basis, you'll pay $3.99 per month
to connect your Echo device to Music Unlimited (this price point excludes
use of the service on any other device). Prime members will be able to
subscribe to Unlimited for an additional $7.99 per month, or $79.99 per year.
Those without either can pay $9.99 per year for the service, equivalent to
Spotify, Apple Music and Tidal's ad-free tiers. (And, presumably, Pandora's
upcoming service as well.)
Music Unlimited arrives at an auspicious time for the streaming market. Just
two weeks ago, it was validated stateside by a report from the RIAA, which
attributed an 8.1 percent growth for the overall recording industry to the
sector. As well, competition between its major players has gone from a
simmer to a boil over both exclusives -- now outlawed by Universal Music-and helping casual listeners with new music discovery, a perennial problem
when your catalog would take at least 171 years to listen to (if you listened
non-stop).
"Music has always been central to the experience on Echo, and given its
success, we really wanted to invest more heavily and further extend the lead
we had established [with Echo]," Amazon's head of music Steve Boom tells
Billboard. "We've worked very hard to make [Unlimited] more fun and easier
to use than the other services in the market
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Associated Press
Financial Wire
19 October, 2016

First streaming service
to get popular musician
Garth Brooks’ approval
for music streaming

Attracting
complements through
partnership

Expanding to Austria
and Germany, with the
added benefit of
offering live
commenting from the
German Bundesliga.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
new users

While in many ways Amazon Music Unlimited is very similar to these rival
services, Amazon is pushing voice control as its stand-out feature.

Voice control is standout feature

Incentivizing through
new features

With the arrival of the family plan, it now offers the same as Apple Music,
Google Play Music and Spotify, with all four services offering a family plan
of six accounts for £14.99 or $14.99 a month.

Family plan for up to
six accounts for $14.99
with personalized
content for each users

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

A week after launching its paid streaming music service, Amazon announced
a deal with one of streaming music's biggest holdouts: country superstar
Garth Brooks.
Brooks, the best-selling solo artist in U.S. history with 138 million albums
sold, has kept his music off streaming services. On Wednesday, select albums
and songs will be available on Amazon Music Unlimited.

Pivotal Sources
14 November, 2016

Mirror
14 November, 2016
MailOnline
7 December, 2016

Amazon has launched its Music Unlimited in Austria and Germany. The
service has about 40 million titles in its catalogue, more than its Prime Music
with only 2 million. The company said the move will give it a better
competitive edge against Spotify or Apple Music. Music Unlimited is now
available in Austria, Germany and the UK and from mid-2017 will offer live
commenting from the German Bundesliga. Customers can choose from
various subscription models.

But Prime members get a discount for annual subscriptions, paying just £149 /
$149 for a year.

Incentivizing through
new features

Offering discounts

In addition to multiple individual accounts, Amazon says the service will
provide personalised recommendations for each user.
Billboard
21 March, 2017

Sir Elton Johnturns the ripe old age of 70 tomorrow (March 25), and today
Amazon Music Unlimited -- the company's newly-launched premium ondemand streaming service -- announced that the legendary singer and
songwriter will be taking over its song of the dayfeature beginning today.

Popular artists take over Incentivizing through
the song of the day
new features
feature
Attracting
complements through
partnership
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Elton John joins Lady Gagaand John Mayeras some of the high-profile artists
who have curated Amazon Music Unlimited's song of the day feature.
Indian Technology
news
29 May, 2017

All the various music streaming services desperately try to differentiate
themselves with personalization features and the occasional exclusive. If you
ask me, however, they're all pretty much the same with similar catalogs. For
those who disagree, right now is a great time to see how the other half lives.
Amazon is currently offering two free months of Amazon Music Unlimited
for new users.
To get this deal, you have to sign-up using Amazon's promotional web page.
Once you arrive on the page, click Enter Your Code. In the pop-up window
that appears, enter the code MOREMUSIC, then click Apply.

Offering two free
months of streaming
music.
Although Prime Music
is still running and free,
Amazon Music
Unlimited offers more
songs and works with
Echo devices

Offering discounts
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

After that's done, follow the link in step two on the page to sign-up for the
service with your Amazon account. Amazon Music Unlimited offers a free
30-day trial to all new users, but the promotional rigmarole automatically
gives you a $10 credit towards a second month's subscription. Once the third
month hits you'll be charged $10 a month for the service, or $8 if you're an
Amazon Prime member.
Amazon Music Unlimited is not the same as Prime Music, which is a free
service for Prime members. The basic difference is that unlimited has more
tracks--"tens of millions" compared to just two million in Prime Music.
Amazon's music services also have Alexa integration allowing you to play
songs on an Echo device or find a song based on its lyrics.
Billboard
15 June, 2017

The Echo, along with Google Home and Apple's just-announced HomePod,
are promising to supercharge the music industry's nascent growth, which until
now has been fueled by such fast-expanding streaming services as Spotify and
Apple Music. While Amazon Music Unlimited, Amazon's paid subscription
service tied to its Echo speakers, has likely racked up only a few million
paying subscribers since it launched in October, according to MusicWatch

Collaboration with
HomePod to increase
usefulness of the Echo
devices and streaming
music

Attracting
complements through
partnership
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users
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analyst Russ Crupnick, label executives say the voice-activated speaker
explosion is radically changing consumption behavior. Fans are listening to
music in their homes again with speakers as opposed to using headphones or
earbuds, while older listeners are firing up streaming services without having
to fumble for their reading glasses to search their phones. Amazon Music
Unlimited, which is less than half the price of Spotify and Apple Music when
bundled with an Echo, serves an older generation that the industry is keen on
converting to paid streaming, given its comfort with paying for music. And
voice-activated speakers in cars will make it easier to use on-demand music
services on the road, potentially revving up further subscriptions.
But even the simplest of requests for the Echo's robotic assistant Alexa, such
as "Play Taylor Swift," represents a complicated riddle for the record business.
Which Swift song will Alexa play? How can Swift's distributor, Universal
Music Group (UMG), make sure Alexa plays Swift's new single, or even a
song from her latest album?
To cope, labels have been rearranging their marketing and tech staffs while
improving metadata, the invisible information embedded in digital tracks
containing details like artist, song title and genre. Because they're not typing
or texting, users can be imprecise in requesting songs, artists or fragments of
barely remembered lyrics, and labels are grappling with how they can exploit
these half-baked commands.
Express Online
29 June, 2017

AMAZON has just announced its Prime Day sale with new customers now
able to grab a big discount on a year's subscription to this popular service.
Amazon Music Unlimited - Prime members who haven't yet tried Amazon
Music Unlimited can get the best deal in Amazon Music history, four
months of the full catalogue on-demand service with access to 40 million
songs, for just £0.99.

New Musical
Express

Sad that you missed out the Amazon Prime Day offer for Amazon Music
Unlimited? You can still save with our exclusive deal, just for NME readers.

Big sale which makes
Amazon Music
Unlimited available for
$0.99 for four months,
if you have Amazon
Prime

Offering discounts

Discount on Amazon
Music Unlimited for
NME readers

Offering discounts
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24 July, 2017

Exclusive NME offer: Save £10 on Amazon Music Unlimited with code
NME10

Billboard

Amazon Music today announced it is officially rolling out "activities" via
Alexa, its smart speaker system which will be made exclusively available to
the service's Prime Music and Amazon Music Unlimited listeners.

3 August, 2017

Updated the ‘Alexa’
devices for better music
streaming

Attracting users
through partnerships
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

"We launched Amazon Music Unlimited with the ability to ask for music by
genre, era, mood and lyric with the intention of making the listening
experience on Alexa as effortless and natural as possible," stated Amazon's
release on the new features. "It's working-we now see Amazon Music
listeners ask for even more specialized requests -- like music for activities."
PCMag.com
29 August, 2017

BGR
14 November, 2017

To coincide with everyone going back to school, Amazon is offering students
a Music Unlimited subscription for just $4.99/month. That's a saving of $60
per year for non-Prime members. But it gets even better if you are a Prime
Student member. Amazon is offering you six months of access for just $6.
After that, it reverts to the $4.99/month price as long as you remain a student.

Discount for students, if Offering discounts
they already have
Amazon Prime, the
Leveraging existing
discount is even bigger platforms to attract
users

Well Black Friday 2017 just came early because Amazon has launched the
best deal in streaming: $0.99 gets you three full months of Amazon Music
Unlimited.

Three months of
Amazon Music
Unlimited for $0.99 on
Black Friday
Expanding the
streaming service to 28
additional countries

Offering discounts

Collaboration with
Audi, which will
integrate both music
streaming services of
Amazon into their cars.

Attracting users
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Theflyonthewall.com Amazon Music Unlimited, Amazon's full-catalog streaming service,
announces its expansion into 28 additional countries, offering a catalog of
8 December, 2017
more than 40 million songs and thousands of playlists and personalized
stations, hand-curated by Amazon Music experts, to millions more listeners
around the globe
PCMag.com
Amazon Prime Music and Music Unlimited will be available in a number of
20 December, 2017

2017 and 2018 Audi models. The music streaming services are now available
via the MMI infotainment system in 2017 and 2018 models of the Audi A3,
A4, A4 allroad, Audi Q7, R8, TT, and 2018 models of the Audi Q5 and A5.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
new users

If you own one of those vehicles, connect a compatible mobile device to your
in-vehicle Wi-Fi, then download the most recent version of the Audi MMI
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connect app, and log in. From there, swipe left in the app to find Media, click
on Amazon Music, and log in with your Amazon credentials. Once you do
that, you'll be able to navigate Amazon Music via the vehicle's MMI screen.

Pivotal Sources
18 January, 2018

PCMag.com
8 February, 2018

BGR
23 March, 2018

Variety
18 April, 2018

"When connected via the Audi MMI connect app, drivers can use the MMI
interface to make song selections, scroll through the playlists and stations,
browse new releases and charts and search the music library to explore new
artists, genres and styles," Amazon and Audi wrote in a news release.
Amazon Music has announced that the Amazon Music Unlimited service
will become available in Australia and New Zealand starting 1 February.
Music fans in both countries will have access to a catalogue of more than 45
million songs and hundreds of playlists and personalized stations. Starting 1
February, new subscribers can sign up for a free 90-day trial of Amazon
Music Unlimited for a limited time, and discover the catalogue of unlimited,
ad-free music streaming within the Amazon Music app for iOS, Android, PC,
Mac, and on any Web browser at the Amazon Australia website.
Amazon's voice assistant Alexa is getting a handy new feature for music
lovers: the ability to create playlists with your voice.
Announced Thursday, the new feature is available for Prime Music listeners
and Amazon Music Unlimited subscribers in the US. To try it out, just start
listening to Amazon Music on your Alexa-enabled device and ask the virtual
assistant to create a new playlist, or add a song to an existing one.
Now, there's also another way that Amazon Music Unlimited is better than
popular rivals - you can get a 60-day trial of the service for free! As long as
you've never subscribed before, just sign up before the end of the day on
Sunday and you can stream unlimited music to any device for free for 60
days. If for some reason you're crazy and you'd rather pay more money for the
same service with Spotify or Apple Music, you can just cancel before the 60
days are up and you'll never pay a dime.

Expanding to Australia
and New Zealand and
offering a free 90-day
trial of Amazon Music
Unlimited.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
new users

Alexa can create music
playlists with voice
command.

Incentivizing through
new features

60-day free trial for
Amazon Music
Unlimited.

Offering discounts

Amazon Music is
It's the first time Amazon has revealed a specific number for Prime. But
Bezos stayed opaque on numbers for its video and music businesses. He wrote continuously growing
and has tens of millions

Offering discounts

Just a milestone
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in the April 18 letter that "Prime Video continues to drive Prime member
of paid customers.
adoption and retention." Amazon Music "continues to grow fast and now has Doubled over the pasts
tens of millions of paid customers," he said. Amazon Music Unlimited, the
few months.
on-demand, ad-free offering, expanded to more than 30 new countries in 2017,
and membership has more than doubled over the past six months, according to
Bezos.

Spotify data collection
Source
The Independent
29
March,
2009
Campaign
8 May, 2009

Data
Ad-supported free music services, including Spotify and Last.fm (which also offers some
downloads), may be forced to diversify into music sales in the current economic climate. Mark
Mulligan, an analyst at Forrester Research, told the BBC: "[Spotify] went into this thinking it
was going to be a premium subscription business... The problem is what's proven to be the
successful part is the free bit."
This isn't a new wheeze (the similar service Yahoo! Music launched in Europe in 2005), but
the beauty of Spotify, users say, lies in its simplicity and the broad array of music available via
the service Before launch, Spotify signed deals with the four music majors (Universal Music
Group, Sony BMG, EMI Music, and Warner Music Group) plus leading independent labels.

Initial coding
Ad-supported,
free music
platform

Second Coding
Launch of streaming
service
Freemium model

Deals with major Attracting
music labels: UM, complements
Sony BMG, EMI through partnership
Music, WMG

Spotify's basic music streaming service (providing access to thousands of tracks) is free to use
and funded by advertising.
The telegraph
27 July, 2009
The Times
July 28, 2009

The app gives access to the full Spotify catalogue and to all your playlists but - and here's the
exciting bit - it allows you to save your playlists to the phone so that you can listen when you
don't have an internet connection.

Save playlist for
offline use

Incentivizing
through new features

Analysts said that Spotify had made a clever move in publicising its app before it had obtained
Apple's approval, whetting the appetite of fans and leaving Apple with the tricky decision as to
whether to reject a service that could undercut its iTunes business. Experts said that there
remained a strong chance that Apple would simply reject the Spotify app.

Publishing the
app before
approval

Accessibility on
rival platforms
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The telegraph
9 September, 2009
ENP newswire
12 October, 2009

Music Week
19 December, 2009

The telegraph
April 27, 2010

It seems to be digital music week this week, with Spotify launching iPhone and Google
Android apps on Monday

Launching app on
rivals platform

Accessibility on
rival platforms

Among other things, Telia and Spotify will cooperate to make this successful music service
available in even more channels. As a result, sometime in the future, Telia's customers will be
the first to be able to use Spotify in their computers and mobile phones, as well as TV.

Collaboration
with Telia.
Spotify on phone,
computer and tv

Incentivizing
through new features

Even when presented with a service like Spotify that permits free access to deep catalogues,
users are still not exploring the furthest reaches of that catalogue, stopping at the 3m-track
mark. Of the 4.5m tracks on Spotify in the analysis period, some 1.5m tracks were not even
streamed once.

Deep catalogues
barely used

There are two elements to Spotify's update today. The 'social' side brings your Facebook
friends into the Spotify player and allows you to nose around their music collection, adding
any tracks that you like to your own playlists.

Adding social
features with
facebook friends
and both
online/offline
listening

Incentivizing
through new features

Having both a
free version as a
paid version. Paid
is ad-free
listening, free is
with ads.

Freemium model

The addition of a 'library' allows you to add your MP3s to Spotify, meaning that your offline
music is available alongside Spotify's online collection
The Swedish Wire
18 May, 2010

In a move to boost revenue two new pricing options are now being launched, called Spotify
Unlimited and Spotify Open. Unlimited gives advertisement-free access to Spotify on the
compute for â‚¬4.99 per month. Open will be a free, ad-supported version of Spotify, giving
new users access to the music catalogue for 20 hours a month.

Attracting users
through partnership
-

Attracting users
through partnership
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MarketingWeek
8 July, 2010
PR Newswire
Europe

Spotify is considering running a TV advertising campaign on UK television for the first time.
Spotify and Sonos today announced that Spotify is coming to every room in the home,
wirelessly, via the award-winning Sonos Multi-Room Music System

2 September, 2010

FierceMobileContent Digital streaming music service Spotify extended its services to Microsoft's Windows Phone
mobile platform, introducing an application available for download now for smartphones
4 October, 2010
running the current Windows Phone 6 operating system--the firms also said Spotify will be
available on devices powered by the new Windows Phone 7, slated to formally launch on Oct.
11.
Mobile Internet
Shazam, a mobile discovery company, announced that Spotify, a music service, will be
integrated across the full range of Shazam's free and premium Apps for iPhone, iPod touch,
December, 2010
and Android

Wired
January, 2011

Radio & Music
13 January, 2011

The company estimates that it has more than 10 million users in seven countries, with more
than 500,000 paying subscribers. It has fundamentally changed how people listen to music in
Europe.

Logitech today announced that it has joined forces with Spotify to support the popular music
service on the Logitech Squeezebox Wi-Fi music players.
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FierceMobileContent Digital streaming music service Spotify has raised $100 million in new financing at a
valuation of over $1 billion.
22 February, 2011
Spotify's music streaming service now boasts over 10 million registered users across Europe.

Valuation over $1
billion.

PC Magazine.com

The popularity of online music service Spotify has prompted the company to cut back on its
free offerings. Starting May 1, Spotify will limit users to 10 hours per month, among other
things.

Limiting free
Freemium model
access to 10 hours
per month
Wireless sync for
music also
available to free
users

Incentivizing
through new features

4 May, 2011

First, it's now possible to sync music and playlists to your iPod via USB, just like iTunes.
Second -- and here's the kicker -- iPhone, iPad and Android users can now wirelessly sync
MP3s and playlists from Spotify to their devices. Wireless sync was previously only available
to Spotify Premium users, who pay around $15 per month, but now the iOS and Android apps
can be used by 9 million Spotify Free users, too.

New Media Age
Online

Virgin Media is letting its subscribers access music streaming service Spotify via TV and PC.

Collaboration
with Virgin
Media. Access on
TV and PC
Expanding to
U.S. 10+ million
users, 1.6 million
subscribers

Attracting users
through partnership

Collaboration
with Motorola.
Exclusive for
launch U.S.
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14 April, 2011
ExtremeTech.com

6 July, 2011
Total Telecom

Music streaming service makes its North American debut; analyst sees a gap in the market but
warns much will hinge on free element of offer

14 July, 2011

PR newswire

Spotify currently has more than 10 million registered users in Europe, including 1.6 million
paying subscribers, accessing its 15 million-plus tracks
Today Spotify, the digital music service loved by more than 10 million Europeans, announced
its launch into the U.S., with Motorola as an exclusive launch partner

14 July, 2011

PC Magazine.com
14 July, 2011

The first invitations sent out to users of the Spotify music service include unlimited music,
Spotify representatives confirmed Thursday. But in a few weeks, the company will pare that
down.

Invite only access
with unlimited
music

Milestone

Milestone

Expanding to new
countries to attract
users
Limiting launch of
platform
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International
Business Times –
US ed.
14 July, 2011

CNN.com
21 July. 2011
Business Wire
25 August, 2011

PC Magazine,

Essentially, Spotify is going to team up with established American brands to get the Spotify
name out there.
"We're launching in partnership with some of the biggest and most pioneering brands in the
world, who all want to help us spread the good word of Spotify. Our exclusive launch partners
are Coca-Cola and Sprite, Chevrolet, Motorola, Reebok, Sonos and The Daily. These brands
will be launching innovative campaigns in partnership with Spotify in the coming weeks and
months," Ek said.
"What Spotify is saying is, ownership (of music) is great, but access is the future," Ek said.
"The main reason people want to pay for Spotify is really portability. People are saying, 'I
want to have my music with me.' "
Spotify's Premium subscribers can now take advantage of SoundHound's best-in-class music
search and discovery features, including its blazing fast music recognition and unique sing and
hum recognition.
Spotify enabled a 'private listening' mode to counter complaints about publicizing playlists on
Facebook.

29 September, 2011
Last week, Spotify received lots of user backlash when it announced a partnership with
Facebook, which forced new users to sign on through Facebook. In return, Spotify users could
share their playlists in their Facebook news feeds; other music services like Rdio, Slacker, and
iheartradio struck similar deals. It wasn't all bad news for Spotify, which has reportedly been
adding 250,000 new users each day.
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The New York times
Blogs
10 October, 2011
The Independent UK
28 October, 2011
CNNMoney.com
30 November, 2011

Washington Internet
Daily
1 December, 2011
PR Newswire
21 December, 2011

Spotify, the streaming digital music service that was just given a big boost through a
partnership with Facebook, saw its revenue more than quintuple last year, but the company
still lost more than $40 million, it reported on Monday.

If the music industry agreed on one thing - and it rarely does - it was that the web streaming
service Spotify was the future for a business ravaged by piracy. But Chris Martin has dealt a
possibly fatal blow to that assumption after Coldplay refused to license their new album to
Spotify, which now faces a revolt from some big artists.
Streaming music service Spotify wants to be more than a music app: It's aiming to be a
platform for everything you would ever want to read, see, do or share around the music that
fills your days.
The new offering kicked off with a handful of launch applications from Spotify partners. A
TuneWiki app lets users read lyrics while listening to songs, while a Rolling Stone app brings
playlists and articles into Spotify. A Billboard app turns the publisher's "top 100" charts into
playlists
Spotify is taking a page from Apple, not Google, by opening its platform to third-party
application developers but requiring approval of each app and keeping them all within
Spotify's interface.
TuneWiki is excited to announce today that its award-winning lyric syncing technology and
database of over 6 million lyrics is available for Spotify users everywhere!

PC Magazine.com
Spotify has reached 3 million subscribers, 20 percent of which pay for the service
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26 January, 2012
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PC Magazine.com
13 March, 2012
CNN.com

Spotify is launching in Germany on Tuesday, marking the thirteenth country where the
streaming service is available.

Expending in
Germany

Spotify is letting bloggers and website managers embed songs from its vast music library for
free

Accessibility on
websites for
bloggers and
website managers
Partnership with
Coca Cola, bigger
audience to reach
the music
Spotify for iPad
specifically

11 April, 2012

What we are really trying to do (is) making music more accessible."

Targeted News
Service

Spotify and Coca-Cola today announced a multifaceted strategic partnership that combines the
global scale and reach of Coca-Cola with Spotify's music technology platform to give
consumers around the world unprecedented access to the music they love.

18 April, 2012
Telegraph UK

A Spotify iPhone app, which runs on the iPad, has been available for some time but the new
iPad app offers dedicated graphics for the larger screen as well as a new navigation system.

2 May, 2012
PC Magazine.com
Spotify today expanded its music service to Australia and New Zealand.
21 May, 2012
CNNMoney.com
19 June, 2012
Xinhua General
News Service
26 June, 2012
The New York
Times Blogs
5 September, 2012
PC Magazine.com

Expending in
Australia and
New Zealand
Free radio feature
on the app

The online music service on Monday announced the addition of a free radio feature to its
iPhone and iPad apps, allowing U.S. users access to an unlimited amount of ad-sponsored
music on the go.
Yahoo and European music streaming service Spotify on Tuesday announced a global content Partnership with
distribution deal to integrate and promote Spotify's on-demand music service on Yahoo's
Yahoo for
media network.
promotion of
Spotify
On the one hand, the Enders report noted, Spotify generates a healthy return selling monthly
Spotify earns
subscriptions. On the other, it loses large amounts of money using free music as a marketing
enough revenue
tool to attract those paying subscribers
with subscribers,
but loses more
with marketing
Said sources, speaking to TechCrunch's Josh Constine, maintain that Spotify will not only
New discovery
launch a new Web-based version to supplement the service's standalone desktop and mobile
options for the
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9 September, 2012

apps, but that it will also pack in new music discovery options that will allow users to more
easily follow the activity of other Spotify users beyond just their Facebook friends

San Jose Mercury
News

Spotify now has 20 million active users worldwide, up 33 percent in less than six months. The
company counts five million people among paying subscribers, a 25 percent increase during
the same time period.

6 December, 2012
FierceMobileContent Spotify is in the process of renegotiating its licensing deals with major labels Warner, Sony
and Universal and is lobbying to offer its free, ad-subsidized tier (currently available via the
20 February, 2013
desktop) to the mobile channel. Proponents argue that opening up free access to smartphone
users will increase overall usage and advertiser reach; opponents will likely contend that if
mobile access is no longer an incentive exclusive to the premium tier, Spotify's paid
subscriber numbers will plummet.
EFYtimes.com
The news comes as Spotify launches the Spotify Charts, showcasing the most listened to (the
Spotify 50) and most viral (the Social 50) tracks on Spotify each week
22 May, 2013
MailOnline
The feature will see Spotify built into audio devices from a range of manufacturers, enabling
3 September, 2013
Progressive Media
4 September, 2013
Marketwired
October 29, 2013

you to access your listening sessions on different systems through the cloud.

Music streaming company Spotify has teamed up with student verification platform
UNiDAYS to promote its student discount and reach out to a younger demographic.
Spotify's revenue growth has been impressive. Unfortunately, so are its losses. PrivCo's
analysis reveals that Spotify's high variable cost structure due to licensing fees limits its
options to rein in costs.
"Spotify's business model suffers the same inherent challenges as an all-you-can-eat buffet
restaurant," said PrivCo's CEO and Founder, Sam Hamadeh. "Its pricing is fixed but the costs
are variable, causing losses from the heaviest users. The dilemma is that the heaviest users are
also the ones most likely to return; the lightest users are the ones most likely to cancel. So the
churn comes from Spotify's most profitable users."
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Business Today
24 November, 2013
CNNMoney.com
11 December, 2013

6 March, 2014

MarketingWeek
28 April, 2014

MailOnline
21 May, 2014
Radio & Music
10 September, 2014

One reason Spotify has been adding users rapidly is its tie-ups with social media sites. An
active Facebook account is needed to register, unless the user had a Spotify account prior to
September 2011. With its Facebook page and Twitter stream, Spotify communicates with
users the same way many firms use social media to promote their products and gain feedback.

Use of social
media is rapidly
increasing users
for Spotify
Spotify updates
Spotify updated its iOS and Google Android apps on Wednesday, allowing smartphone and
tablet users to access free music through Spotify's "Shuffle Play" feature. Shuffle Play allows iOS and android
for free music
users to listen to their playlists, their friend's playlists, or a catalog of an artist's music, but
streaming, but
Spotify will only play those songs in a random order. To listen to the songs in the order of
only through
your choosing, you'll still need to upgrade to premium service.
Shuffle Play
Spotify today announced that it will acquire the industry's leading music intelligence
Collaboration
company, The Echo Nest. The acquisition supports Spotify's strategy to grow global music
with Echo Nest to
consumption and overall revenue back to the music industry by building the best user
create best music
experience and music discovery engine for millions of global fans.
experience
globally
Spotify is launching a "seven figure" brand campaign - its biggest yet in the UK - as it looks to Advertisement
change tack from previous product feature-led messaging and communicate how the streaming that focuses on
how music
service plays a role in people's lives.
streaming plays a
role in people’s
lives
Music streaming Spotify has revealed it has over 40 million users worldwide - with 10m of the 40 million users,
10 million
paying for its premium service.
subscribers in 56
countries
The service is available in 56 countries, the firm said.
Spotify for Brands-Spotify's marketing platform that connects consumers with brands through Spotify platform
shared moments -today unveiled two new video ad products: Video Takeover on desktop and
has new video
Sponsored Sessions on mobile
ads, high value
for both audience
"These new ad formats are perfect examples of the kind of high quality, high value
and brand
experiences we want to offer our brand partners and our audience."
partners
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State University
28 September, 2014
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Villanova University
5 November, 2014

Spotify seems to be more profitable than most bands think, though. Tim Worstall, a writer for
Forbes, discovered that royalties by Spotify are much higher than other avenues of music
sharing, such as royalties from radio. Royalties from Spotify seem to be 16 times the royalties
from UK radio, which pays more than most other radio systems

Higher royalties
payout than radio
in UK

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Spotify taps in to the intimate element of music to give users a personal experience unmatched
by other seaming services

Personal
experience of
spotify’s platform
is unmatched.

Incentivizing
through new features

Taylor Swift has also acted out against Spotify recently. Her catalogue was taken off the
streaming service on Monday, sending shockwaves through the music world and sparking the
debate surrounding the fairness of Soptify's rights agreements.
While the roughly $0.007 royalty per song that artists on Spotify receive may be a cut from
what artists were receiving 10 years ago, it is a step in the right direction.

MailOnline
19 November, 2014

Uber customers will be able to listen to their own music when they call a car, thanks to a new
deal with streaming music site Spotify.
The controversial car firm will allow people to link their Spotify and Uber accounts.

PR Newswire
28 January, 2015

The New York
Times
30 January, 2015
eWeek.com
8 May, 2015

Sony Network Entertainment International LLC (SNEI) and Spotify today announced a global
strategic partnership to deliver a best-in-class digital music experience to PlayStation Network
and its 64 million active users1. Through this partnership, SNEI will launch a new music
destination in Spring 2015 called PlayStation Music, with Spotify as the exclusive partner.
Spotify on PlayStation Music will roll out in 41 markets, initially for PlayStation® consoles
and Xperia(TM) smartphones and tablets.
Spotify says it now has 60 million users around the world, 15 million of whom pay

Online music streaming company Spotify AB is reportedly looking to expand its business into
online video as it works to grow in size around the world.
Spotify "has been in talks with several digital-media companies about potential partnerships,"
the sources told the paper. "Spotify has approached so-called multichannel networks that
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specialize in creating and distributing video for YouTube to discuss both acquiring their
material and co-creating original video series, the people said. It also contacted some wellknown traditional-media companies about potential alliances."
Starbucks Coffee Company (Nasdaq: SBUX) today announced that it has entered into a letter
of intent with leading music streaming service, Spotify®, to establish a multi-year relationship
that will link its 7,000 company-operated stores in the U.S. and 10 Million My Starbucks
Rewards® loyalty members with Spotify's more than 60 Million global users to offer a firstof-its-kind music ecosystem. This interconnectivity will allow Starbucks MSR members
unique access to Starbucks music on Spotify, the ability to influence in-store playlists as well
as opportunities for Starbucks MSR members to earn "Stars as Currency
Spotify is embracing not only music video content, but news, comedy, and more. This is a big
deal.

20 May, 2015

Billboard.com
21 May, 2015

Video could have strategic value. More users would give Spotify larger market share and
greater leverage when dealing with rights holders. Video might also steal some of YouTube's
viewing time. There could more practical value, too. Video could help Spotify continue its
rapid growth, appeasing investors and improving its long-term financial position. As for music
rights holders and creators, Spotify believes the addition of video presents no downside. A
spokesperson tells Billboard the video clips will not have advertisements, but won't reduce the
pool of money shared with labels and publishers. Spotify believes video presents only an
upside -- more users means larger payouts. But video can't get rid of some nagging problems.
Spotify's critics -- both artists and labels -- have complained about its conversion rate. At last
count, Spotify had 15 million subscribers and 45 million free users, which works out to a 25percent conversion rate if you don't count the (unknown) number of inactive free users. Video
might attract more users, and thus more subscribers, but it won't necessarily improve Spotify's
conversion rate.
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More importantly, the addition of video doesn't change how rights holders are paid. Many
artists and labels are unhappy with the per-stream royalty rates paid by Spotify
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A great offer has just been announced for Spotify Premium users who can now get three
months service for just 99 cents. The music streaming platform routinely runs such promotions
to entice users to join its platform and subscribe to premium access. Then slowly, the company
brings them to the normal monthly subscription rate.
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Amazon Echo is going back to its music streaming roots with Spotify support.
The connected speaker can now tap into Spotify's 30 million songs through voice commands.
For instance, users can say "Alexa, play Pearl Jam from Spotify," or "Alexa, play Afternoon
Acoustic from Spotify."
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The new policy allows Spotify to track your location, collect your photos and thumb through
your contacts. It can view your Facebook posts and share some of the information it collects
with advertisers.
In a blog post titled "Sorry," Spotify CEO Daniel Ek acknowledged that the new policy
"caused a lot of confusion about what kind of information we access and what we do with it."
Spotify said the data it can now access helps it to "tailor improved experiences" to customers
and build "new personalized products for the future."
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Spotify has moved its complete service onto cloud computing services operated by Google.
Spotify's move is a big win for Google, which has been trying to position itself as the
definitive alternative to Amazon in cloud services segment.
At that time, it did not make sense for Spotify to run a live streaming service in the cloud. But
things have changed now, said Nicholas Harteau, Spotify's vice president of engineering. He
affirmed that now, Spotify can get quality, quantity, reliability and the price out of cloud
services

PCMag.com
6 March, 2016

Spotify announced a brand-new set of playlists earlier this week than any user can follow to
find the latest and greatest musical hits.But how, exactly, does Spotify find them?Did it hire
some poor interns to spend each week combing their iTunes catalogs and polling their friends
for interesting music?Is Spotify just dumping in a bunch of random music and calling it a
"fresh find?"
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Neither.Spotify, as it turns out, uses a fairly intuitive, machine-driven mechanism for
identifying new and upcoming music, finding the people who listen to it, and then pulling
recommendations from these early adopters to create the ultimate "before anyone else heard it"
playlist.
eWeek.com
24 May, 2016

Benzinga.com
30 June, 2016
Express Online
22 July, 2016
PR Newswire
15 August, 2016

The music streaming company unveiled its lower prices in a May 23 announcement, replacing
its old pricing structure of $9.99 for the first user and $5 each for each additional user for
family members. Under the revised plan, each user gets his or her own Spotify premium
account, according to the company. With the old rate structure, a family of six would have
paid $34.99 a month for six premium accounts. A family of four would have paid $24.99 per
month.
The new Spotify Family Plan rate puts the service on par with Apple Music, which charges
$9.99 for one user or $14.99 for up for six family members
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Spotify is accusing Apple Inc. (NASDAQ: AAPL) of anti-competitive behavior after
rejecting the latest update to Spotify's iOS app, according to a recent MacRumors piece. In a
letter sent by Spotify's general counsel to Apple's top lawyer, the former stated that the latter
is causing "grave harm to Spotify and its customers."
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POPULAR music streaming service Spotify has started to sell customers' information to
advertisers, including age, gender and favourite song choices.
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Music and music experiences including singing with children from birth can promote early
brain and language development, especially among children ages 0-3, according toresearch.
That's why Spotify is relaunching its Kids Category, called Kids and Family,
(spotify.com/sing) to inspire parents and caregivers to make it fun and easy to sing with their
young children and help set them up for success in school and in life.
Spotify's new Kids playlists are themed around everyday moments and routines - such as
bedtime, bath time, and traveling in a car. In between songs, parents will hear voiceover
prompts with tips and ideas for vocabulary-building activities and conversation starters. These
playlists and prompts will help parents engage in language-rich activities with their young
children and better integrate music into daily routines. The playlists and prompts are available
in both English and Spanish.
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Spotify is the market leader in the growing paid streaming business, disclosing earlier this
month that it now has more than 40 million paying subscribers.
WPP's Data Alliance and Spotify today announced a global partnership for collaboration in
data, insights, creative, technology, innovation, programmatic solutions, and new growth
markets. WPP now has unique listening preferences and behaviors of Spotify's 100 million
users in 60 countries. The multi-year deal provides differentiating value to WPP and its clients
by harnessing insights from the connection between music and audiences' moods and
activities. Music attributes such as tempo and energy are proven to be highly relevant in
predicting mood, which enables advertisers to understand their audiences in a new emotional
dimension.
Music streaming service Spotify announced another major milestone Thursday, revealing on
Twitter that it now has 50 million paying subscribers. This means that Spotify gained 20
million subscribers in a single year, and has is more than twice the audience size of Apple
Music.
After two years of on-and-off negotiations, Spotify and the world's biggest record company
have finally agreed to a licensing deal that paves the way for Spotify to go public and gives
the music industry more flexibility in how new albums are streamed.
Spotify's agreement with the record company, Universal Music Group - whose hundreds of
artists include Drake, U2, the Weeknd and Lady Gaga - is a global, multiyear deal, the
companies announced on Tuesday. Spotify's licensing contracts with all three major record
companies had long since expired, and Universal's deal, the first to be renewed, will put
pressure on the other major labels, Sony and Warner, to follow suit.
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For Spotify, the deal removes a major obstacle to going public. The streaming music
company, which has been valued by investors at more than $8 billion, has by far the largest
service of its kind, with 50 million paying subscribers and at least another 50 million who
listen to music on Spotify's free tier, which has advertising. But without contracts in place
guaranteeing the presence of the music on its service - Universal controls around a third of all
music sales around the world - the company would have difficulty attracting investors on the
public markets.
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Spotify looking
Blogger Dave Zatz recently discovered a Spotify job listing, which reveals that the musicstreaming service is looking to get into the hardware business, possibly a wearable. The listing, into hardware
business for the
which appears to have been pulled, indicates that Spotify, which already works on a host of
millions of users
third-party devices, is looking for a Senior Product Manager for Hardware to join a team
"working to build frictionless and creative Spotify experiences via fully-connected hardware
devices," according to images posted by Zatz on Monday.
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"You will be leading an initiative to deliver hardware directly from Spotify to existing and
new customers; a category defining product akin to Pebble Watch, Amazon Echo, and Snap
Spectacles," Spotify writes in the listing, which goes on to say that the person selected for the
position "will define the product requirements for internet-connected hardware, the software
that powers it, and work with suppliers/manufacturers to deliver the optimal Spotify
experience to millions of users.
Las Cruces SunNews
15 June, 2017

Spotify Ltd. lost 539 million euros ($601 million) last year -- its biggest loss yet -- even as it
added tens of million of customers, underscoring how difficult it will be for the owner of
world's largest paid streaming service to turn a profit.
Sales jumped 52 percent to 2.93 billion euros in 2016, but the net loss more than doubled,
according to documents filed Wednesday in Luxembourg. Spotify also acknowledged an
accounting error that understated losses in previous years.
Spotify has grown from 20 million subscribers to 50 million in less than two years, and now
has more than 140 million people using the service between the free and paid options. The
growth of Spotify has lifted sales across the entire music industry, reversing years of decline
due to piracy and the transition from CDs to iTunes.
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Yet Spotify has struggled to make a profit and has pursued more favorable deals with its
biggest partners -- record labels and music publishers -- ahead of a public offering. Spotify
plans to make its stock-market debut as soon as this year on the New York Stock Exchange
and has hired Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Allen & Co. to advise on the
process.
Billboard.com
11 July, 2017

After months of negotiations, Sony Music Entertainment has reached a licensing agreement
with Spotify, sources tell Billboard, becoming the second major label to do so this year and
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paving the way for the streaming service to go public.
The deal, expected to close imminently, comes on the heels of Spotify's multi-year licensing
agreementwith Universal Music Group announced in April. The terms of Sony's deal with
Spotify weren't clear. Spokespeople for Sony and Spotify declined to comment.
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UMG's deal gives Spotify a break on the percentage of revenue that it must pays UMG in
royalties as its subscriber base grows, going down to about 52 percent of revenue from 55
percent, sources have told Billboard. UMG's deal also gives its artists the ability to limit their
albums to Spotify's paid tier for two weeks after release -- though no big acts have yet taken
advantage of that freedom to date
Las Cruses SunNews
31 July, 2017

The No. 1 paid music streaming service has agreed to promote podcasts in its app and via ads
on buses. In return, the hosts of "Reply All," "Pod Save America" and "The Bill Simmons
Podcast" agreed to talk up Spotify on social media and during their shows, which cover topics
ranging from internet subculture and politics to sports.
Spotify is testing whether to devote more resources to areas other than music. Podcasts are a
fast-growing field currently dominated by Apple Inc. By increasing the revenue it gets from
other media, Spotify could reduce the huge share of sales that goes to record labels. Royalties
accounted for more than 75 percent of Spotify's costs last year and are based on the time users
spend playing songs

CNNMoney.com
8 August, 2017

Microsoft and Spotify are joining forces to let Xbox One users stream music while playing
games.
The two companies said on Tuesday gamers can now play Spotify songs directly from their
Xbox One consoles.

Light Reading India
7 September, 2017

As the new school year gets underway, Spotify and Hulu are partnering to offer U.S. college
students the perfect streaming entertainment bundle for their busy lives. Starting today,
eligible students can sign-up for Spotify Premium for Students, now with Hulu to not only
stream music but also their favorite television shows and movies through a single subscription
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plan, at just $4.99 a month. This is the first step the companies are taking to bundle their
services together, with offerings targeted at the broader market to follow.
Sramanamitra.com
16 October, 2017
Forbes.com
30 October, 2017

Since its release, the app has seen rapid adoption. Today, it has over 140 million regular
listeners of which 60 million are paid subscribers around the world.
Digital music company Spotify is a true data-driven leader who uses data, artificial
intelligence and machine learning to make decisions and drive success in their business. Their
innovative offerings and risk taking led to some intriguing programs and service offerings for
artists and users alike.
There's no doubt Spotify is a data-driven company and it uses the data in every part of the
organization to drive decisions. As the service continues to acquire data points, it's using that
information to train the algorithms and machines to listen to music and extrapolate insights
that impact its business and the experience of listeners
One example is the Discover Weekly feature on Spotify that reached 40 million people in its
first year. Every user gets a personalized playlist every week from Spotify of music that they
have not heard before on the service, but that will be something the listener is expected to
enjoy-a modern-day version of a best friend creating a personalized mix tape
With the acquisition of Niland, the fourth acquisition for 2017, Spotify will use the API-based
product and machine learning to provide its users with better search and recommendations to
help them discover music they will like.
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Earlier this year, Spotify acquired the blockchain startup Mediachain Labs to help develop
solutions via a decentralized database to better connect artists and licensing agreements with
the tracks on Spotify's service. MightyTV, a content recommendation service, and audio
detection startup Sonalytic were also acquired this year.
Agence France
Presse
4 January, 2018

Spotify announced Thursday that it had hit 70 million subscribers amid reports that the world's
largest music streaming company plans to go public in the coming months.
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Today, several hardware-oriented job ads (spotted by MusicAlly) have been posted to its site.
One of these states that "Spotify is on its way [to] creating its first physical products and setup an operational organisation for manufacturing, supply chain, sales and marketing."
Spotify is pursuing an unusual initial public offering that will sell some of its existing stock
instead of issuing more shares to raise money. The strategy will make it easier for Spotify's
existing stockholders to cash out of their investments while creating a potential new financial
channel for the company.

Spotify is a popular music streaming service with over 159 million users, but most of them are
free account holders. That means they get the limited Spotify experience; ad interruptions
every 30 minutes, no option to download and play music offline, and they can only listen to
playlists on shuffle mode;
According to TorrentFreak, however, many free users are using rigged Spotify installation
files freely available on many sites to get around those restrictions. All that's required is a
user’s legitimate Spotify username and password and some premium features are unlocked.
Spotify is now cracking down on those users, sending emails saying, ‘We detected abnormal
activity on the app you are using so we have disabled it. Don’t worry ‘your Spotify account is
safe’.

GlobeNewswire
13 March, 2018

Last Fall, Spotify launched Spotify Ad Studio, the first-ever audio self-serve advertising
platform, in the US. Today, the platform embarks on a world tour as the public beta expands to
Canada and the UK.
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Spotify Ad Studio makes it easy for marketers of all sizes to create audio ads on Spotify in
minutes, letting them connect with the music streaming service's highly engaged audience and
tap into culture. Over the last five months, a wide range of US businesses and advertising
agencies have used the platform to reach the right people in the right moment. And across the
board, they're seeing results.
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"When we ran our Spotify Ad Studio campaign, we saw ticket sales double in one week," said
Morgan Wright, marketer at Greater Cleveland Aquarium, one of our US launch partners. "We
could tie that increase directly to the Spotify ad."
Now Spotify listens to you instead of the other way around. Spotify has a new voice search
interface that lets you say "Play my Discover Weekly," "Show Calvin Harris" or "Play some
upbeat pop" to pull up music.
The world's most popular music streaming service, Spotify, went public today. Shares were
expected to start trading around $130 each, but ranges for the opening price went as high as
$169, and at the time of this writing its stocks were trading at $155, making the company
worth about $27.4 billion. (You could safely expect these figures to fluctuate widely over the
coming hours, days, weeks and months.)
Spotify made a commitment to its original investors that they would have the opportunity to
cash in their investment, and this is it. The flotation will help to fund expansion of the
business, but it will also ramp up pressure on the management. By going public, Spotify's
strategy and performance will come under increased scrutiny, and investors will expect
progress, fast.
Spotify and Hulu's new bundle will officially become available this summer. Plan offers
Spotify Premium and Hulu Limited Commercials for $13 per month. But, those who already
have Spotify Premium will be given early access.
Spotify is making changes to its free music streaming service app. It is trying to make the
mobile version of the service easier to use, sources say. Non-paying customers will have
access to more songs and playlists . Free version of Spotify will still feature ads but will be
similar to premium service
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Apple Music data collection
Source
CNN.com
19 May, 2011

Data
Apple has signed a cloud-music licensing agreement with EMI Music and is close to
completing deals with two other music labels, according to a report by tech news site
CNET, citing multiple music industry sources.
Such a product would throw Apple into direct competition with Amazon and Google,
both of which recently launched cloud-based music streaming services of their own.
Such services store songs on Web servers, where they are accessible from any device
with an Internet connection, instead of on a user's hard drive.
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Apple signed a similar licensing deal with Warner Music last month. Its negotiations
with Sony Music Group and Universal Music Group, the remaining of the four major
labels, could be wrapped up as early as next week, CNET reports.
Record labels, seeking to maintain revenue in the struggling music industry, have
maintained that streaming music requires a license that is separate from offering songs
for sale. But both Amazon and Google launched their cloud-based services without any
licensing deals in place.
By cooperating with the music industry on licensing songs, Apple would stake out a
different position from its rivals. This could give an Apple music-streaming product a
leg up on the competition, writes MG Siegler for TechCrunch:
"So the labels, which for the better part of a decade now have been looking for someone,
anyone to help counter Apple's power in their business, is turning right back to Apple
when they need help. And Apple will obviously gladly welcome them with open arms.
After all, with these licenses, Apple will have secured the cloud music high ground
despite being the last to launch," he writes.
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Apple has acquired Beats Music and Beats Electronics for $3bn in a move widely
believed to be an attempt by Apple to kick-start its efforts in the mobile streaming
market to rival firms such as Spotify.
The final sum paid is less than expected, but is still good money. Apple said that it is
handing over $2.6bn now, and holding on to $400m for a period of time.
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Tim Cook, Apple chief executive, said he was pleased with the deal and that Apple and
music have always been linked. Now that Beats co-founders Dr Dre and Jimmy Iovine
have joined Apple that relationship is a lot closer.
"Music is such an important part of all of our lives and holds a special place within our
hearts at Apple," said Cook.
"That's why we have kept investing in music and are bringing together these
extraordinary teams so we can continue to create the most innovative music products
and services in the world."
ICT Monitor
Worldwide
15 May, 2015

Music streaming is set to overtake digital downloads. Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:AAPL) is
going to launch its highly hyped music streaming service at the Worldwide
Development Corporation in June. Apple would be christening its new music streaming
service as Apple Music.
Apple Music will come with a significant degree of social networking integration for
the artists. In other words, artists can have their pages that they can use to publish track
samples, photos, videos, as well as concert updates. Also artist can use their page to
promote other bands if they want.
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The strategy of Apple is to facilitate a one-way communication exchange between artists
and their fans. This is unlike having a social network for users to connect with each
other. It remains to be seen how Apple implements this feature and how popular it
becomes among music lovers.
CNNMoney.com
8 June, 2015

Apple on Monday unveiled Apple Music, a new streaming music service, live radio
station and social network.
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Apple Music costs $9.99 a month, similar to several rival streaming music services.
Among its standout features is a "For You" tab that creates playlists and suggests songs
that cater to your music palate by learning your interests as you go. It also has a music
discovery engine called "New," which includes the latest popular tracks.
Apple Music is also integrated with Siri, helping you you switch from today's top chart
music to a piece from 1980's with a simple voice command.
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The Apple Music service also features Beats 1, a worldwide radio station, broadcasting
24/7 from New York, Los Angeles and London. Apple says the the radio station is
designed to offer an old-fashioned human-curated music playlist for the digital age.
"Algorithms alone can't do that emotional task," said Jimmy Iovine, Apple's music
chief.
The new service also features "Connect," a social network that allows music listeners to
connect with their favorite artists.
San Jose Mercury
News
9 June, 2015
Media Nama
9 June, 2015

Investor’s Business
Daily
9 June, 2015

With a new streaming-music offering that debuted Monday at its annual Worldwide
Developers Conference , Apple is attempting to stuff all the ways people have chosen to
interact with music during the digital age into one app.
Users who have bought music previously will see their music next to the Music library.
Paid subscribers of Apple Music will be able to download albums and playlists to listen
to offline and free users will only be able to listen the service's radio stations with
'limited skipping'.

Apple is offering the first three months for free to lure potential customers to try the
service.
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"Now, in 2015, the music industry is a fragmented mess," Iovine said. Music fans today
have to navigate among their downloaded music, streaming music services, Internet
radio and social media. Apple aims to change that with a unified app and service that
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spans Apple Mac computers and iOS mobile devices, Microsoft Windows PCs and
(coming this fall) Google Android devices.
Opening Apple Music to rival mobile phones or tablets could signal that the iconic
company is out to create a stand-alone platform to dominate the way music is listened to
in the age of streaming digital content, according to analysts
The musician published an open letter to Apple on Tumblr on Sunday, titled "To Apple,
Love Taylor," where she criticized Apple Music's plan to not pay artists royalties for its
initial three-month trial period. She echoed the concerns that independent music labels
have been up in arms about for the past two weeks.
But reaction to Swift was, well, swift, with Apple's Eddy Cue taking to Twitter and
reversing course, saying Apple will now pay artists' royalty rates during the trial.
Pharrell Williams's new single, "Freedom," will debut exclusively on Apple Music next
Tuesday, which the artist and Apple teased in a 15-second clip posted online
Apple has launched its Apple Music streaming service, kicking off a three-month free
trial with hopes of competing with entities as varied as Spotify, broadcast radio and
Facebook.
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royalties in the trial
period
Exclusive artists and
music for Apple
Music
Apple Music also
available on PC and
Mac, android later in
2015

Accessibility on
rival platforms

You don’t own any
songs, once you stop
paying you can’t
listen anymore.

Incentivizing
through new
features

Apple Music was launched for iOS devices as part of the company's iOS 8.4 software
update, which was due to go live at 4pm BST.

Associated Press
International
16 July, 2015

The service will also be available for PC and Mac computers through Apple's iTunes
software, with Android to follow later in 2015.
Apple takes a 30% cut of all in-app purchases for digital goods
Includes music streaming subscriptions and games sold on its platform
Competitors claim this means they have to charge more to customers
Apple Music is several services in one.
- The core is an on-demand music streaming service like Spotify with a similar price tag
- $10 a month. You can pick any of millions of songs to play over Wi-Fi or your cellular
connection. You don't own the songs, though. Although you can download them for

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Attracting
complements
through partnership
Accessibility on
rival platforms
Leveraging
existing platforms

‘Connect’ channel
offers a way for
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offline playback, access disappears once you stop paying (of course, after the generous
90-day trial period ends). It's like renting rather than owning music.

artists to reach out to
their fans

- Apple Music is also a giant song recommendation machine. A "For You" section
offers playlists created by staff acquired when Apple bought Beats last year for $3
billion. It's meant to reflect your iTunes purchases and preferences you make using
animated bouncing bubbles, though I found the choices limiting. A "New" tab features
new music, videos and yet more playlists.

Most standout
features are: Beats1
radio and Siri’s
integration.

- Then there's the "Radio" tab, which debuts not only Apple's new 24/7 online radio
station, Beats1, but contains several stations specializing in various genres. These are
like playlists, but you can't see all the songs that are up next.
- A "Connect" channel offers a running stream of photos, videos and other content
provided by artists for fans. The area feels empty, probably because not many musicians
have participated yet.
Amid all this, two innovations stand out:
- One is Beats1. The concept of a radio station taken online and delivered to mobile
devices in 100 countries around the world is refreshingly simple. Hosted by Zane Lowe
in Los Angeles, Julie Adenuga in London and Ebro Darden in New York, Apple is
presenting three tastemakers whom I'm just getting to know. They play music and
conduct interviews. Live listening is fun, and I can switch when I want more control
over listening.
- Siri, Apple's ever-evolving digital assistant, can now take voice commands and launch
music immediately, even responding to relatively complex commands. Ask it to "Play
the top songs from 1973," and you'll get that year's top 25, including "Tie a Yellow
Ribbon Round the Ole Oak Tree."
The Guardian
6 August, 2015
FinancialWire
18 August, 2015

Apple's new music streaming service, Apple Music, has attracted 11 million trialists
since its launch at the end of June, the company has announced.
Apple® today announced that Pharrell Williams, One Direction, Florence + The
Machine and Disclosure are among the headliners at the 2015 Apple Music(TM)
Festival at London's Roundhouse this September. Apple will broadcast performances to

11 million people
tried Apple Music in
the first 3 months
Big artists do an
exclusive, free
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Incentivizing new
features
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music fans around the world for free, which can be viewed live and on-demand on
Apple Music. The Apple Music Festival lets fans get even closer to their favorite
performers with coverage on Beats 1? alongside backstage news and footage straight
from the artists on Apple Music Connect.

concert broadcasted
on Apple Music.

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Apple Music is
constantly updating
and working on
making the platform
better

Incentivizing
through new
features

Collaboration
between Apple
Music and Burberry,
a channel that will
feature
performances, songs
and films.

Attracting users
through
partnerships

Launch of Apple
Music in China.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
new users

"We wanted to do something really special for music fans this year," said Eddy Cue,
Apple's senior vice president of Internet Software and Services. "The Apple Music
Festival is a greatest hits set of ten unbelievable nights featuring some of the best
performers on the planet appearing live and interacting directly with their fans on
Connect and Beats 1."
The Guardian
3 September, 2015

Apple has "a bit of homework to be done" to improve its Apple Music streaming
service, the company's international iTunes boss has said.
Apple Music launched in June as a rival to Spotify and while it has been praised for its
curated playlists it has been criticised over its user interface and bugs affecting people's
existing iTunes libraries.
"There's a lot of work going into making the product better. Our focus is on editorial and
playlists, and obviously we have teams all around the world working on that, but we're
also adding features and cleaning up certain things," Oliver Schusser, vice president,
iTunes International, told the Guardian

The New York Times
Blogs
14 September, 2015

Burberry, the high-end fashion retailer, said on Monday that it was starting a channel on
Apple Music, the streaming music service. The channel will feature performances,
songs and films that have come out of Burberry's work with British artists.
The deal is the first collaboration between the two companies since Apple in 2013 hired
away Angela Ahrendts, then Burberry's chief executive, to become senior vice president
of retail and online stores. Since Ms. Ahrendts left Burberry, industry observers have
wondered whether Apple and Burberry would work together and whether that
collaboration would involve retail. Apple recently chose to work with a different highend retailer, Hermès, to make luxury wristbands for the Apple Watch.

Xinhua Economic
News Service

Apple Inc. launched its Apple Music service in China Wednesday, tapping into a
fiercely competitive market believed to be one of the largest in the world. Chinese

Incentivizing
through new
features
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30 September, 2015

customers can also access iTunes Movies and iBooks online thanks to cooperation with
the domestic film industry and local publishers.
Apple Music was introduced in more than 100 countries and regions following an
announcement at Apple's Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC) in June. The
first three months for Chinese users will be free, as in other markets.

Digit

Apple music has over 6.5 million paid users, says Tim Cook, CEO of Apple. Speaking
at a conference organised by the Wall Street Journal, Cook said that the company's new
music streaming service has 8.5 million more people using the free trial, which puts its
total at around 15 million users.

20 October, 2015

6.5 Million paying
users for Apple
Music, 15 million
total.

Milestone

Apple Music launch
in Android devices.

Accessibility on
rival platforms

When Apple originally announced the service, many had said that it would do well,
thanks to the huge library of music the Cupertino-based technology giant's already had
in its iTunes library. In addition, Apple has been quite successful with iTunes before and
has the resources to make its service better than others.

Mobile88.com
11 November, 2015
MailOnline
13 November, 2015
Associated Press
Online
30 November, 2015

One of the ways in which Apple showcases the vast resources it put behind Apple
Music, is Beats1 radio, which is built into Apple Music. This provides a real time radio
experience from celebrity DJs all over the world.
Apple mention that the company will release Apple Music app for Android devices few
months ago. Today, Apple Inc officially launched the Apple Music app in Google Play
Store and it is now available for download for Android smartphones. This app will will
on Android 4.3 or later
Beats Music was set up by Dr Dre and recording executive Jimmy Iovine. Apple has
announced the music service will cease on November 30. Tech giant is encouraging
users to move to Apple Music in the run up. Apple bought Beats Music in June 2014, in
a $3bn acquisition

Beats Music will
disappear
completely, only
Apple Music now.
Making the Apple
Apple is adding a missing element to its streaming music service by making it possible
Music platform more
for home listeners to send tunes from Apple Music to WiFi-enabled speakers made by
complete with WiFiSonos.
enabled speakers
The two companies say Apple Music subscribers who own Sonos sound systems will be made by Sonos.
able to play a "beta" version of Apple Music through the Sonos app starting Dec. 15. A
final version will be released early next year.

Removing other
platforms to attract
more users
Incentivizing
through new
features
Leveraging
existing platforms
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Apple has filed a trademark and logo protection application to the United States Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO) for four Beats radio channels - Beats 2, Beats 3, Beats
4 and Beats 5. The applications were made public yesterday, giving rise to a possibility
of Apple adding these channels to its Apple Music library. At present, Apple broadcasts
the Beats 1 radio channel on its own music streaming platform, Apple Music. Despite a
much-hyped launch, Beats 1 has found users complaining about the channel repeating
music too often for their liking, along with only playing Electronic, Hip-Hop and
Alternative
On an average, tracks are repeatedly nearly four times on Beats 1, throttling the variety
of tracks that the channel plays. With Apple's filing for trademark for other Beats Radio
channels, Apple Music listeners can hope that there will be a wider variety of tracks on
broadcast, and lesser looping of songs from the genres. Presently, Beats 1 is broadcasted
out of New York, Los Angeles and London, and plays to 100 nations every day. If the
new stations are indeed added to Apple Music's portfolio, they may also focus on
localised music and a wider variety of languages, on top of broadcasting a wider variety
of tracks. The new channels may also lead to each channel playing a specific genre of
music.
The figures have been released by a person 'familiar with the matter'. Tim Cook
announced the service hit 6.5 million users in October. Meaning it has gained 3.5
million in less two months. By comparison, Spotify has more than 20 million paid
subscribers globally. Rise may have been fuelled by Apple pulling the plug on Beats
Music
Apple has discontinued its ad-supported free version of iTunes Radio, and merged it
with Apple Music as a feature addition. Users who had customized content on iTunes
Radio will now have to subscribe to Apple Music to access their online radio stations.
The change makes Beats 1 as the only free Radio service from Apple.
Apple Inc. is planning sweeping changes to its year-old music streaming service after
the first iteration of the product was met with tepid reviews and several executives
brought in to revive the company's music strategy departed.

Apple Music is
adding more radio
channels. Hoping for
more variety in
music on their
channels

Incentivizing
through new
features

Users increased by
3.5 million in two
months, possibly
because of Beats
Music disappearance
Integration of iTunes
Radio in Apple
Music.

Milestone

Constant updates to
Apple Music to
make it more
accessible and
bigger.
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through new
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Integrating other
platforms to attract
more users
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eWeek.com
6 May, 2016
The Guardian
30 June, 2016

The New York Times
15 July, 2016

Apple is altering the user interface of Apple Music to make it more intuitive, according
to people familiar with the product who asked not to be identified because the plans
aren't public. Apple also plans to better integrate its streaming and download businesses
and expand its online radio service, the people said. The reboot is expected to be
unveiled at the company's Worldwide Developers Conference in June. The changes will
be accompanied by a marketing blitz to lure more customers to the $10-per-month
streaming service. An Apple spokesman declined to comment.
Apple is now offering a 50 percent college student discount for its $9.99-a-month Apple
Music streaming music service to verified students around the world as the company
seeks new ways to grow its subscriber lists for the almost 1-year-old music platform

Offering discounts to Offering discounts
students.

It's one year after Apple's music-streaming service launched and it has 15 million
subscribers.
It also has an upcoming redesign, unveiled at the company's recent WWDC event in San
Francisco, to close a year in which it got first dibs on Drake's new album, bagged Taylor
Swift for a series of ads and even ventured into enemy territory by launching on
Android.

15 million
subscribers.

Milestone

Apple, in a government filing on Friday, proposed simplifying the highly complex way
that songwriting royalties are paid when it comes to on-demand streaming services like
Apple Music, Spotify and Tidal.

Changing the way
Incentives for
paying royalties
paying the
works for on demand suppliers
streaming services.

According to Apple's proposal, made with the Copyright Royalty Board, a panel of
federal judges who oversee rates in the United States, streaming services should pay 9.1
cents in songwriting royalties for every 100 times a song is played. This formula would
replace the long passages of federal rules for streaming rates, which often leave
musicians bewildered about just how the money flows in streaming music
The Christian Science
Monitor
19 July, 2016

Users found that their music wasn't properly matched by Apple Music, and when they
attempted to re-download their tracks to another device from iCloud, digital rights
management (DRM), or copy protection, had been applied to the files, preventing them
from listening to the tracks if their Apple Music subscription had expired.

Fixing issues that
users had on Apple
Music.

Incentivizing
through new
features
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But Apple says they are now fixing both problems, using acoustic fingerprinting to
match songs more accurately and not applying DRM to re-downloaded tracks.
Apple Music's matching feature initially used metadata. A song in a user's personal
library was identified by the track name, artist, and album. Then a song with matching
metadata in Apple's library of music would be selected to save time on syncing. If there
was no match, the track would be uploaded.
But problems arose when live recordings were replaced with studio recordings, for
example, as the metadata didn't always precisely identify the particular track, according
to Apple Insider.

M2 PressWIRE
25 August, 2016

Media Nama
9 September, 2016
The Daily Cardinal:
University of
Wisconsin – Madison
7 December, 2016

Audio fingerprinting should resolve that problem, as this method directly analyzes the
music. A digital summary (a fingerprint) of the larger audio file is used to identify the
track. As with metadata, if the track isn't found among Apple's vast collection, it will be
uploaded.
Apple® today announced the Apple Music® Festival will return to London's legendary
Roundhouse this September for a 10th anniversary celebration of live music, curated
exclusively by Apple Music for fans around the world.

Apple Music will do
the live concert
again.

Apple Music, Apple's music streaming and download service, has over 17 million paid
Premium subscribers, Apple announced at its press event, reports AppleInsider. This is
up from 6.5 million paid customers and overall 15 million subscribers in October last
year.

17 million paid
users.

Apple's (NASDAQ: AAPL) streaming music service has crossed 20 million subscribers,
the tech giant announced on Tuesday (via Billboard). The milestone highlights rapid
growth for the service and shows how the company's fast-growing service is catching up
to industry leader Spotify.

20 million paid
users.
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through new
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Tendernews.com
21 April, 2017

Apple Inc is introducing a program to promote young musicians with a monthlong
barrage of videos, playlists and new music, deepening the technology giant's direct
investment in artists through Apple Music.

Apple Music adding
features that help
new and young
artists.

Incentivizing
through new
features

The first performer to benefit from the Up Next program is 6lack, a 24-year-old Atlanta
singer who released his debut album last fall. On Thursday, Apple released a short
documentary about 6lack, as well as video of a live recording session taped in Atlanta
and an interview on Beats 1, Apple Music's radio station
Washington Post
Blogs
22 June, 2017

Apple has aggressively converted 27 million subscribers, and has bolstered its catalogue
with exclusive online television. And in yet another sign of Apple's momentum, the
company is said to be renegotiating its deals with record labels, offering a smaller cut on
the promise it will continue to deliver ever more eager listeners.

27 million paid
users. Adding
exclusive online
television.

Given that progress, what is the No. 2 streaming player doing hawking its service on
daily deals site Groupon alongside coupons for cargo shorts and couples' massages? It's
part of the land grab, analysts say.

Collaboration
between Apple and
Groupon, Apple
Music is free for
three months, after
they grab a Groupon
deal

"A lot of the deals on Groupon are from companies that perhaps have seen better days,"
said Rafi Mohammed, a pricing consultant. "But on occasion Groupon does do a highprofile deal with a major company."
First-time customers can sign up for Apple Music and get three months free, if they
grab the Groupon deal. Afterward, subscribers are automatically renewed for a regular
membership, at $9.99. The free trial is the same as the one Apple offers on its own site.
Experts say that rather than giving off a whiff of sales-desperation, Apple's Groupon
move is the latest sign of the company's aggressive play to reach new streaming
customers.
The Toronto Star
8 September, 2017

Apple Inc. has secured a deal for songs from Warner Music Group, the technology
giant's first agreement with a major label since introducing its on-demand music service
two years ago, according to people familiar with the matter.

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Collaboration with
Warner Music
Group, adding more
popular artists to the
platform.
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Incentivizing
through new
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through
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Warner will provide Apple a catalogue spanning Ed Sheeran, the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Bruno Mars for both iTunes, the online store, and Apple Music, the streaming
service.
MailOnline
5 February, 2018

Apple Music is
getting bigger than
Spotify in the U.S.
because Apple
Music is preinstalled on new
Apple devices.

Leveraging
existing platforms
to attract users

After turning the tide for music consumption over a decade ago with iTunes, Apple is
locked in a race for the next generation of paid music consumption. According to
reports, Apple Music now has 38 million paid users, beating out Amazon Music
Unlimited with 16 million paying subscribers. Apple Inc's streaming music service is up
2 million paid users since February

38 million paid
users.

Milestone

Apple must be readying the rollout of final iOS 11.3 version, as the Apple Music app is
now showing a dedicated Music Videos section. If that sounds familiar, that's because
Music Videos is supposed to be a new iOS 11.3 feature of Apple's music subscription
service, as long as you're a paying subscriber.

Update to platform
to add music videos
for paying users

Incentivizing
through new
features

Apple Music may be edging closer to overtaking Spotify as the top music subscription
service in the U.S.
The iPhone maker's music subscription service is adding U.S. subscribers at a
significantly faster clip than Spotify, the Wall Street Journal reported, citing sources
close to the situation.
This could mean that Apple Music takes the title of top U.S. streaming service as soon
as this summer.
Apple Music has been adding subscribers in the U.S. at a monthly growth rate of 5%,
which is higher than Spotify's average monthly rate of 2%.
The Silicon Valley giant may be getting a boost from the fact that Apple Music comes
pre-installed on many Apple devices, including its flagship iPhone, the iPad and the
Apple Watch.
Apple Music should also get a lift from the recent release of Apple's HomePod smart
speaker, which is programmed to play songs using Apple's music streaming platform.

NewsR.in
13 March, 2018

BGR
29 March, 2018
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Google Play Music data collection
Source
PCMag.com
14 November, 2011

Data
Google Play Music is getting a makeover. Music lovers can now tap into "richer"
recommendations, as well as a fresh user interface and offline playlists.
Using machine learning, Play Music will now create a unique experience based on
individual listeners' taste, location, and activity-even the current weather. "We'll
deliver personalized music based on where you are and why you're listening," Play
Music product manager Elias Roman wrote in a blog post.

Initial Coding
Second Coding
Update for Google
Incentivizing
Play Music; offline
through new features
playlists and new
interface. Now
delivers personalized
music.

Meanwhile, subscribers will also have access to music, even when there's no
service. "As long as you remember to charge your phone, you'll have your favorite
tunes, even if you forgot to download them ahead of time," Roman wrote.
Users will also notice a new look: The revamped Google Play Music home screen
features features favorite playlists, latest releases, and more tunes from popular
artists-at the right time and place for you
Topnews
30 October, 2012

On Monday, Internet search giant Google announced its new Google Play Music
service which will give the company a leading edge against its cloud rivals on the
music front, by enabling the users the advantage of 'free' digital storage of their
music.

Google Play Music
Incentivizing
will use a ‘free’
through new features
digital storage space
(up to 20.000 songs).

According to Google's announcement, coming via an official blog post, the Google
Play Music service will be available in Europe from November 13.

Allows for sharing
with friends in a
social network.

The service will boast an iTunes-beating 'Scan and Match' feature which will scan
the users' library and save it to the cloud; thereby paving the way for accessibility to
the library from any Google device. The feature does away with the tedious job of
uploading every single song, as it matches songs on the users' computer to a master
database on Google's servers.
Unfolding the additional benefit of sharing music with friends through the Google
Plus social network, the Google Play Music service will allow the users to store as
many as 20,000 songs online; and to play these songs on any Internet-connected
device at up to 320Kbps quality.
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DmEurope
31 October, 2012

eWeek.com
20 November, 2012
eWeek.com
19 December, 2012

Deals with major
record labels
worldwide. Enters
European market

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Google continues to take on Apple and Amazon in pursuing customers in the online
music business after securing a licensing deal to add 5.5 million musical works from
35 countries around the world to its Google Play music download service.

5.5 million songs in
35 countries

Milestone

Google is making it easier for music lovers to build their online music collections by
introducing a new service that automatically scans the songs stored on your
computer and copies them to the cloud, where you can access them from your
mobile devices for free.

Update that
automatically scans
for music on your
computer and put it
in a digital cloud.

Incentivizing
through new features

Google has enabled its music download and locker service for Android device
owners in Austria, Australia, Ireland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Portugal, and New
Zealand.

Expanding to new,
major markets.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
users

But Google is combining some of the best qualities exclusive to each service. Like
Rdio, its mobile and web-based user interfaces are clean and intuitive, allowing you
to build your own library of streaming content from Google's catalog. And it's the
only service other than Spotify that really lets you merge your personal music
library with the streaming catalog. And when you choose to launch its Pandoraesque radio feature, you can rearrange the automatically generated playlist.
But none of these are as important as the fact that Google has hundreds of millions
of Android users who are already familiar with and invested in many of Google's
other services. If Google can build some of the functionality of the music service
into its other apps (i.e. the new Google Hangouts chat app), that could go a long way
to attracting a critical mass of paid subscribers.

Strength is the huge
following Google
already has for its
services. Many
people use Android
devices.

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Google announced that it has reached a deal with "all of the major record labels
globally" and several key independent labels that will allow the company to launch
its Google Play Music service in select European markets in 13 November.
According to the Google blog, customers in Spain, the UK, France, Germany and
Italy will be able to buy their favorite music directly from the Google Play store.

The company unveiled the new feature, using the Google Play Music Manager, in a
Dec. 18 post on Google+. Users can access the music collection wherever they have
Internet access.
ENTERNAINMENT
10 April, 2013
CNNMoney.com
15 May, 2013
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V3.co.uk
15 May, 2013

"Google Play Music All Access is a uniquely Google approach to a subscription
music service," said Google Engineering Director Chris Yerga.
Google Play Music All Access is an online music streaming service similar to
Spotify. The service allows users to instantly stream a variety of songs onto their
Android device or over the web.
The service gives users unique recommendations and plays tailored radio stations
based on their interests. Google says the service will begin to roll out in the US
starting now. The rest of the world will see availability sometime this year.

Unique
recommendations
and tailored radio
stations based on
interests.

Incentivizing
through new features
Offering discount

Available for $9.99
after the free, 1
month trial.

Google reports that the service will run $9.99 a month after a 30-day free trial.
Those that sign up before 30 June will also reportedly receive a discount to bring the
charge down to $7.99 a month.
WATBlog.com
22 May, 2013

Global Data Point
13 August, 2013
Global Data Point
16 September, 2013

All Access integrates into the same-old Google Play Music that's been available for
some time. You can still upload your music into an online locker as before, and
create playlists and organise your music, but the paid All Access adds functionality
similar to Spotify. It gives you the option to search 2 million cloud-based tracks, add
them to playlists and share them with friends over Google+. The All Access App is
currently available only for Android and Web (though the Web service hasn't rolled
out in some territories) and there's no news about an iOS version of now.

All Access is the
update that makes
Google Play Music
very similar to
Spotify

Incentivizing
through new features

The music streaming service was launched back in May in the USA, and shortly
afterwards expanded to Australia and New Zealand.
Now the company has added nine more countries to the list: Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, and the UK.

Expanding to more
countries

Expanding to new
countries to attract
users

Google has released an update to the Google Play Music app that brings new Genre
Radio feature. The new Google Play Music app version 5.2 brings a bunch of
under-the-hood changes. The existing Artist and Song Radio will soon embrace the
new Genre Radio and the tab will appear under Radio option. The new update may
take a while to be available in other regions too. Android Police got their hands on
the Google Play Music 5.2 version and posted screenshots of the new changes in
the app.

New Genre Radio
feature, that has
different radio
stations based on
genre

Incentivizing
through new features
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PCMag.com
15 November, 2013
WATBlog.com
3 December, 2013

Global Data Point
7 December, 2013

PCMag.com
13 December, 2013
PCMag.com
10 April. 2014

Thespec.com
5 May, 2014
The Herald
27 May, 2014

Good news on the music streaming front, iPhone and iPad users. Google Play
Music is now available on iOS.
Google Glass has finally received its official Google Play Music app. The company
had announced last month that the Google Glass will soon receive the app. The
Google Play Music app will enable users to stream music through the wearable
gadget. Glass engineer Stephen Lau announced the official release of the app via his
Google+ post.
German royalty collections body GEMA has reached an agreement with Google for
the launch of the Google Play Music All-Inclusive service in Germany. The
agreement is based on published tariffs for using the works of GEMA artists through
paid-for streaming services. The Google Play Music All-Inclusive service launches
in Germany on 06 December, with users able to test the service free for 30 days.

Google Play Music
available on iOS

Accessibility on
rival platforms

Google Play Music
available on Google
Glass

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Collaboration with
GEMA

Attracting users
through partnerships

Google Chromecast owners can now stream Google Play music and movies directly Google Play Music
is available on the
from the Web.
web
Collaboration with
Music playback just got a boost from a new partnership between wireless speaker
Sonos, allowing
manufacturer Sonos and Google Play Music.
Google Play Music
Sonos users can now stream tunes directly to their speakers via the Google Play
to be played with
Music Android app, or from the Sonos mobile app to any player in the house.
speakers anywhere
in home
Turn any room into a "Play room" by picking from songs stored in your Google
library (up to 20,000 allowed), or browse through more than 22 million tracks on
demand.
Google Play Music
Google is stepping into the streaming music game in Canada with the launch of
available in Canada
Google Play Music.
Brit Award-winner Sam Smith will be starring in the first ever live music
performance to be aired during an advertising break.

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users
Attracting users
through partnerships
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Expanding to new
countries to attract
users
Collaboration with
Incentivizing
Channel 4 in the UK, through new features
popular artist
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Smith, who will be performing his number-one single Stay With Me at London's
Roundhouse, is to fill a three-and-a-half-minute break during Alan Carr: Chatty
Man on Channel 4 at about 10.45pm on Friday.

performing single as
advertisement.

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Google Play Music
easier to use.

Incentivizing
through new features

Acquisition of
Songza, that creates
free playlists tailored
for various activities
and times.

Incentivizing
through new features

The UK broadcasting first is part of a tie-up between Google Play Music, Google's
music store and streaming service, and Channel 4.
Smith, who won this year's Critics' Choice Award at the Brits, said: "It's incredible
to be part of a world first. Stay With Me being broadcast live to the nation will be a
very special moment for me."
Google UK's Stephen Rosenthal said: "Through Google Play Music we're looking
to shake up the way music lovers connect with tracks they love. What better way to
show our ambition than lay on this world first with Sam Smith, one of the hottest
acts on the planet." today."
PCMag.com
20 June, 2014

Just in time for your Friday night dance party, Google is making it quicker and
easier to search for and play music on your Android device.
"Say you're curious about your favorite pop artist's latest hits, or you're with friends
chatting about the newest indie rock group and want to play some of their music,"
Google Search Product Manager Jason Douglas wrote in a blog post Friday.
"Starting today, when you ask Google about a musician, you can simply tap a link to
play their music right in one of your installed apps."

CNNMoney.com
1 July, 2014

Google announced Tuesday that it's acquiring streaming radio service Songza,
which creates free playlists tailored for various activities and times of day. The
companies declined to reveal the purchase price.
Songza, launched in 2010, will complement Google Play Music All Access, the
subscription streaming service Google unveiled last year. Google said Songza will
continue to function independently for the time being while it "explore[s] ways to
bring what you love about Songza to Google Play Music."

Attracting
complements
through partnership

"We'll also look for opportunities to bring their great work to the music experience
on YouTube and other Google products," Google added.
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Washinton Post Blogs
25 July, 2014

Postmedia Breaking News
21 October, 2014

The company offers a subscription-based streaming service like Spotify called
Google Play Music All Access, and Thursday the company announced that it was
providing 90 days of free streaming to anyone with a Chromecast device, provided
they didn't already have an All Access account. The service is usually $9.99 per
month, the same as Spotify's service

90 days free trial for
anyone with a
Google Chromecast
device.

Google is updating its music application so users can get the right mix of songs
whether they're exercising, driving to the office or trying to take a nap.

Update to
personalize music
app based on time of
the day or activity

Google Play Music, which offers a subscription service, is unveiling a concierge
feature that chooses a music package based on activities, moods or times of day,
said product manager Brandon Bilinski. The update, which also includes changes to
the look and feel of the app, is the first to incorporate Google's acquisition of
Songza, which specializes in new ways of curating song selections
AFP RELAXNEWS
17 November, 2014

The search giant has cleared up any confusion and confirmed that Google Play
Music subscribers will get free access to YouTube's new music streaming service,
too.
When YouTube Music Key -- the video channel's premium music and music video
streaming service -- was officially unveiled on Friday, the company also revealed
that if you signed up to the service you got free access to Google Play Music as an
extra benefit.

Press Association
26 November, 2014

Take That have done a deal with Google's streaming service for their new album which will not be available on rival Spotify until the new year.
The group have teamed up with Google Play Music to enable their new release,
called III, to be exclusively streamed for a month from the date it goes on sale on
Monday.

TechTree.com
5 February, 2015

The design changes are few but useful nonetheless. The navigation drawer that
opens via the hamburger icon is now a lot bigger and almost takes up the entire
screen. Your cover image gets better visibility compared to the past and the library
tabs now match the orange colour of the header to deliver a more consistent UI. The
tabs also hide when scrolling down giving more space for the content in focus.

Offering discount
Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users
Incentivizing
through new features

Combining
subscription from
Google Play Music
and YouTube Music
Key

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users

Exclusivity with
major artist, only
available on Google
Play Music for the
beginning

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Better accessibility
for the application

Incentivizing
through new features

(Exclusivity)
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The songs, albums and artists are now displayed in what appears to be a card like
format. The artists tab also shows up with a small bio provided you come from a
region where Googles Play Music service is open for business.
PCMag.com
25 February, 2015

CNNMoney.com
23 June, 2015

Good news for those with massive music collections. Google today announced it has More than doubling
more than doubled the free music storage limit on Play Music, allowing you to keep free online storage
space from 20.000 to
more of your music collection in the cloud for easy access on all your devices.
50.000 songs
You can now store up to 50,000 songs in Play Music for free to stream or download
on your phone, tablet, computer, or TV with Chromecast. That's a huge jump from
the previous limit of 20,000 tracks.
Google Play Music
Google has made its streaming music service Google Play Music free to use,
is free to use while
without a subscription.
listening to ads; so
The catch is that you'll have to listen to ads, similar to the way free versions of
called ‘freemium’
Spotify and Pandora work.
model
Google launched the new version for U.S. desktop users Tuesday, and will roll out
updates to its Android and iOS app later this week. If you still want to pay the $9.99
a month fee to skip the ads, listen to songs on demand, and create playlists, you can.

Incentivizing
through new features

Freemium model
Incentivizing
through new features

Just like Spotify and Pandora, Google Play Music lets people stream preset
compilations that Google thinks you would want to listen to during certain activities.
ENP Newswire
2 July, 2015

Marketwired
17 August, 2015

Collaboration with
LG electronics, 90
days free trial for
Google Play Music
Music lovers will be able to enjoy access to over 30 million songs, ad-free, ready for while buying LG
products.
listening at anytime, anywhere in the home with each participating LG Music Flow
product purchased
Collaboration with
Munchery, the leader in high-quality meal delivery, and Google Play Music today
Munchery, custom
announce a new music experience in the kitchen, using the perfect stations to make
meals inspired by
any meal better. Munchery chefs will prepare custom meals inspired by Google
Google Play Music
Starting today, LG Electronics (LG) is offering Australian music lovers a 90-day
free trial to Google Play* Music with the purchase of any participating LG Music
Flow products.

Attracting users
through partnership

Attracting users
through partnership
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Play Music radio stations for a dinner and dance party spanning all genres and
cuisines.
"Taste and sound both have a special way of bringing people together, so it felt
natural to connect them in one simple, fun experience," said Munchery VP of Food
Nicolas Bernadi. "We want people to be excited about mealtime -- everything from
our locally-sourced ingredients to the mood, soundtrack and environment."

radio stations.
Connecting taste and
sound.

Incentivizing
through new features

Each Munchery+Google Play Music menu item will correspond with a similarly
themed playlist curated on Google Play Music based on different moods, times of
day and activities. The custom menus will be available in each of Munchery's
current cities (New York, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles). Diners will be
able to view their city's unique meal and music selections on Munchery's website,
mobile app and daily menu emails.
"Turning a great menu into a great moment is all about what you pair with it -- the
drinks, your friends and especially the music. Google Play Music and Munchery
together bring the best food and the best music to make your dining experience
perfect," said Zena Arnold, Head of Americas Marketing, Google Play.
PCMag.com

Google is making its Play Music service a little more family friendly.

29 September, 2015

Alongside newNexus andChromecast devices, the Web giant today announced a
new Play Music family plan, which is priced on par with Apple Music's family
membership. Soon, up to six family members will be able to share a Play Music All
Access family subscription for just $15 per month and get tailored recommendations
for each account. A singlePlay Music All Access subscription will set you back $10
a month.

AFP RELAXNEWS

Google Play Music is getting prepped to launch podcasts and is inviting content
creators to upload their shows.

28 October, 2015

Google Play Music
Offering discount
family plan. $15 for
tailored
recommendations for
each account
connected.
Google Play Music
launching podcasts.

Incentivizing
through new features

The music streaming service has launched a portal for US podcasters that will
connect creators to Google Play Music users.
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Google has already tapped popular podcasters including Public Radio International,
Nerdist/Legendary, HBO, Tim Ferriss, Slate/Panoply and This Week in Tech to
share their content.
Thespec.com

Cue the exit music because Songza is about to be ushered off the stage.

2 December, 2015

In the latest shakeup of the rapidly-evolving streaming music industry, Google
announced Wednesday it would be shutting down Songza on Jan. 31 as it integrates
the popular Concierge playlist features into Google Play Music.
The move comes nearly a year and a half after Google acquired Songza in an
attempt to step up its game in the increasingly competitive streaming music
industry. Once the changes take effect, users who visit Songza's website or open its
app will be pushed to Google's service.

Google integrates
Songza into Google
Play Music. Focus
attention to one
product instead of
two

Integration of other
platforms to attract
users

Update to Google
Play Music’s search
interface

Incentivizing
through new features

Collaboration with
Milk, helping
emerging artists.

Attracting users
through partnership

Songza co-founder Peter Asbill, who now works as Google's global streaming
merchandizing lead, said the shift makes sense.
"Over the past year and a half we've worked really hard to take all of the best of
Songza and bring it to Google Play Music," he told a Toronto news conference.

ICT Monitor Worldwide
9 January, 2016
Billboard
22 March, 2016

"We've decided to focus our energy and attention on building one amazing product
instead of two."
Google Play Music's search interface has been a work in progress, as a prompt for
it to listen to ambient audio to identify a song was a relatively recent refinement. A
tweak coming out now, apparently via a server-side switch, retains the listening
feature but brings the entire look in line with other up-to-date Google apps.
In the latest move, Google Play Music is teaming with media studio Milk for a
series aimed at cultivating emerging artists. The partners will pluck a limited
number of acts, provide them access to Milk's NY facilities and sourced talent for a
day, and host a performance at Milk's JamRoom. Select audio and visual elements -ranging from short clips to performance footage to day in the life-style docs -- will
be available on GPM, Milk's website, artist sites, YouTube, Vevo and other
channels

Attracting
complements
through partnership
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Billboard
18 April, 2016

Google Play Music devotees on the web and Android devices have a new way to
find and listen to their favorite podcasts. Starting today, users in the U.S. and
Canada will see an easy-to-navigate podcast sectionin Google Play's sandwich
menu.

Update to podcast
section for U.S. and
Canada. Based on
personalization and
context.

Incentivizing
through new features

Strength is curated
playlists, a playlist
for every possible
situation/activity

Incentivizing
through new features

Google Home, a
voice-activated
product, will be
running Google Play
Music

Incentivizing
through new features

"We'll connect you with podcasts based on what you're doing, how you're feeling
and what you're interested in," the company said in its announcement. "Similar to
our contextual playlists for music, we want to make it easy to find the right podcast - whether you're a podcast aficionado or listening for the first time."
Mirror.co.uk
22 April, 2016

But one of the ways Google is trying to fight off the likes of Spotify, Apple Music
and Jay-Z's Tidal in the music business is through curated playlists.
This isn't the out-and-out radio station that Apple was so keen to show off , but
rather selected playlists that cover every conceivable activity.

Design Week Online
19 May, 2016

Google has announced the launch of a new connected home product, Google Home,
which will be released later this year.
Google Home is a voice-activated product that can play a song, set a timer for the
oven, or order a taxi. It ties in with services like Google Cast, Google Play Music
and another of Google's new releases.

AFP RELAXNEWS
25 May, 2016

Kicking off Wednesday, the partnership will see Google Play music
recommendations integrated into the TripAdvisor app, with users able to access
themed soundtracks tailored to the destination of choice.
Users who are not yet Google Play Music subscribers, will be offered a two-month
free trial of the premium service, directly through the TripAdvisor app, providing
they have never used it before.

T-break Tech
3 July, 2016

Collaboration with
TripAdvisor,
connecting music to
traveling. Also
offering two months
of trial.

Four months of free
This 4th of July, enjoy all the music you want, for four months, for free.
Google is currently running a special offer for its Google Play Music service, which access to Google
Play Music
allows users to enjoy four months of free music

Leveraging existing
platforms to attract
users
Attracting users
through partnerships
Incentivizing
through new features
Offering discount
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MailOnline
14 November, 2016
CIOL
9 February, 2017

Voice & Data
6 April, 2017
Billboard
21 April, 2017

T-break Tech
29 May, 2017

Google has updated the app for users in 62 countries around the world.
The app now uses machine learning to suggest songs and playlists.
Subscribers will be able to listen to music offline, and the app will automatically
create an offline playlist based on what you've listened to

Automatic creation
of playlists based on
music preferences.

Incentivizing
through new features

Google is merging the teams behind its music streaming applications- Google Play
Music and YouTube Music into a single division to "deliver the best possible
product for users, music partners, and artists."

Combining Google
Play Music with
YouTube Music into
a single application.

Integration of other
platforms to attract
users

Google Play Music
available in India.

Expanding to new
countries to attract
users
Attracting users
through partnership

As first reported by The Verge, the merger of product teams has now been
confirmed by the company itself. Music is very important to Google and we're
evaluating how to bring together our music offerings to deliver the best possible
product for our users, music partners, and artists. Nothing will change for users
today and we'll provide plenty of notice before any changes are made," a Google
spokesperson said.
Google India today announced the launch of Google Play Music subscription in
India, offering music lovers a fresh take on streaming that is smarter, easier and uses
little data
Samsung and Google have announced a new global partnership that will make
Google Play Music the default music player and service on any new Samsung
phone or tablet going forward. The deal, announced Friday, arrives on launch-day
for Samsung's new S8 line of phones and doubles the amount of songs that Samsung
customers can upload and stream to Google play for free.
Users who normally sign up for Google Play Music services can try it out for free
during the first three months. However, Google is now offering a four month free
trial instead.

Collaboration with
Samsung, making
Google Play Music
the standard
streaming service on
new phones
Four month trial
instead of three.

Offering discount

In a move to get more people on board, Google has now increased the trial period of
the Google Play Music service. After that, you'll have to pay $9.99 per month to
keep using it. Google Play Music gives you access to a library of over 35 million
songs, which you can listen online or download to your device. The music service
works on Android device as well as on PCs.
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Indian Technology News
26 June, 2017

Google Play Music has now received a new update, which is available via the
Google Play Store. The new updated version 7.9 brings in a couple new features for
people who often find themselves searching for music within the app and later
forgetting the search name. The new search history function help users to keep tab
on the different types of music they have been listening to for a while.

Update to the
application, for
easier access of
previously used
music.

Incentivizing
through new features

Update to the app,
adding new radio
features. Newly
released songs based
on personal taste.

Incentivizing
through new features

Google Play Music
works with Apple’s
in car software.

Accessibility on
rival platforms

The search bar in the Google Play Music v7.9 help the user search for songs as
well as enter into settings menu where there is a new option labeled 'Manage Your
Play Music History,' which shows the music search history until that point of time.
The search history goes back a couple of years and not till the start of the app usage.
Indian Technology News
14 July, 2017

Indian Technology News
24 July, 2017

AFP RELAXNEWS
27 July, 2017

Discovering new music you love will be much easier now as Google Play Music
has just introduced its latest feature called the New Release Radio.
As the name suggests, it will play newly released songs based on your personal
tastes, so you can stay up to date with the freshest tunes. The station uses machine
learning to select singles and album releases from the past two weeks based on your
listening history and musical preferences. It's a really quick way to check out allnew music that's tailored just for you
Google Play Music for iOS now works with Apple's finger friendly in-car
software,Apple Carplay. Carplay support lets Google Play Music users stream
music from the built-in car display using a streamlined interface. This helps drivers
access selected services and functions of their phones without having to take their
eyes off the road for too long. The Carplay version of Google Play Music is divided
into four categories: Home for viewing recommendations, Recents for viewing last
played content, Music Library for browsing through your saved catalog, and
Stations for finding genres and activity-based collections.
Google Play Music and YouTube Red are to merge, giving rise to a new streaming
service, announced Lyor Cohen, YouTube's head of music at the New Music
Seminar in New York.

Incentivizing
through new features

Merging of Google
Play Music and
YouTube Red in
order to simplify
what Google has to

Integration of other
platforms to attract
users
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By merging the services, Google hopes to simplify the firm's offering and attract
new subscribers.

offer to new
subscribers.

"Music is very important to Google and we're evaluating how to bring together our
music offerings to deliver the best possible product for our users, music partners and
artists," a Google spokesperson told The Verge.
Pivotal Sources

Harman, a unit of Samsung Electronics, announced an offer of free Google Play
Music with purchases of its products. The three-month subscription trial will be
available in 47 countries in APAC, the Americas and Europe in August with select
JBL and Harman Kardon consumer products, as an offer to kick off the 2017
holiday season.

7 August, 2017

Google Play Music also comes with access to YouTube Red, for ad-free YouTube,
offline and background viewing on mobile, and access to YouTube Originals in the
US, Australia, New Zealand and Mexico.

Collaboration with
Harman (Samsung
Electronics) that
gives free Google
Play Music with
purchases of its
product.

Attracting users
through partnership

Tidal data collection
Sources
PR Newswire
28 October, 2014

Data
TIDAL, the first high fidelity lossless music streaming service with HD music videos and
curated editorial, today announced the launch and availability of its service in the U.S. and
UK. The ideal service for those who care about quality, TIDAL welcomes music lovers to
enjoy its extensive library of 25 million-plus tracks, 75,000 music videos, and curated
editorial articles, features and interviews written by experts. Ad free and available now for a
monthly subscription of $19.99/£19.99, visithttp://www.tidalhifi.comor download the app
from iTunes App Store or the Google Play Store.

Initial coding
Launch Tidal in U.S.
and UK. It has over 25
million tracks, 75000
music videos and other
features related to
music. Available at
$19.99.

TIDAL has spent considerable time building up its extensive catalogue of lossless HiFiquality music and music videos. With distribution agreements signed with all of the major
labels, including Sony Music Entertainment, Universal Music Group and Warner Music
Group, TIDAL has also been working with many independent labels to offer a
comprehensive catalogue that includes a wide range of genres to suit all musical tastes

Agreements with Sony
Music Entertainment,
Universal Music Group
and Warner Music
Group and other
independent labels that

Second Coding
Launch of platform
in U.S. and UK
Incentivizing
through new features
Attracting
complements
through partnership
Higher price for
better quality
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Available across iOS, Android, network players, and PC/Macs, TIDAL offers high fidelity,
lossless sound quality, a prerequisite to enjoying music the way it was intended by the
artists. Streaming at more than four times the bit rate of competitive services, users are able
to enjoy TIDAL on a wide range of the world's finest home and portable audio products.
Possibly the most eagerly anticipated music streaming service by the audio industry,
partnership and integration agreements have already been made with 34 of the world's most
respected audio brands, including: Anthem, Airable by Tune In Media, Astell & Kern,
Audeze, Audiovector, AudioQuest, Auralic, Aurender, Bel Canto, Bluesound & NAD, Dan
D'Agostino, Definitive Technology, Denon HEOS, DTS Play-Fi, Dynaudio,
Electrocompaniet, Harman Omni, HiFiAkademie, ickStream, JH Audio, Linn, McIntosh,
Meridian, MartinLogan, Paradigm, Polk, Pro-ject, PS Audio, Raumfeld, Simple Audio,
Sonos, Steinway Lyngdorf, Wren Sound Systems with more to come.

offers a wide range of
genres.
Tidal offers high
fidelity, lossless sound
quality, because that’s
the way artists intended
it.

As an advertisement-free, lossless, CD-quality music and music video streaming service
with extensive curated editorial expertise, TIDAL is available now in the the U.S. and UK
for a monthly subscription of $19.99/£19.99.
Business Wire
India
23 March, 2015

UPI
30 March, 2015

Marking the beginning of a new era of music and video experiences for consumers
everywhere, TIDAL is now the sole name for the service that was once divided between
streaming services TIDAL and WiMP.
The next step in the evolution of streaming, TIDAL is a global entertainment streaming
service and artist hub that delivers content the way the artists intend for fans to experience
it: High-fidelity streaming music along with exclusive content, editorial, experiences and
merchandise

Tidal is the new, sole
name for the music
platform.

Jay Z has unveiled his plans for a new streaming music service called Tidal, which he
recently bought for $56 million.

Jay Z bought Tidal, a
platform owned by
artists.

Incentivizing
through new features

High-fidelity streaming
along with exclusive
content.
Attracting
complements
through partnership

The rapper and mogul told The New York Times Monday that artists would have a majority
stake in the company.
"This is a platform that's owned by artists," he said. "We are treating these people that really
care about the music with the utmost respect."
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Jay Z was joined by a number of big-name musicians in a press conference Monday,
including Madonna, Kanye West, Beyonce, Alicia Keys, Daft Punk, Rihanna and Arcade
Fire.
Cision Nordic
Companies Press
Releases

Video content is in a
more prominent
position.

30 March, 2015

New apps available from today highlight TIDAL as a one-stop shop for music and video
experiences for consumers everywhere. Videos move into a more prominent position and
join the Curated Editorial footprint on TIDAL's What's New Homepage, in Promo features
and a dedicated section. TIDAL is a single destination for artists and fans to share ideas,
exclusive content, songs, videos, studio sessions, rough tracks, personal conversations and
more. New Artist pages feature a separate Video tab, a Social tab integrating Twitter feeds
from a range of prominent artists, and a Merchandise tab for selected artists, where users
can purchase merchandise through the official artist store. Tracks, albums and EPs have
been merged into a new Discography tab.

The Lariat:
Baylor University

Tidal, the music and video streaming service co-owned by Jay Z, Rihanna, Madonna and
other artists, is inviting more performers to join the company and earn equity.

1 April, 2015

Senior executive Vania Schlogel said late Tuesday that Tidal welcomes more acts. It
introduced its new co-owners at a launch event on Monday.

More artists join Jay Z
as co-owners of the
platform and they invite
even more.

East Carolinian:
East Carolina
University

"Whatever these artists want to do, this is their playground to do it," Schlogel said. "This is
the creative space to just get it done and share that and communicate with their fans."
When everything is said and done, Tidal's most apparent swing-and-miss is its offering of
audio exclusivity. As a member of the service, you can hear new songs from the likes of
Beyoncé and Rihanna before anyone else. That claim, while true, is nearly irrelevant in
2015. Hours after Beyoncé's new tune landed on Tidal, it made its way onto YouTube and a
host of file sharing websites. Legality aside, there is no exclusivity in the wild west of the
Internet Age

14 April, 2015
The Guardian
17 April, 2015

Tidal Rising is part of an update to the service's web and mobile app, reports the Drum, and
currently lists Drenge, Stealing Sheep, Juce, Chastity Belt, Young Fathers and Marika
Hackman among its featured artists. "Every week, nascent talent in any genre will emerge,"
Tidal said of its new function.

The platform allows for
artists and fans to
connect in different
ways than just music

It should be the artists
playground to share and
communicate with fans.
Having exclusives is
one of Tidal’s greatest
strengths.

Incentivizing
through new features
Attracting
complements
through partnership

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Attracting
complements
through partnerships
(Exclusivity)

Adding new functions
to their app, which
feature and emerge new
talents

Incentivizing
through new features
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Postmedia
Breaking News
22 April, 2015
Radio & Music
9 May, 2015

Tidal, the music service owned by rapper Jay Z, has not sparked the music streaming
revolution its A-list artist backers hoped it would, with early ranking numbers for the app
indicating it's a colossal flop after the new music streaming platform dropped out of the top
700 U.S. App Store chart, and down to 56 on Apple Inc's music chart.
TIDAL has announced that Jay Z will perform for even more TIDAL music fans, adding a
second B-sides performance. The original, 13 May performance, will change to the
weekend to allow back-to-back shows on 16 and 17 May. TIDAL added the second
performance in order to accommodate the response from TIDAL fans that entered the
contest by creating, naming and sharing their TIDAL playlists on Twitter, along with the
hashtag #TIDALXJAYZ.

Tidal is not having the
greatest success,
compared to the other
streaming platforms
Special show from
owner Jay Z to show
love and appreciation to
fans.

Attracting
complements
through partnerships
-

Incentivizing
through new feature

These two exciting TIDAL X shows will feature Jay-Z 's special B-side collection of songs
that have never been played together - a rare event that is in line with TIDAL's commitment
to offer fans access to artists, content and unique music experiences.
"Through TIDAL X, artists have a platform to show the love and appreciation we have for
fans, while sharing our art," stated Jay Z. "This show is something I've wanted to do for
years and TIDAL X presented a perfect opportunity."
San Jose Mercury
News
29 May, 2015

WENN
Entertainment
News Wire
Services

The Tidal app was No. 9 on the iTunes list of top-grossing music apps in May; Tidal iscstill
negotiating withcSony about streaming rights and could lose albums by Sony artists
including Beyonce; its self-reported 900,000 users might bolt once their free trials are up; it
failed to secure an investment from Sprint; itcs facing stiff competition in Spotify and
possibly Applecs upcoming Beats Music streaming service.
ARCADE FIRE frontman WIN BUTLER has conceded the launch of the star-studded
Tidal music streaming service was "poorly managed" because none of the big names
involved "knew anything" about public relations.

Failed to secure
investments and could
lose streaming rights of
major company. Selfproclaimed 900.000
users
Artists that own Tidal
knew nothing about PR
and resulted in a poorly
managed launch and
service

-

-
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22 September,
2015

The rocker and his bandmate and wife Regine Chassagne are co-owners in the online app
and they joined fellow investors including Jay Z, Beyonce, Kanye West, Daft Punk and
Madonna at the programme's big unveiling in March (15).
However, Tidal's launch was met with much criticism as it was revealed the service would
cost double that of other similar streaming apps, like Spotify, and Butler admits they should
have turned to PR professionals to properly handle the event and any fall out.

Postmedia
Breaking News
3 November,
2015

He tells Britain's The Independent newspaper, "None of the artists knew anything about the
PR. It was a poorly managed launch, but conceptually the thing that we liked about Tidal
was that it's HD (high-definition) streaming quality."
Butler goes on to blame executives at the major record labels for pushing up the price of
their subscription services, claiming, "They dictated that Tidal has to cost $20
In a desperate effort to remain relevant and remind people it exists, Jay Z's Tidal, a music
streaming subscription service the rapper unveiled this March in direct competition with
Spotify (and now, Apple Music), will be attempting original scripted and unscripted
programming
The company has ordered two new series: a second season of Brooklyn street-life drama
Money &; Violence, with new episodes set to premiere in January, and No Small Talk, a
series profiling up-and-coming comedians, which will premiere November 3.

Adding more original
scripted and unscripted
video content to their
platform in order to
give subscribers the
best possible
experience.

Incentivizing
through new features

Lawsuit has been filed
against Tidal for
undercutting royalty
payouts.

-

If someone is paying for Tidal, we want that to be the best experience they can have.
Other content will include a profile series on emerging musicians, and sports-related shows
The Independent
1 March, 2016

Since its inception, Jay Z has been touting TIDAL as "for the artists", a streaming service
that pays the people who actually make the music.
The rapper previously claimed that 75 per cent of all royalties would go to the artists,
amassing a legion of the world's biggest stars to sign their allegiance to TIDAL in some
weird cult-like meeting.
Unfortunately, it looks like Mr Carter hasn't kept his promise of being fair to all artists, as a
lawsuit has been filed against TIDAL claiming $5 million in unpaid royalties.
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PR Newswire
Asia
29 March, 2016

By offering artists more creative control and fans exclusive access to offline experiences
and livestreams, the platform quickly transformed the traditional streaming subscription
model into an entertainment experience never before attempted by a single streaming
service-and in less than 12 months. TIDAL now offers nearly 40 million songs and 130,000
high-quality videos, hosts exclusive livestreams and events, produces intimate fan-centric
experiences through TIDAL X, and features original scripted video content and concerts.
FOCUSED ON EXCLUSIVE, RECORD-BREAKING RELEASES
THE ONLY MUSIC STREAMING PLATFORM WITH EXCLUSIVE VIDEO
CONTENT
LIVE TIDAL X EVENTS AND STREAMS DRIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT
DISCOVERING AND SUPPORTING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ARTISTS
GIVING BACK TO COMMUNITIES IN INNOVATIVE WAYS

Billboard
30 March, 2016

But through a dedication to exclusive content, near-relentless public relations efforts, a
consistent stream of live streams, original video series and its status as the New Kid on the
Streaming Block trying to get artists paid, Tidal has survived through a rocky first 12
months and grown in the process. One year after that now-infamous launch event, Billboard
looks back at Tidal by the numbers.

Giving artists more
control and fan
exclusive content has
been a big success
factor for Tidal.

Attracting
complements
through partnership

Focus on exclusivity,
both music and video
related, streaming live
events that drive fan
engagement and
supporting next
generation artists in
order to give back to
the community in
innovative ways
Tidal, after a hard year,
has over 3 million
subscribers

Incentivizing
through new features

Beyoncé’s album
exclusively launched on
Tidal platform, helps
Tidal more than it helps
her.

Attracting
complements
through partnership

(exclusivity)

Milestone

SUBSCRIBERS -- 2015: 540k (17k HiFi) | 2016: 3m (~1.35m HiFi)
Billboard
25 April, 2016

The release of Beyonce's album Lemonade reopens the debate about exclusive releases in
digital music. Do they help one service over another? Probably. Are they fair to consumers?
That's more complicated.
The performance of Lemonade isn't known outside of Tidal since the album was released
on Saturday, two days after the close of Nielsen's reporting week. The strategy may help
Tidal but probably won't directly help Beyonce beyond the value of her equity in the
company. However, giving Tidal a streaming exclusive is likely to hurt her chart

Incentivizing
through new features
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positionwhile taking away whatever promotional value would be gained if fans could
streaming her music at their service of choice.
The New York
Times

Don't count Jay Z out of the streaming wars quite yet.

23 January, 2017

Two years ago, the rap star and entrepreneur bought Tidal, a small streaming service, for
$56 million, with lofty - if vague - plans to build an online music empire that would lure
customers with exclusive content from fellow celebrities.
The news media pounced on early stumbles by the service, and with its losses mounting,
Tidal was quickly put on death watch by the music industry. Almost since Jay Z took it
over, the service has been the subject of speculation that it would fail or be subsumed by a
deep-pocket competitor like Apple.

Sprint takes a 1/3 stake
in Tidal for an
undisclosed amount in
order to help Tidal
survive and compete
with their big
competitors

Survival through
partnership

But Jay Z, whose real name is Shawn Carter, found a lifeline through a deal announced on
Monday in which Sprint will buy a one-third stake in the service for an undisclosed amount.
The arrangement injects some needed investment in Tidal and allows it, at least for now, to
remain an underdog in a streaming market that has become dominated by giants.
"Tidal has struggled to make a dent in the streaming market and has shallower pockets than
Spotify, Apple or Amazon," said Mark Mulligan, an analyst at Midia Research, a market
research company. "The Sprint deal gives it access to a big customer base, free marketing
and a war chest to take on the streaming incumbents."
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